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Ab stract
This thesi s has investigated the analy tical and experimental changes that occur in modal
parameters (i.e. , natural frequency, damping and peak response magnitude) of a vibrating
horizontal cantilever plate due 10 the presence of a crack and due to immersion in two fluids
having different densities. Three plates were investigated. viz., an uncracked plate and two
cracked plates with 1/32M and 3/32" crack depths, machined on both sides of the plates.
From the analycaI study, it was found that cracks caused the natural frequencies of plates
in air to reduce by a maximum of3 % and also changed the modal vectors slightly. T he modal
vector changes were mainlyaroundthe region of the cracks. II was alsoobserved that the modal
vectorschangedfrom "in vacuum- 10 "in air- condition.
Experiments were carried out in air and at two levels of water submergence . For the
experiment in ai r, it was observed that due to the presence of a 2x l/ 32M crack , the natural
frequencies of the plate were lowered by a maximum of 0.75 % than the uncracked one. When
the water level was just about the middle of the plate thickness, the natural freq uencies reduced
by as high as 26.8 % and the damping increased by S times. For full submergence (where the
water level was about 23 cm above the upper surface of the plate) , a maximum natural frequency
reductio n of 40 % and damping increase of about 6 times were observed.
Experimental and analytical results were compared for plates tested in air . The maximum
difference between the measured and the predicted natural frequencies were found to be within
8.6% . The corre lation of normalized peak strain response magnitudes were good for modes one,
two and four.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to wave, wind, current and other environmental forcesactingon them,fixedor
floating structures in the sea experience reversal of load, . Consequent stresses of various
amplitudes can result in fatigue damage to the structures . Statistical studie.s performed by
Wheeler (1980), Almar-Naess (1985) and Parfitt (1986), on the hot spot regions of welded
tubular jointsof offshoreandonshorestructures, showed that largestressconcentrations occur
aroundtheseregionsresulting in fatiguecracksdueto the repeated load cycling. Akita(1~83)
reported thatlarEefatiguecracksof lengths, more than200mm, wereobserved aroundtheends
of (welded) stiffeners fittedon the floorplatesor bulkheads in thepeak tanksof shipsregistered
withNipponKaiji Kyokai,Japan.
In order to determine whether the cracks will affect the integrity of structures, lhC3C
cracked regions haveto bedetected earlyso thatdetailed studiescanbe carried outon thesizing
of cracks. Manyproceduresand techniquesfor detecting and measuring cracksare available
today, suchas Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI), Alternating CurrentField Mwurement
(ACFM) , Eddy Current (EC) and Ultrasonic Technique (UT) . In all these techniques, the
sensors have to be located very close to the cracked regions and measurements made at a small
distance away from the damaged zones, may not indicate the presence of cracks.
In the last few years, the experimental and analytical modal analysis method has been
utilized to detect cracking of structures through observations made on the change of modal
parameters , t.e., mode shapes, damping, natural frequencies and transfer functions. Due to the
existence of cracks, natural frequencies reduce, mode shapes get altered depending on the
damage magnitude, unit response amplitudes may increase or decrease depending on the position
of crack and damping also changes. By comparing the modal parameter changes that occur in
structures due to cracking, a researcher may be able to detect and localize the damage area.
1.1 Scope or the thesis
The purpose of the present study is to carry out analytical and experimental studies on
uncracked and cracked steel plates with the intent of :
a. Identifying the modal changes that occur in structures, in air and water , due the
presence of cracking in structures;
b. Making some observations on the sizing of cracks from these modal changes;
c. Carrying out experiments on uncracked and cracked structures in order to verify the
results of the theoretical prediction;
d. Determining whether the presence of cracks cause any change of modal properties
of structures vibrating in water, due to the changed modeof fluid-structure interaction.
The ortanization of the topic introducedabove is made in the following manner. The
second chapter reviews therelevant research carried out on nuid·structure interaction. strain
gage application to modal analysis studies and olher studies on crack idc:ntif1Ci.tiM. The
theoretical background of analyticalJnumericaI and experimental modal analysis is given in
Chapter 3. Numerical resultson modal behaviour obtainedusing ABAQUScomputer program
are given in Chapter 4, and results of experimentalstudies are presentedin ChapterS. Analytical
and experimental reseus are compared and correlated in Chapter 6. The final chapter
summarizesthe salient findingsof the work carried out in this thesis and gives relevantIOpics
for further research.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
Studies on the dynamic behaviour of structures, interacting withair or water, have been
carried out extensively to determinethe effect of fluid on the structuralresponse in terms of
added masses, hydrodynamic damping and natural frequencies. In the last few years, modal
analysis approach has been used to identify the changeof modal parametersdue to apparent
added masscontribution. In addition, alongwith extensive researchon Integri'v assessment of
structures usingvariousexperimental techniques themodalanalysismethodologyhas alsobeen
used to determine the existence of cracks/damages in structures. Recently. investigators have
proposed procedures, notonlytodetect cracks/damages butalsoto focalize them. Thepossibility
of using strain gages as transducers in modal analysis allows the approach to be used in the
fatigue life predictionof structures.Strain gages are believedto be morereliablein the fatigue
experimentsince the transducersshow directlyregions wherethe higheststrain/stress magnitudes
occur; this is not given by other transducers,
Thischapter is brokenintothree sections. The first section containsa reviewof work on
nuid~sllUCtUre interaction. The second section discusseswork carried out on modal analysis
using the strain gage as a transducer. The last section is a reviewof recent studies on crack
identification.
2.1 Experimental and Analytical Studies on Fluid - Structu re Interaction
Components of structures.such as plates andcylinders. havebeeousedas test specimens
either to understand the phenomenon studied or to gain an accurate computational procedure
before tests on large and more complicated structures are carri ed out. Examples of research
investigationscarried out usingthesekinds of specimens, can be foundelsewhere; for instance
in Leibowitz (197.5) who carri ed out extensiveanalyticaland experimental studies to investigate
the responseof turbulence excitedstructures in fluids. In the rest of this section. a few of the
recent studieson vibrationof plates or cylinders in fluidarc reviewed.
Vibrationresponseof steelplates of various sizes interacting with air and water was
examined by Lindholm~I aI. (1965). Frequenciesof the. first five modes of plates, in air and
in water, with several levels of submergence, weremeasured. As an numerical comparison.
"beam in vacuum- natural frequencies were calculated using the thin plate theory. To get a
better agreement to measured valuesthe added mass factors were derivedand used to correct
the frequencies computedusing the theory. For the ratio of plate width to plate length equal to
3 and the ratio of plate thickness to plate width equalto 0.061I. whichis nearlythe same as the
ratio used in this thesis, the difference in resonant frequencies between analytical and
experimental values ranged from .5.09'0 to 6.2% for plates in air; and theanalyticalvalues were
higher up to 39% than the experimental values for plates deeply submerged in water. Compared
to plates in air , the experimental resonant frequencies of plates, deeply immersed in water,
reduced by about 35%. No pattern was found in the frequency variation of the fluid structure
system. Experimental results of plates vibrating in water, at various levels of submergence
showed that natural frequency variation between various levels of submergence was relatively
small when wan-elevel above the plate surface exceeded approximately a half of the plate length.
Damping variation was not investigated in this study. Almost a similar study was carried out by
Muthuveerappe a et al, (1979). They employed fluid-beam finite element models to investigate
the change of the natural frequencies of a cantilever steel beam due to different levels of
submergence in water. An important observation that could be made from their study was that
by increasing the water depth above the beam surface, the relative variation in the mtural
frequency became less and less. They stated that mode shapes changed slightly in water
compared to those in air. They also observed that the submergence effect was larger in the
higher modes than in the lower ones. These results agreed well with the earlier ones given by
Lindholm et al. (1965). They extended their study to different plate materials, i.e., aluminum
and copper , fluid densities and plate boundaries (Muthuveerappan et al., 1980). Like Lindholm
et al, they found that natural frequencies reduced significantly until a certain level of
SUbmergence. And after that level , the changes in resonant frequencies were not substantial; also
the modes shapes, in general, altered slightly for different fluid densities.
Added mass and hydrodynamic da mping of perforated and unperforated circular plates
were determined by De Santo (1981), Three different plates were investigated both in air and
in water; two perforated plates were of the same in diameter and hole patterns but the second
one was three times thicker lhan the first one; and the third plate wa.. unpcrforated, same
thickness as the first one and one em smaller in diameter. Scmi-empirical fonnl!I.ac, for
computing added mass and hydrodynamic damping of pcdorattd plates, weregiven. These
formulae were obtained by corttlating derived an.a.Iyti.cal formulawith experimentalvalucs. It
was found that the naturalfrequency shiftsofthc plates rangedfrom10.89'110 16.03~ . Added
mw for the third plate was thehighest; and for thefirst plate, thepcrfon.tt.done, it wasthe
lowest. Damping of the tint plate was found to be less than the second platebut slightlyhigher
than the third plate. Jczequel (1983) proposed a method to compute the hydrodynamic added
mass based on measured mode dlapes in air and in water. By a mass modificationprocedure,
the computed added mass was used to predict the change in dynamic behaviour of structures
immersed in fluids. To validale themethod, test on a steel rectangular plale partially immersed
in water, to about two third ofthc plate heigbt, wascarried out. The plate wasbung vertically
by two wireswhich were fastened to thecomers of the specimen; and thefirst six modes were
measured . Becauseof theinfluenceof immersioo,the reductionin measurednatural frequencies
varied from 18.34", in the fifth mode, to 40.7". in the sixth mode; the other frequencies
reduced between those two values. Comparison was also made between the mc:aswtd and
predicted natural frequencies of the structure. The computed values were close to the
experimentalvalues when theapparent addedmass was tllen into consideration.
Randall (1985) reported his work on the identification of naturalfrequenciesand mode
shapes of a cylindrical structure in air and totally immersed in weer, using themodal analysis
method. Usingaccelerometers, mountedbotharound and along the cylinder heiy,bt. he compared
the response of the cylinder in air and in water. He found that the experimentally measuredfirst
frequency decreased by 50.5%; and the higher frequencies reduced by less than 50%. They
notedthat a problemwasencountered in distinguishing thecylindermodessince the frequencies
werecloselyspaced. FonnuIasforcomputingthenaturalfrequencyof a cylinderinteractingwith
fluidmediumwerederived byassuming the cylindricalshell to be infinitelylong. There was a
good correlationbetween the measuredvaluesand calculatedvalues.
Added mass of circular plates which were partially submerged in water were
experimentally investigated byUeb et al. (1989).Theplateswerewithand withoutperforations.
The plates were vertical; and to measurethe natural frequencies three accelerometers were
mounted on top, mid-heightand bottomof the plate with theirdirectionnonnal to planeof the
plate. Naturalfrequencies were measured for sevendifferentlevelsof submergence. Using the
measured naturalfrequencies and the massof the plate specimenor knownadditionalmasses
attachedon thespecimen, whentheplatemassdata wasnotavailable,addedmassesof theplates
werecalculated.As in the previousstudies, the naturalfrequencies reducedfrom air to water.
For an unperforated plate with99%submergence, l.e., when99%of theareaof the plateswere
coveredwithwater, the first resonant frequency reduced by 55.5% from that in air; and for the
~rforated plates a frequency reduction as high as 25.9% was observed. It is quite
understandable that the unperforated platereductionin thenaturalfrequencywaslarger thanthe
perforatedone, sincethe addedmasscontribution is greater in the case of unperforated plate.
They also found that there was a good agreement between the added masses obtained
experimentally and thosecalculatedusingformulaegivenby DeSanto(1981); the valuesgiven
by JJebet aI. (1989)are higherthan thosegiven by De Santo.
2.2 Studies on Modal Analysis using Strain Gages
In the last few years, strain gages have becomea populartool in studying dynamic
response of structural elementsusingthemodalanalysismethod. Dueto several reasons, many
researchers preferto usestraingagesthanaccelerometers. One of thereasons is that straingage
transducers give morereliableinformation in stress/strain fieldsof vibrating structuresthanother
transducers. In paralIelwithexperimental studies, a numberof theoreticaldevelopments onstrain
frequency responsefunctiondetermination have beenproposedanddeveloped. It is possiblethai
in the near future, strain gages may play an important role, especially in the fatigue life
predictionandfailureanalysisof structures, usingthemodalanalysisor modal testingapproach .
Some of the pertinent studies carriedout on the same are reviewed here.
YoungandJoanides(1982) investigated thewe of straingagesin fatigue lifecertification
of a space shuttle orbiter component. Experimentally derived modalstrain responsefunctions
weredeveloped. According to them,theuseof the strainresponse function in any experiment
has at least two advantages. First, unlike in a pure anaIytiClll model , in experimental modal
testingusingstrain gages boundarycondition assumptions arc not needed. Second, strain and
stress concentration can be predicted with relatively lower meesuremera cost. One of the
disadvantages is that the strain gages can only measurestrains at the locaJarea. Another
disadvantage is that the strain may not be spatially continuous as that of displacement. This
implies that smoothstrain mode shapesperhapscannotbe determined. For verification of the
theory, testson thebodyflap ofthe spaceshuttleorbiterwascarriedout to obtainthefrequency
response function data. Then the frequency response function wassynthesized usingproposed
theory. The synthesized result wasnextcompared10 the originaldata . Funhermore,during the
acoustic data analysis, measured and predicted response spectra were also compared . The
conclusion of this study was not given cut becauseof lJIe sensitive nature of their studies. But,
it was stated . the combination of the results of anal ytical model with the experimentally
measured modal was important and desirable since it combined ~ strengths of experimental
measurements and analytical prediction.
Hillaryand Ewins (1984)developeda numerical model for predicting the strain transfer
function anddeterminingthe forceacting on the system. Tests on a uniformcantilever beam and
a compressor blade were carried OUI. Both accelerometers and strain gageswere usedto monitor
the behaviour of structures; they were subjected to two forces, applied simultaneously. It was
observed that the strain modelwas morereliable in estimatingthe force and the strain frequency
response function than the accelerometer one. Staker (1985) highlighted the advantages of
implementing strain frequency response functions in production problems and in design
evaluation. Two advantages were mentioned,YiL, the ability to estimate the fatigue life of a
structure w the ability to identify the structural area wbere high stresses could occurand zoom
on the area to get morerel iable results. Basedon thesolid elastody~amic theory, Bernasconi and
Ewins (19893)derived :nass normalizedmodal strain and strain frequency response functions.
A sample applicationto a beam with an abrupt change of section wasgiven. Three: methods,
FEM, displacement modal testingappliedby useof accelerometerand str:aln modal testing using
strain gages were compared to verify their theory. A good agreement was found among those
methods. Similar to Staker' s paper (1985), implementation of strain modaltesting in fatigue life
evaluation was suggested. Based on the theory given in their previous paper. Bernasconi and
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Ewins(1989b)carried out experimental studieson a discontinuous beam. a curvedplateand a
steamturbineblade. They suggested furtherevaluation, development and improvement of the
stralnmodaltestingtheory, especiallyinsimulating a real casewheremodal strainsarecomplex.
Straingagetransducers were used in modal testingto identify thecausesof failurein a
finned-tubeheatexchanger(powell andGoldberger. 1989). The reasonforusingthestrainlages
wasthat theyshowed thefailureregionmorereliablysinceat resonance highstrain amplitudes
arc observed around these regions; this was not the case in the measurements using
accelerometer. They reported that strain gagescould be employed successfully as a tool to
identify the vortex induced vibration problems. Debao et al. (1989)derived strain transfer
functions on thebasisof strain-displacement relationships. They foundthattheshapesof modes,
measured by accelerometers and straingages, for a plateand a beamweresimilarfor the first
threemodes. It was also found that the strain gagesgave a littlebit highervaluesof natural
frequencies and dampingthan the accelerometers.
2.3 Recent Studies on Crack Identification
Changeof modalparametersdue to changesin structures,from a ·virgin- to crackc:dl
damaged condition,can be utilizedas a tool to detectandlocalizethe existence of damagesin
structures. Usinganaluminumrectangularplateanda carbonreinforcedplastictlapeZOidai plate
as test pieces,Cawleyand Adams(1979)petfonnedtransient tests on theseplates. A hole, a
numberof sawcuts anda crusheddamagewereintroduced in the specimens aftermeasurements
were completed on undamaged specimens. To find out the effect of defects on Ihe natural
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frequenciesofplates, sawcuts andcrushdamageswereappliedsequentially to the plastic plate.
Analytically,they used eight-nodedisoparametric elements to predict the frequency shifts and
the damagelocation. Thenatural frequency shiftswere computed by sensitivityanalysiswhile
damagelocationswere predictedthroughthe useof an error functionwhichgave a minimum
value at the damaged position. They observed that the resonant frequencies reduced when
damages existed. But the location and magnitude of the damages could not be detected
successfully. Damage detection of a real offshore structure located in the North sea was
performedby KenleyandDodds(1980). They measured thenatural frequencies of theplatform,
before and afterthe platformmembers were cut, using accelerometers whichwere placedboth
above the waler line and under water. Accelerometers mounted above the water line were
intendedto measurethe so calledoverallmodeof vibrationwhilethoseplacedunderwaterwere
used to obtain local modeof the platform. They slatedthat only the fermer couldbe utilizedto
detectsevere damageswhile the latter could be usedto observe the less severedamages.
Nataraja(1983)reported hisinvestigations on the integrity monitoringof thceejackettype
platformsin theNorth sea. Accelerometers were usedconstantlyto measurethe responseof the
structuresovera periodof time; strain gageswere usedfor onlyone of the platformswhich was
considered to be a complex structure. In order to simulate the damage possibilityof the
structures,dynamicbehaviour of the -damaged - structureswasanalyzedusing the finiteelement
approach. Theanalyticalresults showed that the resonant frequenciesof the lowestfive modes
reducedconsiderablyand in the other modesthe frequencychangeswere negligible. According
to Nataraja,onlythe first threenaturalfrequencies were stableduring the time of investigation.
From the stabilitycharacteristics of the resonantfrequencies, he concludedthat there was no
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considerabledamage in the structure when the investigations were carriedout.
Chineseresearchers (Feng et al., 1989) investigated the change of naturalfrequencies and
strain mode shapesof a 41Ox30x5 mm thickslotted beam. Fifteen strain gages, mountedalong
the longitudinalaxisof the beam, were usedas sensors to acquire the responses of the vibrating
beam; additional seven strain gages were placed in an area near the slot to study the strain mode
shapes in the region. The beam was clampedat one end and free at other end. From the study,
they found that around the area of the slot, the strain modeshape vector magnitudes increased
significantly; in areas far away from the slot there were no significant changes.
Mannanand Richardson (1990) examined the methodology to detect andlocalize damage
in a free-free aluminium plate via frequency response function. The plate responsedata was
acquiredbefore and after a saw cut was made. Itwas found that the natural frequencies changed.
By computing the stiffness difference between the undamaged and damaged plates, they
examined the procedure of localizing the damage. However. it was found that the damage
localization effort was not successful, since there were large stiffness differences not only in the
near DOFs where the damage existed but also in someof the other DOFs, Investigationson
crack identification and localization of free-freebeams, in whichsimulated crackswith various
depths and locations were introduced, was carriedout by Gomes and Silva (1990). AnalyticallyI
they useda torsionalspring element to model the cracked part of the beam. Butcomparison of
analytical and experimental results were ncr given in this paper. Natural frequency variations
of experimental results of crackedand slotted beams with differentdepths of crackor slot were
plottedagainst the simulated damage locations. The plots showed that, althoughthosevariations
were similar, the resonance frequency variations of crackedbeams are a little higher than the
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damperwasadded to the system.Usingthe fonnulation derivedby Mannanand Richardson
(1990), Chowdhury analyzeda three OOF mass,spring, damper modelwith variousmassand
stiffnessvalues. He found thai a stiffnessreduction did not influencethe massmatrix, while
masschangesaffected bothmassandstiffness matrices; it wasalso foundthata dampingchange
did not influence eitherthe massor the stiffnessmatrixof the system.
2.4 Summary
Modalanalysis has beenused to study phenomena in fluidstructureinteraction, crack
identification and fatiguelife prediction. In the last fewyears, strain gages havebeen usedas
complementary transducers in experimental studies.To facilitate the experimental results,
analyticalstrain modal testingtheorieshavebeendeveloped. It has beenfoundthat the useof
strain gagesas response sensorsgivesbetteraccuracy of measurements and alsoassists in the
locationof the cracked/damaged regions.
This thesisexaminesthechangeof modalparameters of a simplecantileverplate,with
andwithoutthe existence of cracks, immersed in water/air for the firstfive resonantfrequencies
of the structure.Analytical and experimental studiesare carried out. The experimental study
primarilyrelieson the data acquiredusingstraingages;only one accelerometer was mounted
in the plateand usedin modaltesting.To predictthedynamicresponse of the plates, bothin
vacuumand in air, the ABAQUS computerpackagewasemployed.
IS
slottt.dDnCS. They mentionedthat the discrepanciesmay be becauseof the fact that the cr.ICk
propI&ation line is not parallel to the axis toward which it propagates. Consequently, theaxk
areais larger than the equivalent slot area.
By assumin g a small damage in a structu re , Richard son and Mannan (1991) derived the
socalled sensitivityequations for thechanges in mass, damping andstiffnessorSlrUCtW'eS. The
inheren t assumptionwas that modeshapes do not alter substantially due to theexistenceof
damage . A three DOF sys tem was used to validate theequa tions . Up to a scaximum of 10 "
change in:structuralp~Jes , i.e. , mass, stiffness anddampingcould bepredictedaccurately.
Accordingto Mannan and Richardson,unlikesmall change case in which modalparametersof
undamaged structures, i.e, modeshapes, mass,damping of damaged structures are needed, the
-large- changecaserequiresadditionaldata on mode shapes of damaged structures. Chowdhury
(1991) carried out experimental and analytical studies to in¥cstigate the variation of modal
parameters due to changes in mass, dampingandstiffneu properties of a simply supponedbeam
sySltm. Experimentally two steel plates, with and withou t damages (cracks) , were tested. To
eumine theeffect of stiffness reductionon thedynamicbehaviourof thesystem, the fitsI plate
specimenwas tested UIIdertwo conditions. i.e., beforeand after a saw cui was introduced. Two
more cases were abo iJwcstigaWd for the second specimenwhen external mass anddamping
were introduced. First, an additionalmass was mountedon the plate. Second, a damperwas
fastened10the plate. By comparingthe plate with andwilhout a cui, Chowdhuryfoundthat most
of moda1 frequenciesdecreased after the saw cut was introduced; the modes whose modal
patterns were not influencedby the defect did not undergoany changes. The additional mass
resulted in the redllCtion of tower frequency modes and the modal damp ing increasedwhen a
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Chapter 3
Modal Analysis Theory
Modal analysis is definedas the processof characterizing modal parameters of a system
either through analyticalor experimentalapproach. Analytically. modalanalysis isaccomplished
by the use of finite element method. Th e genenJ finite element procedure includes the
assemb lage of local structural element characteristics and its tr.u1SfonnatiOl1 to global
coordinates j thereafterthe elemental mass, :stiffness and damping matrices and loadvector are
usem bled for the whole stnlctUraI system and solv ed to determine the pertinent variab les of
thesesystemequations. In order to economizecomputationally, all the degrees of freedomof
structures need not be included in the analysis; consequently. substructuring and condensation
techniques are often needed.
Experimentally, modalanalysis is performed by monitoringthe inputand theoutputof
anoscillating structureat salien~ point.s of measurement. The measured dataare. then,analyzed
toget the desired modalparameters. Experimentalmodalanalysis is neededto verifythe resulu
vblaincd by analytical techniques or 10dete rmine the condition of a prototype structure during
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its operationallife. Dueto assumptions madein solving theanalyticalmodal problems,analytical
modal parameter values may differ from those acquired experimentally. Usually comparison
between analytical andexperimental modal analyses is madein order to refine or to validate the
finite element model. In this chapter, the theo retical background of analytical and experimental
modalanalysis techniques are briefly reviewed.
3.1 Analytica l Modal Analysis
As mentioned earlier, finite elemen t method is an analytical tool which is being
increasing ly used to predict the dynamic behaviour of structures. In the present study, the
general pu rpose finiteclement program ABAQUS,version4.9·1, developed byHibbitl, Karlsson
and Sorensen, Inc. is used for analyzing the dynamic response of an uncracked/cracked
cantilever plate in vacuum and in air. Two types of modelling have been considered in the
discretizationof the structure for analysis. When the plate was considered to be immersed in a
fluid (ai r), a plane strain modelling of the fluid-structure medium using three-noded beam
element for the structure and eight-noded plane strain element for the fluid was utilized along
witha three-noded interface element between the structure and the fluid. Whenthe discretization
of the plate invacuum was carried out for eigenvalues, eight-nodedshell (otherwise called plate)
elements were used to model the plate with condensationof unwanted degrees of freedom to
achieve co mputational economy. Node ordering of the shell and beam element are shown in
Figure 3 .1 and 3.2 .
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Fl&ure 3.1 Eight-noded shellelement : nodenumbering
F1&ure 3.2 Three-noded beamelement:node numbering
·0
f1&ure 3.3 Eight-noded acoustic element : node numbering
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3.1.1 Analysls or flu id Structure IntendioD
The vibrating plate in air, was modeled by using three-nodedbeam element and eighlo
noded acoustics element. Figure 3.3 W.I'NS theacoustic element used in the study. 'The: interface
element, shownin Figure3.4, was used to couple the nuidelements10structural elementsso
that compatibility with the SU'UCtUral modd as well as acoustic model were achieved. It is
assumed that the fluid is compressible, inviscid andundergoes small motion. Two ()'PeS of
boundary conditions are available for implementation, namely, (i) the general boundary
conditions which could be used by giving kinematicvalues for the boundarydegrees of freedom
and (ii) fluid absorbingboundaryconditions which could be obtainedby relating the boundary
surface normal velocity 10the pressure at the pointand the time rate of change of pressures.
Using the condition given in (Ii) above the nonnal velocity of nuid at the boundary can be
written as,
(l.l)
where:
u. - normal Iluidvdocity component with positive direction into die nuid,
kl ... the proportionality factor betweenpressureanddisplacement of the surfacein the
normal component of surface displacement,
CI = the proportionality factor between pressure and the velocity of the surface in the
normal direction,
p = pressure in fluid.
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~
SOLID 3
Fl&urc: 3.4 Interface element: nodenumbering
By givingspecific valuesto k1 andc. atdesiredregions, nonnalfluidvelocity canbe specified
for theproblem.
Full derivation of the fluidstructureinteraction equation taken fromABAQUSManual (Hibbitt,
Karlsson andSorensen, 1989), canbefound in Appendix A.
The equationsof motionforfluid-structure interaction is,
IllIA,''') ilIA,'''] S'M 1ll(P")~
[ 0 III[Af" ) -IllIAf"] -s~ S(P ") 0 (3.2)IS:'l ' 0 8l[A:a'l 3[.4:0' ] 8t(u lt') = 8l(PN)
0 -[S:'I' ~J[A;w'] -8t[A:n'l S( uM) - ll( p H)
where:
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in which:
pr is the pressureon thefluidstructure interface,
n r is the interpolation function for pressurein thefluidet nodep ...,
rI is Utegeneralized pressureat nodepd',
u· is the nodalvariablesin the structure,
NM is the interpolation function at Mi' degree of freedom,
~ is the generalized variable in the structureat M'i' degreeof freedom,
x is spatial positionof the fluidparticle,
P is materialdensity,
Pris the fluiddensity,
r is volumetricdrag (forceper unit volumepervelocity),
~ is the BulkModulusof thefluid,
n is the outwardnormalto the structure,
"is the stress in the structure,
Jr is the materialelasticity matrix,
a. is the massproportional dampingfactor(Rayleighdamping),
P.is the stiffnessproportional damping factor (Rayleigh damping),
PtQ and u.M are the steady state valuesof pQandlIA,
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W(pO) , 0: (pO)and9f (J"'), 9 (J"') are the realand imaginary part of the amplitude of
the response,
9f (pN) and 0' (p"i) arethe realand imaginarypart of the forcingappliedto the structure,
Colis complex circular frequency,
and
t is time variable,
SuperscriptsP and Q refer topressure DOFin fluid andsuperscripts N and M refer to
displacementDOF inthe structure.
The response of thesystemcanbe obtainedthrough theso called steady statedynamics
procedure over the frequency rangeof interest.
In ABAQUS, the aboveequations of motion are solved using either eigenvaluebased
solution or direct integrationtechniques. Theeigenvalue basedsolutiontechnique is usedin the
linearsystem. In the non-linear system caseor in the case of coupledfluid-structure where the
matrix in Equation(3.2) maynot symmetric, ABAQUS integrates the equationusing a direct
integrationprocedure. Thesetwo techniquesare summarized in Appendix A.
3.2 Exper imenta l Modal Analysis I Modal testing
ModalTesting is usually done by followinga procedurethat consistsof severalphases,
i.e., modal analysis theory, experimental modalanalysis methodology, modaldata acquisition,
modal parameter estimation and modaldata presentation (Allemang and Brown. 1988and
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AUemang, 1990). The first phase, modalanalysistheory, deals with the part ofvi bntion theory
that discusses concepts of natun.I frequency, mode shape and damping. The next p.'we,
el.perimental modal analysis methodology, dUcusses theoreticaly, the relationshipt that el.isc
betweel'I the measured &ta and the corwentional modal analysis theory. In the modal data
acquisi!ionphase, the requirtments for modal data acquisition are clwaclcrizc:d.The data are
analyud in thenext phase (modal parameter estimation) to estimatethe modalparameters. Since
proces.sina: errors may be involved in the analysis of the acquired data. this phase shouldbe
carried out carefully to minimizethecontributionfromextraneoussourcesof noise. The quality
of the estimated modal parameters are judgedon the basis of the mathematical model used in
the experimental modal analysis methods. Error in this phase is defined as the difference
betwC"·, the measureddata and the resultof the mathematicalmodel. Sinceit is assumed that
tlle results of experimental data analysisare correct, the mathematical model employed Is
sometimes forced or modified to fit the experimental data. The la.u phase, modal data
presenwion, deals with the mode of tabulation and graphic:al presentation of data for modal
frequency, modaldampingand modalvteton so as to dicil the maximuminformationavaibble
fromtheanalyticallexperimentalresults. Comparison of measured and predictedvaluesare often
c:anied OUL This leads to thevalidationof finite element model used in the study.
In thesubsequent KCtions thevariousphases involved in experimental modalanalysis are
briefly discussed.
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3.%.1 Modal Analysis Theory
ModalAnalysis theory utilizesthreebasicassumptions. The first assumption is that the
structure is considered to behavein a linear mannerand that its dynamic responsecan be
represented by a series of second order differential equations. Secondly, during the test the
structure is time invariant. And the third one is that the structure follows Maxwell·Betti's
reciprocal relationships.
Basedon the domain of analysis, the results of the theoretical modal analysis can be
grouped into three categories, viz.• (i) transfer function in Laplace domain; (ii) frequency
responsefunction in frequencydomain; and (iii) impulseresponse function in time domain
(Allemang tl ill.• 1988). Modal parameterestimation is carriedout in this thesisthroughthe
frequency domain; in other words, frequency response functionapproachis usedto obtainthose
parameters.
In understanding modal analysis theory,a soundunderstanding of the basic theoretical
vibration becomes prerequisite. Since multi-degrees of freedom systems (MDOF) can be
generally representedas the linear superposition of a number of single degree of freedom
systems(SDOF), theSooF sy!: ., is briefly discussed firstbefore themulti-degree of freedom
systems. Discussion also includesthe conceptof transferfunction, frequency responsefunction
(for displacement and acceleration) as wellas strain response function.
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3.2.1.1 SInaJe Deoroe .r Freed... System
Considering a single degree of freedom system, shown in Figure 3.5, the governing
equation of thesystem is given by,
m.i(t)+ci(t)+k;r -f(t)
where:
m "'" system mass,
c - systemdamping,
k "" systemstiffness, and
""forcing function.
1(1)1
llTx(l)k C
Fl&ure 3.5 A singledegree of freedom system
(3.3)
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For underdamped singledegreeof freedomsystems, i.e., dampingratio~ < I (sincemostof
real structures behavein an underdamped manner) thecharacteristicrootsare a paircomplex
conjugate ones(seeFigure3.6). Forconvenience thepole locationsin mode r aredenotedby
p, and Pro ; thus
(3.4)
- - 0, - 1(,),
where:
o "" systemnaturalfrequency,
rI, = damping factor,
(,), = damped naturalfrequency.
Iw
filure 3.6 Pole locations
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The particularsolution, t.e., thesteadystalecondition, depends on the forcingfunction and is
obtainedusing Laplacetransfonn. With zero initial displacement and velocity,thesolution for
displacementX<S) is obtainedas
X(.) - H(. ) Ff!)
where:
F(s) =forcing function in Laplacedomain,
Xes) =system response in Laplace domain,
(3.3)
H(,) = system transferfunctionwhich relatessysteminput to system response in
Laplace domainwhichcan bewritten as,
_ _ _I_lm__
(,-p,)(.-p;)
For a gOOFsystem,the transfer funclion H(s)can bewritten in a simplerfonn as,
H(S) "~.-.£
(.-p) (.-p,')
(3.6)
whereAr°(acomplex conjugate of A.) is the residue at thepolep,"(a complexconlugate cf 1'.).
The displacement frequency responsefunction(DFRF) can be derived.by evaluating the
transfer functionalongthe imaginaryaxis, Le.,s = 1101 , as
H(W)=~+~
(16)-p,) (II.>-p,")
(3.7)
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3.2.1 .2 Mu !ti-Degrte5 of Freedom System
Assuming that the jnput~tpu( relationship of multi-degreesof freedom systcrr(MDOF)
can be representedas a linear superpositionof a number of single degree of freedom sySl-"'lS,
the system transfer function and displacement frequency response function (of underdamped
systems) can be written in panialfraction expansion f;xm as.
Transfer Function :
H(S) '± [~!c..+~]
, _\ (s-p) (,_p;)
Displa cement Frequ ency Response Function :
HCw).±[~+ A,;' . J
,.·1 (IW- Pr ) (l (,)- p, )
where:
s = Laplaa: variable,
ill = angular frequency,
r = number of the eigenvector (modal vector),
n ....number of eigenvalues (modal frequencies),
subscripts i :::I response at j- degrees of freedom,
subscripts k ... input at k- degrees of freedom,
(3.8)
(3.9)
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A... '"'" A·... =residue,
= Q,U.. Ub
Q, = modal scalingfactor,
Ulr = modalcoefncient at measured degrees of freedom i and mode r.
Further details of the experimental procedure for obtaining the tNX1aI parameten of the
disp1acc:ment multi-degreeof freedomsystem are given in subsequentsections.
Straln Frequency Response Fundlo n :
Several strain frequencyresponse functiontheories have been proposed; two of them,
developed by Ewin and Bernasconi (1989a)and Debao tl aI., (1989),are summarizedhere.
Ewins and Bernasconi (1989<..) have developed the strain frequency response function
(SFRF) using dastodyrwnic theory. Full derivation is not reviewed here; but the strain
frequencyresponse (unction is rewrittenas,
where:
laI = frequencyvariable,
lair = dampednatural frequency,
~. = modaldamping ratio,
(3.10)
¢tr = componentof ma.u normalizeddisptccememmode shape in a knowndirectionat
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point k, and
f, :Ill component of" strain modal vector in a knowndirection at point j .
DebaotI a.,( 1989) derivedstnin frequency response !'unctionforr -att and beamwhich
is written as,
where:
isgeneraliu:d stiffness,
is generaliud mass.
C, • r+) ' (C) r+u '
is gener:"Jiuddamping,
f g = the r* strain modeshape in x dim:ti.on,
t/J. = the r&displacement mode shape in z direction.
(3.11)
Equation (3. 10) and (3.11) are not usedin this thesis, because the strain frequency response
function needs bothdisplacement modeshapes andstrainmodeshapes whilein theexperimental
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part of this thesisonly one accelerometer was used to monitorthe displacements; hence the
displacement modeshapescouldnotbeobtained fromthe results. Obviously it is possibleto get
the responses for several pointson the specimenby movinganaccelerometer to severaldifferent
locations. Butthat methodis limeconsumingand lL! suchis not usedin theexperimental modal
analysis carried out in thisstudy.
3.2.1 Experimental Modal AnalysisProeedure
In perfonning experimental modalanalysis or modaltesting, the system is assumed to
be linear, time invariant, observable and is considered to follow Berti-Maxwell's reciprocal
theorem. The linearassumption on the systemimpliesthat the responseof the system, due to
any combination of inputswhichappliedsimultaneously, is equal to the sum of the individual
responses to theeach input, actingindividually. The secondassumptionmeansthatthe measured
parameters are constant during the duration of the test. Observableassumption impliesthat the
measured data contains sufficient information to modelthe dynamicbehaviour of the system.
nus assumption is needed because measurementsaregenerallydoneina limitedfrequency range
and resolution. In addition the measured data are limitedonly to strains, accelerations or
displacements; other data suchas rotationor curvaturecannotbe obtained becauseno rotation
or curvature measuring transduceris available in the market today. Betti·MaxweU's reciprocal
theorem states that the. deformation at pointi due to a forceappliedat pointk is equal to the
deformation at pointk due to a forceat pointj. Assuming thesystemto obeythe theorem, it is
requiredto measure onlya columnor a row of thesystemtnmsferfunction matrixas wellas
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thesystem frequency response function.
Input andoutput relationship forthedisplacement frequency response function procedure
fora multi-degrees of freedom systemcanbe expressed as,
[(mIs' +[eJs+[kJ](XCs)} • (F(s)}
where [mI,Ie], [kJaresystem mass,damping andstiffness in matrices.
If 8(5) is definedas,
[B(s)) - [ [mI s' + (e]s + [kl]
Equation (3.12) canrewritten as,
(B(s»)lX(S)}'(F(s)}
and,
(X(s)} .[HCs»)(F(s)}
where:
Themodal vectorcanbe extracted fromtheadjoint of matrix 8(5), using
(B(s)) (B(s)r' · (I]
[D(s)J . ... [B(s»
[BCs)J(ll(s)J • dot[BCs)J[I]
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.[4)
(3.[5)
(3.16)
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Evaluating the WJOveequationat the locationof poles, r.e., det [B(s)) = 0, leads to
IB(p,lI [D(P,ll - 0 (3.17)
EvaluatingEquation(3.17) foran arbitrary columnof adjointmatrix B(s) at thepole locations,
IB(P)) iD(p)) -O (3.18)
gives the modal vectorsof theEquation (3.15).
Thusby evaluatingan arbitrarycolumn of adjointmatrix B(s) to D(s), modalvectorsof a system
canbe obtained . Whenthe realpart of the polebecomes zero, the transfer functions become
frequencyresponsefunctions.Sinceit is assumedthat the Betti-Maxwelltheoremappliesto the
system,as statedbefore, modalvectorscan be estimatedby measuring eithera columnor a row
of system frequeJll~y responsefunction.
Digitalsignal processing deals with the transformation of a continuousanalogdata into
a vectorof discrete digital data for system inputand output. In thisphase of the experimental
modalanalysis, errors due toextraneous noise anddue to limitations in measurement are taken
intoaccountandeliminatedfromthe databeforeanalysis. DigiL1l signalprocessing methodsare
usedto minimizenoisein measurement. Eliminationof three typeSof noisepresentin thedata,
viz., (i) a noncoherent noise resultingfrom stnl.y electrical signalsor unmeasured excitation
sources, (li) signal processingnoiseproduced duringanalysisdue to the useof discrete fourier
3S
transformto converttimeinto frequency domainor viceversa, and (iii) nonlinearnoisedue to
non-linear systembehaviour need to be considered in the signal processing methods. These
noises are eliminatedby utilizing a signal averagingprocedure (for ncncoherent noise) and
sufficientlengthof data with properwindows and frequency resolution (for signalprocessing
noise). Thepossibilityfor thepresence of nonlinearnoisedue nonlinearsystembehaviourmust
beellmeated .
Fiveerror reductiontechniques usedto minimizeerrors in frequency responsefunction
measurements are : (i) Choiceof theappropriatefrequencyresponsefunction estimator, (il) Use
of signalaveraging methods, (iii) Selection of an optimal excitation signal, (iv) Choice of
proper frequency resolution, and (v) Use of a suitable weighting function or window.
Based on the assumednoise input into the system, the frequency response function
estimating procedurecan be groupedinto three differentmelhods, viz., Hlo H2 and H,.
HIassumesthat noiseexists in the outpu',; andthe input is freeof noise. Hence
(3.19)
H2 ntimator considett thenoiseto bepresentin the inputand tobeabsentin theoutput,
[H,l{lx}-(YI} . {f}
H,.assumesthenoise to existboth in the inputand output signals,consequently
[H,){lXI-Iv I} . m-{"I
(3.20)
(3.21)
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Themostcommon frequency response function estimation approaches aretheleastsquare
techniques and autopowerandcrosspowerspectrabasedtechniques. For thes)'stemshown in
Figure3.7, the 2034B&K signalanalyzer usedin the experimental part of thisthesisutilizes
the spectralapproach.
x H ) y
Fiaure 3.7 System withno noise
While theexcitationcould be singleor multiple, equationderived(or a singlcercitation isgiven
as,
(3.22)
(3.23)
where:
011 U the input auto spectrum,
On is theoutputauto spectrum,
. ,~ r, r,·
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G.ry =0,.. is thecrossspectrum,
. EXI Y;,.,
= j~1 y. X;
In anyactual situation, the noiseoccurs bothin output andinput as shown in Figure 3.8 in
whichapostrophe denotes thetruemeasured input/output.
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Figure3.8 System withnoise
Therefore, HI andHzarefurther defined as,
(3.24)
(3.25)
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where:
H is thetrue response function of system
£1 is therelativeamountof noiseat input
~ is therelativeamountof noiseat output
It can be seen that HI is the lower boundand HI is the upperboundof H.
The levelof confidence in frequency response function estimation canbe identified by
the ordinarycoherence function whichis definedas,
(3.26)
r7" is real valued andvariesfrom0 to I. Thecoherence function is usedto measure thedegree
of noisein measurement. Zero valueof coherence function meanstheresponse is generated by
the noiseor a sourceotherthanmeaswed input.When thecoherence function is one, however.
the mc:asuremcnt is pc:rfcct, Le., the output is caused by the measuredinput. Error such at
leakagecan caux the coherentfunction to be less than one. By increasing the number of
averages,thevarianceof the coherence will be less.
SigI. .J averaging process canbe viewedas• theweighted running avenge process pving
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at anytimetheaveragevalueoverthe previous aveta&ing time-. Several timeaveraging methods
arc available suchas linear,exponential andpeakaveraging (B&K2034analyzermanual, 1987).
For linear averaging,
(3.27)
where:
A,. is theaveraging after n ensembles,
A.. is the previous averageafter n-I ensembles,
a.is then· ensemble.
Signalaveraging can beperfonnedwithor without the overlapping of the time record.
Theoverlapprocess isintended to enhance the measured data by including consecutive history
data beforethe previousdata is completed. In theanalyzer thedegreeof overlapc:ould be50%,
75%or a maximum of85%. In the maximum overlap,spectraare calculated as fastas possible
andall of them are averaged.
Choiceof a properexcitation function canreducethebiaserror. Signalswhichhavebeen
usedin experimental fil\Jdal analysis are slowsinesweep,fast sinesweep(or periodicchirp).
impact.andrandom signals. In the experimental studyreported in this thesis,fastsine sweep
signal was applied to specimens. The fu t sinesweepsignal;, a sinewavesignalin whichthe
frequency is lf1Idually increased u a function of timeoverthefrt,quency rangeof interestwhile
the amplitudeandphaseare heldconstant; in rnatbematicaI. fonn (De Silva, 1987),
(3.28)
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where:
A • tho amplitude,
• thoplwc,
lIl(t) "" the frequencyrangeof interest.
~ - the lowest frt.qucncyin thesweep range,
lo\ - the highest frequency in the sweep range,
T. "" sweepduration,
I "" timevariable.
Theadvanl3gcs of usinl the sinesienalare therelatively short measurement time, the possibility
of reducing1eab&eerror and thehigh signal 10 noUeratio.
lnat:a.scof the frequencyresolution minimizes the ieab&eerror. I:ncrea1ing frequc:ncy
resolution would mean the reductionor frequency measurement band or the zoomina in of
smaller frequencyrange of intaat which would automaticaUy require • longer time record.
When the frequency resporuc: ~on peak U RarrO'Ir'et than the frequency molution
measuremcnl, error occun. In thi5cue the frequencyresponsefuncdonwill -Jeak-or bewider
around the regionof lntc:re:st. Resonant and anti-resonant pc:ab of the frequency mponse
function arestosoc:ptiblc toUW l)'pCofcrror.
By applying. weightingfunction or a window. errof in fRquency rapon se runction can
be reduced. There are several type of windows suchas Rectan,War, Hannine. FlatTopand
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Andfrequency response function of Equation (3.29) is,
A A'
H(w) =--'-+--'-
2i(fw1'p,) 2i(iw-p;)
(3.30)
Equation (3.30) is symmetric about CT, axis. One side describes the motion in the negative
frequencies andtheother sidecharacterizes themotioninthepositivefrequencies. Usuallythe
FFf analyzer evaluates thedataonly forthepositive frequencics; hencetheaboveequation can
berewritten as,
H(w)= __A,_
2i(iw -p,) (3.31)
Thiscanalsobethought thatthecontribution of negative frequencies areneglected. Substitution
of the residue andthecharacteristic poles intotheaboveequation, yields
H(w) - 2{-(w-w,)-o,il
RealandImaginary partsof &juation (3.32)are,
(3.32)
(3.33)
(3.34)
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KaiserBessel (Windowsto FFr Analysis, 1987). Randal(1988) suggests the use of Hanning
windowfor stationarysignals; in this study Harming window is used in the signal analysis.
3.1.4 Modal Parameter EstImaIiOD
TheSTAR computer programme from SMS provides five modal parameter estimators
basedoncurve fittingtechniques. These techniques arequadrature, coincident, peak , polynomial
and global methods. The first time methodsestimate modalparametersonly in singledegree
of freedom system, ; the other two arc applicablefor identifyingthese parameters in heavily
dampedand multi-degrees of freedomsystems. The essential theory of these modal parameter
estimation methodsarc reviewed here.
STARSMS formulatesthe frequencyresponsefunctionas,
H(s) ._A_,_.-S-
21(s-p) 21C>-p;)
where:
A, is the residue,
== A,. + An. i
A,' is thecomplexconjugateof A"
s = 17,+i"' "
P, is thepole of theunderdampedsystem, and
p,' is complexconjugateof Pr-
(3 .29)
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Evaluating thesevaluesat the peak ~ :II: "'t gives,
It [H(w)] -- A.
2o,
3 [H«(,))] =-t A..,
2o,
(3 .3S)
(3 .36)
Real pau of the residuerefers to the coincident response or the In-phase response and the
imaginary part of the residuerefers to the quadrature response or the out~f-phase response. It
can be seen that the real part of the residue is proportional to the imaginary part of frequency
response function wh.ile imaginary part of the residueis proportional to real part of frequency
response function.
In lightlydamped system,wherethe contribution of theadjacentmodein the\'icinityof
the identified resonantfrequency can beignored,theresidue is alwaysreal. Thereforethe modal
vectors (modalresiduesor modeshapes)canbe identified by onlyemploying the imaginarypart
of the frequency responsefunction.
Complex peak method fits, in the least squared error sense, the complex value of
frequencyresponsefunctiondata to estimatethe modalfrequency andthe peak magnitude of the
frequency responsefunction. Modaldamping is not identified in thismethod.
By U.9C of tJle rational fractionleast square method, polynomial curve fitting method
estimates the modalfrequencies, dampingand theresidues. This methodcanbe appliedto both
singledegree of freedom and multi-degrees of freedomsystems.For lightly damped single
degreeof freedommodel, the frequency responsefunctionis writtenas,
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in whichc., C1 and C2 areresidualfunction coefficients.
Theextensionof rationalfractionleast square method, which is called the global curve
fitting method,is providedby STARSMS to get bener accuracyand 10accommodate theheavy
modallycoupled systemin whichresonant frequenciesare closely spaced. Globalcurve fitting
methodis perfonned in two steps. First, global frequency anddampingcurve fits arc used to
estimatemodal frequencyand modaldamping. Andthen global resonant method is used 10
evaluatethe complexresidueof frequency responsefunction,Le., theimaginaryand realparts
of the residue. Unlike thepolynomial method. the globalcurvefit methodestimatesonly two
modalparametersin each step. Thereforethemodalparameterscan bebetterestimatedby this
methcd,
3.2.' Modal Data Presentation
Inthis ptwc, modalparameterdata obtainedfromexperimentandprWictedby thefinite
element methodarepresentedin a tabularorgraphicalform sothat modalfrequenciesandmodal
residuesor peak values of frequencyresponse function can be compared. In finite element
analysis, dampingratio is usuallyassumed. Thereforeanalytically, in thisthesis,zero damping
is consideredas a first stepi and thendampingvaluesobtained from experiments are used to get
damped modal panunetcnof the structure.
4S
3.3 Summary
Modal analysis is the process of characterizing mcxIa1 panmeter using either analytial
approadIor experimental approach. In this study, analytical.Jy, beam elementsalongwith plane
strain acousticdements . provided by package program ABAQUS venion 4.g..1.are used to
model thecantilever plate vibrating in vacuumand in air. In addition, shellelementsare also
used to obtain modal frequenciesof the plate in air which are then compared with the \laJues
obtained using the beam elements. In the experimental part of this study, frequency response
function approach is employed to get the modal parameters of the plate for the first five
frequencies. The exciter is located at a point of lhe plate; fast sine sweep signal excites the
sncrure through the frequency range of interest. In spectrum bucd techniques, the B&K 2034
analyu::ris employedto obtained thefrequencyresponse: functions(FRF) of the vibrating plate;
and damping factor and peak magnitudes of the FRF are exttaeted c-:Og STAR computer
pac:bge program. The result of the analytical study is reported in Chapter .( and the
upc:rimentaJ rcsuJ.tJ are prcseated in Chapter S. The comparison of analyticalandexperimenl.l1
studies is given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of Cracked and Uncracked Plates
The plates usedin this study (for analytical and Qperimental purposes) were analyzed
usingthecomputerpackage program, ABAQUS version 4.9- 1, to computethemodalvectors,
frequencies and frequency response functions. The dimension and crack shape of theplates
investigated in this study areshownin Figure4.1 and 4.2. Theplatewas652 mmlong, 204mm
wide and9.5 mm thick.1becracb were ·v· shaped and introducedon both sidesof theplates;
theyare located at 110 mmmeasured from thefixedend. Two crackdepths were investigated,
Le., 2:d /32- (2xO.794 mm)and 2x3/32· (2x2.381 mm) crackdepth. Since theactual crack
widthinvC3tigatcd wasverysmall, in the analyses of theplatethreecrac:k widths. viz•• I.Smm,
2 romand 2.5 rom,wereUJCd. For analyzingtheplates (cracked and uncl'a(:kcd) in vacuum and
in air (air was considcn:d as a fluidmedium), five discretizations wereemployed: in two of
them. shell element!were usedfor discretizing the uncracked plate in vacuum (hence no air
discretization is necessary). On the basisof zerodampingassumption, the plateswere analyzed
over severalfrequencyranges to obtain the natural frequencies. modeshapes and frequency
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Fipre 4.1 Platedimension andcrack: location (notto scale)
L ~ length(652 mm); t - thickness (9.5 mm);
d = 1l0mm
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F1pnoU Exagg",ted crack shape : h ~ crackdepth;
w = crack width
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responsefunctions at five nodalpoints of the vibrating plates; and the results are given in tabular
fonn andplots in Appendix B of this thesis. The responseof the structurein watercould not be
computed, since an appropriate modelling procedure could not be developed due 10 strong
couplingbetween the plate and water. This chapter highlights the numerical results thai were
obtainedwith the finiteelementdiscretizationof the plates. After detailing the finite element
discretizationprocedure. the resultsobtained for, the numerical frequency response function,
naturalfrequencies and mode shapesof the plates are presented in this chapter.
4.1 Finite Element Discretization
A total of five different discretizations were used in this study to predict the dynamic
behaviour of the plates. Figure4.3 showsthe 4xI3 shell elements discretization;the 8x26 shell
elementsdiscretization is shownin Figure 4.4. The shell element discretizationdid not needthe
discretizationof air medium,sinceit waslocated in vacuum. The number of degreesof freedom
in 4x13shellelementsdiscretization was reduced to about one fourthbydynamiccondensation
procedureto shorten thecomputerprocessing time; the used discretization is shown in Figure
4.5. In the uncracked beam in vacuum model, the plate was considered as a beam J'lJld
discretized into 13 beam elements. For the "beam in air model", plainstrain fluid elements
interactwith the beam viathe interfaceelementsinsertedin between the beam and air interface.
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f1Iure 4.3 4xl3 Shellelementmesh : pIan
(dimcl sion in mm)
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Flaure4.4 8x26 Shellelement mesh : plan
(dimension in mm)
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f1&ure4.5 Retained nodes usedin the reduced shell element discretization: plan
(dimension in rom)
Figure4.6 shows the "uncracsed beamin air- discretization; fivenodes, corresponding to the
locationof transducers (three straingages andone accelerometer)and excitation point (load cell)
in the experiment,are denotedin the figure. The beamin vacuumwas modelledby introducing
the beam elements as shown in Figure 4.6. The unt racked beam in air discretization was
modified to modelthe crackedbeam in air as shewn in Figure4.7. To modelthe crack, theair
and beamelements in the vicinity of the crack were altered. The aspect ratio in that region was
maintainedas low as possible « 6), so that reliableresults were still obtained.To make the
computation simple, thecrack was idealizedas a "rectangular crack- • so tIlat in the analysis, the
crack would beconsideredas a beam element with reducedcross soetion(the idealization was
carried out also due to limitationin computer memory). Further. since the actualcrack width
wasverysmall, in thisstudy, threedifferent crack widths wereconsidered. viz., 1.5 rom, 2 mm
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and2.5 mm. The cracked beamin airdiscretization is shown in Figure 4.7; the nodes, where
thesensors andacceleration were locatedin theexperimenlal study,are shownin thefigure. The
finiteelement mesharound the crackedregion for 1.5 mmcrack width is shown in figu re 4.8;
the idealizedcrack used in theanalysis is shown in Figure4.9.
Boundary conditions set in these discretizations were made up of plate boundary
conditions and fluid boundaryconditions. The plate was fixed at one end as shown in Figures
4.6and 4.7. Since theplate isobviously immersedin the air, in the beam-airdiscretization, only
a half the air discretization wasemployedtakingintoconsiderationthe symmetryconditions. To
prevent theair pressure frommoving backonto the vibratingstructure, anabsorbingboundary
conditionwasintroducedat thefarthest end of the air mediumby giving a large value of kl and
c, in Equation (3.1) (k1 and Cl were assumed having value of 10000). These boundaries are
located at thebottomand at theright andleft sides for the uncrackedand crackedbeam cases.
4.2 Analytical Frequ ency Response Function
The analytical frequency responsefunction are obtained byapplyinga unit force to the
structure, in the frequency range of interests;zero damping is assumed in the analysis. This
function is the sameas the frequency response functionused in the experimental study in this
thesis, but theoretically these tworesponse functions maybe somewhat different in the way they
are obtained. ABAQUS uses the equationof motiongiven in Equation (3.2) to determine the
responses; in the experiment, the responses aredetermined using Equation (3.22) and (3.23) on
thebasis ofauto andpower spectramethods.However, physically, these tworesponsefunctions
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are quite similar; the: frequency corresponding to the peak response: magnitude denotes the
natural frequencyof the structure. It wouldbe shownlater that the accelerationpea.k magnitudes
are proportionalto the modal vectors. The purpose of acquiring the functions is to obtain the
natural frequenciesand peakmagnitudesusing the discretizationgiven in the prev ioussection.
The results art comparedwith the experimental valuesin Chapter 6.
The discretization using shellelements, viz.,4xlJ shell meshand 8x26 shell mesh,were
used tocompute the natural frequencies of the cantileverplate only, since discretizingthe plate
in air using air and shell elements req uired a lot of computer memory (9,000 to 11,000 DOFs
are involved) and problems were encountered in modelling the "both crack faces" by shell
element. The beam element discretization may be adequate to predict the response of the
vibr.a.ting plates since most of the sensors used in the experimentalinvestigation were located
alo ng the center line of the plale; thus only the response in the bending modes could be
measured. Using the uncracked beam in vacuum and cracked and uncracked beam in air
discretizootions, the acceleration and strain response at the five nodeashown in Figures 4.6 and
t!- .7 were computed. The uncracked beamin vacuum was analyzed in small frequency bands
around the peak response. The results, viz ., the natural frequencies and peak: response
magnitudes, are tabulated in Tables B.l.l and B.1.2 of Appendix B. The beam in air was
analyzedin two frequencybands around the resonant peaks; in the smaller one, the frequency
resol ution used was the same as that used for the beam in vacuum discretizatic,.1 (about0.025
Hz or 40 points in a one H2 frequency band), so that the results can be compared later. While
in th.: broader bands, the frequency resolution was 0.1 Hz (around the peak) to study the
variation of peakmagnitudesdue to the use of larger frequency resolution. Larger frequency
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resolution and frequencybands were used in thearea where there is no peak. The plots using
the broader frequency bandsare shown in Appendix B. Inobtainingthe response of2xl /3r and
2x3/32" crackedplate in air. frequency resolutionused in the vicinityof peakarea was the same
as theuncrackedone. The responsepeak magnitudesandnatural frequenciesgiven by ABAQUS
are given in sections8. 3 and 8.4 in Appendix 8.
The analytical frequency response function plot or bode plot, viz., frequency versus
. response peak magnitude and phase plot, of the uncrackedand cracked plate in air for the five
nodal points are presentedin AppendixB. Two of the response plots, the accelerationand strain
response for the uncracked beam at node 2143, are displayed in Figures 4.10 and 4. 11. The
acceleration and strain response are plotted for the wcracked and cracked plate in air; the
displacementresponsesare only plotted for the uncracked plates. More data on the displacement
response were not computeddueto time constraint. Sincefor the uncracked plate A8AQUSgave
consistent results in the subsequent frequency ranges, the cracked beams were analyzed in the
vicinity of peak response. For the beam with 1,5 mm crack width, the responsesare plotted ;
and the plots are presented in Appendix B. In several frequency ranges, mostly in (he higher
frequency ranges, "unexpected peaks" occurred (see Figures8.2.110 B.2.15 in Appendix B).
But it is believedthat they are notreal peakssincefrom the preliminaryanalysis, vlz., frequency
based analysis, the natural frequenciesof the vibratingplatesare knownand nofrequencieswere
located around these regions. These "errors" might be caused by large time steps used in the
time integration procedure; sincein zoom frequencybands, thepeaksdo not come up.The given
plots are zoomed around the known resonant frequencies. The strain and displacement phases
shift by 1800 degrees at the resonant response peaks and around some antiresonant peaks,
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4.3 Natural Frequency
The naturalfrequencies of uncracked plate. computedusingthe four modelsmentioned
earlierare comparedand tabulated in Table 4.1. In-plane transverse mode (modenumber5) and
torsion modes(mode 3,6,8,9) were missing when the beam element discretization was used.
Figures B.S.1 to 8 .S.10 display the displacement shapes oflhe vibrating plate using 4xl3 shell
elementdiscretization. Thesefiguresassist in identifying the modesof the missing frequencies
so that Table 4.1 can be constructed. Compared to the 8x26 discretization, the 4xl3 shell
element discretization gavehigher naturalfrequencies, exceptfor the first mode wherethe
natural frequency was 0.3% lower. The largestdifference in natural frequency betweenthese
twodiscretizationwas0.4% (for thethirdmode). The4x13shell elementreduced modelgave
good results. A 1.5% difference from the unreduced model (4xl 3 shell) was found in the ninth
mode; for the other modes the difference was lower thanthe above value. The reduced model
consistsof 119variablts (DOFs pluslangrangemultipliers) and62 nodes; the CPU timeutilized
was 6 seconds.For the unreduced one, there were 1458variablesand 243 nodes and required
391 seconds to complete the eigenvalue analysis. Henceanenormoussaving of computational
time wasachieved throughthe reduced model. The naturalfrequenciesobtainedusing thebeam
in vacuumdiscretization were lower thanthose obtainedusingthe 4xl3 sheUdiscretization;the
largest difference occurred in the seventh mode (2.3%). Using the same frequency resolution,
the resonantfrequencychangedby a maximumof 1.8% comparedto thebeam in air (third beam
frequency). The natural frequencies of untracked andcrackedbeam, in air, for the first five
modesarc given in Table 4.2. The resonant frequenciesonly changeinsignificantly due to the
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T.ble 4.1 Natural frequenciesof theuncrackcd plate
Mode Natural frequency (Hz)
number 4x13 shell 8126shell 4xl3 shell Beamin Bcamin air
(red"""> vacuum
I 19.023 19.081 19.023 18.68 18.48
2 ll8.82 118.79 118.85 117.00 115.40
3 123.98 123.S3 124.04
4 333.41 333.20 333.90 327.10 321.3
5 375.23 375.21 371.24
6 387.45 386.09 388.26
7 654.80 654.06 658.34 640.10 637.8
8 694.62 692.30 699.06
9 1068.10 1064.60 1084.5
10 1080.70 1078.40 1095.70 IOS7.00 1052.00
Table 4.2 Natural frequencies of thecracked anduncrackedbeam in air
Naturalfrequency (Hz)
Mode Uncracked 2x1l3r crackedbeam 2x3J32- cracked beam
beam l.Smm 2 mm 2.5mm l. Smm 2mm 2.5 mm
I 18.45 18.45 18.42 18.42 18.15 18.04 17.92
2 115.4 115.3 115.4 115.4 115.2 115.2 115.2
3 321.3 319.8 319.8 319.8 319.7 319.7 319.6
4 637.8 637.3 637.3 637.1 632.8 631.2 629.6
5 IOS2 IOSI 1051 IOS0 1041 1039 1039
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crack. In the first mode the frequency shirt is about 0.2% between the uncracked and cracked
beam with a 2xl13r crack, it is 3% from the uncracked to the beam with the 2x3/32" crack.
For the fourth mode the highest shift is 1.3%. The fifth mode shifts by 1.25%. In the second
and third modes the natural frequencies shift by less than 0.6% . A "strange thing- occurred in
the second mode; when the crack width was increased the natural frequencies reduced. The
crack widths were increased further up to 4 mm (with 0.5 mm increment) and the natural
frequency did not reduce as expected (the results are not presented in this thesis). The result
might imply that the beam crack model used in this study may not be suitable for modelling the
crack in the second mode.
4.4 Modal Vectors
According to the modal analysis theory, the acceleration response peak magnitudes are
proportional to the modal vectors. In this section, the numerical results are verified to check
whether they conform to this. In order to observe the change in the modal vectors due to the
presence of the crack, the modal vectors of the uncracked, 2xI /32 " and 2x3/32- cracked plates
in vacuum were examined.
To be comparable with the modal vectors, the acceleration peak response magnitudes of
(he uncracked beam in vacuum tabulated in Table B. l . l in Appendix B are normalized with the
largest value of the five points for each mode; the results are given in Table 4.3 . The
acceleration peak magnitudes of uncracked and cracked beam in air are also normalized to verify
the changes in modal vectors due 10 the presence of air and crack. The peak acceleration
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response, obtained using the same frequency resolution as the beam in vacuum (Table 8 .2. 1),
are compared in Table 4.3 . Tables 4.4 to 4.8 give the modal vectors of uncracked beam in
vacuum, the normalized peak magnitudes of the uncracked beam in air (from values given in
Table B.2.3) and the normalized peakmagnitudes of cracked beam in air (from values tabulated
in sections B.J and 8.4 in Appendix 8) . For the cracked beam in air, the values obtained using
the three crack widths are presented in these tables. Since the nodes at the same location on the
beam are numbered differently in the uncracked and cracked plates discretization, in Tables 4 .4
to 4.8 these nodes , where the responses were computed, are numbered from one to five; node
number I corresponds to node 2143 for the uncracked plate and 2459 for the cracked plate etc.
By comparing the modal vectors and the normalized peak acceleration response of the
"beam in vacuum" results given in Table 4.3, it can be concluded that the normalized peak
magnitudes are proportional to the modulus of modal vectors. They have same values except at
nodes 2151 and 2155 in the first mode where small differences, i.e., 0 .0001, occur. Based on
the assumption that the peakmagnitudes behave similarly, the change of modal vectors can be
verified by merely knowing the changed normalized acceleration peakmagnitudes; the table also
shows that the modal vectors change slightly from "vacuum" to "in air- condition. This result
confirms the studies reported by Lindholm et af. (196Sc) and Muthuvccrappan et al. (1919,
1980). Further, Tables 4.4 to 4.8 examine how the normalized peak response magnitudes or
modal vectors, vary due to the assumed crack depths and crack widths. It can be seen that
because of the crack, the modal vectors alter slightly; they decrease or increase depending on
the modes.
Graphically, the change of modal vectors in vacuum are given in Figures 4.12 to 4.26.
The modal vectors of the 211. 1/32- and 211.3132- cracked beams in vacuum with a I .Smm crack
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Table4.3 Comparison of modal vector with nonnalized acceleration response peak
magnitudes
Discretization Mode Normalized acceleration peak: magnitude or
number modulus of modal vector atnodes
2143 2145 2151 2155 2167
I 0.0108 0.0462 0.2056 0.4018 1.0
2 0.0615 0.2301 0.6558 0.6687 1.0
Modal vectorin 3 0.1568 0.4984 0.6155 0.2608 1.0
vacuum
4 0.2761 0.7014 0.1385 0.5973 1.0
5 0.4052 0.7559 0.6954 0,4789 1.0
I 0.0108 0.0462 0.2057 0.4017 1.0
2 0.0615 0.2301 0.6558 0.6687 1.0
Beam in vacuum 3 0.1568 0.4984 0.6155 0.2608 1.0
4 0.2761 0.7014 0.1385 0.5913 1.0
5 0.4052 0.7559 0.6954 0.4789 1.0
1 0.0108 0.0463 0.2058 0.4020 1.0
2 0.0600 0.2237 0.6336 0.6395 1.0
Beamin air 3 0.1471 0.4637 0.5596 0.2478 1.0
4 0.2774 0.7053 U.I344 0.5972 1.0
5 0.4039 0.7544 0.6981 0.4768 1.0
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Table4.4 Normalized accelention response magnitucles in air: modenumber 1
Normalli:ed ac:ce1eDtion peak magnitudes
Mode Node Beam 2x1132" crackedbeam 2x3132"crackedbeam
no
aack 1.5 rom 2.0mm 2.5mm l.5 mm 2.0mm 2.5 mm
1 0.0108 0.0108 0.0108 0.0107 0.0104 0.0103 0.1020
2 0.0463 0.0461 0.0461 0.0459 0.0446 0.0441 0.0436
I 3 0.2060 0.2060 0.2061 0.2060 0.2O"n 0.2078 0.2083
4 0.4022 Q.4022 0.4023 0.4022 0.4039 0.4047 0.4055
5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 i.o 1.0 1.0
Table 4.5 Nonnaliud acceleration response magnirudes inair: l:wdenumber2
Nonnalized accelc:ration pcak. magnitudes
Mode Node &am 2x1132" cracked beam 2l313r CIOlCked beam
no
crack 1.5m m 2.0mm 2.5mm 1.5 mGl 2.0mm 2.5 rom
1 0.0600 0.0560 0.0598 0.0597 0.0590 0.0586 0.0584
2 0.2237 0.2231 0.2230 0.2229 0.2198 0.2186 0.2175
2 3 0.6336 0.6329 0.6330 0.6330 0.6318 0.6314 0.6310
4 0.6394 0.6385 0.6388 0.6387 0.6376 0.6375 0.6372
5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
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Table4.6 Normaliud acceleration response magnitudes inair : modenumber 3
Normalized accelerationpeakmagnitudes
Mode Node Beam 2J;1l3r crackedbeam 2x3/3r crackedbeam
eo
2.0mmcrack 1.5 mm 2.0 mm 2.5 mm 1.5 mm 2.Smm
1 0. 1471 0.1443 0.1444 0.1445 0.1476 0.1489 O.I SOO
2 0.4637 0.454 1 0.4544 0.4551 0.4672 9.4717 0.4766
3 3 0.$59S OS420 0.5421 0.5423 0.5 462 0.5472 0.5496
4 0.24TI 0.2444 0.2441 0.2442 0.2460 0.2453 0.2479
5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Table4.7 Normaliud acceleration response magnitudes inair : modenumber 4
Normalized acceleration pnk magnitudes
Mode Node Beam 2d13r ar:::hd beam 2x31J2· cnr.ked beam
no
cm:k I.Smm 2.0mm 2.5 mm l .5 mm 2.0mm 2..s mm
I 0.2m 0.2783 0.2780 0.2790 0.2860 0.2m 0 .2917
2 0.7051 0.7093 0.7093 0.7\2$ 0.7245 0.7562 0.7666
4 3 0. 1344 0.1353 0.1363 0. 1359 0. 1516 0. 1562 0.1616
4 0.597 1 0.$955 0.$9S4 0.$951 0.$884 0.$856 0.$832
5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
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Table 4.8 Normalized acceleration response magnitudesin air : modenumberS
Nonna1ized acceleration peak magnitudes
Mod. Nod. Beam 2x1l32- cracked beam 2x3f32-' cracked beam
no
crack 1.5mm 2.0 mm 2.5 mm 1.5 mm 2.0mm 2.5mm
1 0.4039 0.403S 0.4034 0.4036 0.3992 0.3798 0.33BS
2 0.7S44 0.7S92 0.760S 0.7622 O.77BS 0.7S04 0.6767
S 3 0.6981 0.6911 0.690S Q.6OOS 0.6969 0.6740 0.6247
4 0.4767 0.4809 0.4816 0.4822 0.49S0 0.4947 0.4868
S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
width are shownin Figures4.12 to 4.16; Figures4.17 to 4.21 showthecrackedbeam with a
2 mmcrack widthand Figures4.22 to 4.26 show the modalvectors of the beam with2.5 mm
width. To comparewith thecrackedbeam, theuncrackedplate modalvectorsare plottedin the
samefigures. Asobservedin theprevioussectlons, themodalvector shiftsare morenoticeable
in the higher frequencies , Le, modes4 andS, than the lowerones.
The nonnalizedstrain response magnitudes do nOI behavethe sameas the acceleration
ones; the maximum valuesoccur at differentnodesfor various modes(the highest value in a
mode of the strainresponsemight be at thenodalpoint whichis very close to the fixedend;
unfortunately the responseat that point wasnot computed). These values are not presented in
this chapter, but theywill. becomparedwiththe experimental values in Chapter6.
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Ftcure4.13 Modal vectorsof beam in vacuum : I.S romcrackwidth (second mode)
+ uncrackod beam; v 2d132* cracked and 0 2x3/32* cracked beam
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Fi&ure 4.15 Modal vectors of beam in vacuum: 1.5 mm crack width (founhmode)
+ uncracked beam; v 2x1/32- cracked and0 2x3/32- crackedbeam
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Flgur: 4.11 Modal vectorsof beam in vacuum: 2.0 mmcrackwidth(fifth mode)
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Flcure4.1.3 Modalvectors of beam in vacuum : 2.5 mmcrackwidth(secondmode)
+ uncrackedbeam; v 2x1l32"cracked and0 2x3f32"cracked beam
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f1lure 4.26 Modalvectorsof beam in vacuum : 2.5 romcrackbeam (fifth mode)
+ uncracked beam; v2x1l32- crackedand 0 2x3/3Z- crackedbeam
4.5 Summary
The crackedand uncracked platesare analyzedconsidering five differentmodels. The
naturalfrequencies obtained fromtheseanalyses havebeencompared. Thedifferencein natural
frequencies is Ies.,than 0.4% whenthe resultsobtained by usingthe 4x13shelldiscretization
an: compared with the 8x26 ones. The natural frequencies obtained using the 4x13 shell
discretization is higher than the beam in vacuum frequencies by a maximum valueof 2.3%.
Beamin airdiscretiz.ation givesfrequencies 1.8%lowerthanthebeam in vacuum discretization.
Due to the 2xl /32- crack depth, the naturalfrequencies reduceby as high as 0.5% from the
uncracked one. For the 2x3/3r crack depth the reductionin natural frequency is up to a
maximum of 3%. The acceleration response peak magnitudes in vacuumare dividedby the
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largest value in each mode to determine the modal characteristics; it is found that these values
are proportional to the modal vectors. By normalizingthe lfccelera.tion peakmagnitudesfor the
~: obtained for the cnc ked and unct3Cked beams in air, and assuming that the peak
responsemagnitudes have the sameeharacteristict as the-in vacuum-ones, it can be conc:luded
that modal vecton ehatlge from -in vacuum- to "in air- condition. 'Themodal vectors also
dlange due to the preseece of aacla . althoughthe changes are not significant. 'Thoc changes
occur mainlyaroundthe location of thecrack. At the Iive nodalpoints where therespoo~ were
computed, thenormalizedstrain magnitudesbehavedifferently formtheacceleration ones; these
valueswill be comparedwith the experimentalvalues.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Test in Air and in Water
In the experimental study reported in this thesis, the responsesof horizontalcantilever
plates(with and withoutcracks) vibratingin air and in water, were measuredfor the first five
bendingmodes.The experimentin water wascarriedout in two water levels, Le., (I) water level
whichwas approximately at the middleof the plate thickness; and (n) water level which was
about 23 em above the upper surfaceof the plate. To carry out the measurements in water, a
130x55x80 em deep tank wasbuilt; the tank was fixed to a rigid ptatfonn so that it did not
vibratewhenthe plate wasexcited.The platesused in this studywere rectangularplates, whose
dimensions were6S2x204x9.5mmthick.Threeplateswere tested; the fim plate wasuncracked
whilethe second and the third ones were fabricatedwith ·v· shaped crackson both sidesof the
plate(see Figure4.2 or thephotograph givenAppendix E for thecrackshape). Thecrackdepths
for the second and thirdplateswere2x1/3r and 2x3/32·, respectively; the crack widthwas
verysmall, compatible with the smallest notchrequired to producea crack like feature. The
platewas clampedhorizontally between two 3O.Sx30.Sx2.7S em Urick: steel blocks; the lower
rt
block was attachedto a heavy I beamsupport,whichwas weldedto the bottomof the tank. The
completeexperimentalresults obtained in this study are presented in AppendixC; the natural
Irequcncies, damping ratios and peak response magnitudes are tabulated; in addition the
accelerationand the strain frequencyresponsefunctions and coherent functionsare also plotted
for salient pointsof interest. In this chapter, the results are discussedand highlighted.
5.1 Experimental Apparatus
To monitor the vibrations of the plate, four strain gages and one accelerometerwere
mountedon the plate; they were positionedon the plate at the locations shown in Figure S.l .
The positions were predetermined,based on the predicted dynamicbehaviourof the structure
in the first five bending modes, so lhat all of the modal response could be obtained (a peak
modal responsescannot be obtained if a sensor is located at an inflectionpoint of a vibrating
structure). The block diagram of the experimentis shown in Figure 5.2. The apparatusused in
this study is tabulated in Table 5.1; and a photographof theexperimentalsetup is shown in
Figure 5.3.
The plate was excited in the frequencyrangesof interest by using a functiengenerator.
Fast sine sweepor "chirp" excitationwas used in this experiment; the time sweep wasselected
so that the bestresults for coherenceand frequencyresponse functionswouldbeobtained.The
signalsfrom the functiongenerator waspassed throughthe power amplifierwhere the gain was
selected. The signals were, then, input to an exciter; the exciter was connectedto the driving
pointon the plate by a 33 mm longrod. A force transducerwasattachedin betweenthe exciter
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Figure 5.1 Location of the accelerometer andstrain gages : plateplan (not to scale;dimension
in mm)
Fl&ure 5.1 Blockdiagram of experimental setup
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Table5.1 Listof the appantu,usedin the experiment
No Name of apparatus Typeor serialnumber
I Function Generator HP3314A
2 Power Amplifier B&Ktype 2706
3 Vibration gsciter B&Ktype4809
4 ForceTransducer B&Ktype 8200
5 Accelerometer B&Ktype 4344
6 Strain Gage Student gage
EA..()6..120LZ·120
7 Strain conditioner Model2110
Vishay Instrument
8 Charge Amplifier Model S04E
Soundstrand Datacontrol .
9 Multiplexer B&K8 Channel type
2811
10 DualChannel SignalAnalyzer B&Ktype 2034
11 Filter Model 442, Rockland
DualHilla Filter
12 Personal Computer 386-mM compatible
TheStatSystem Starversion 3.000
13 Printer HPLaseJjet n
14 OsciUoscope ModelMM 200
Metermaster
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and the connecting rod to monitor the excitation force. The signals generated by strain gages
were InpUI to strain conditioners; the signals monitored by the accelerometer and force
transducer were input to the charge amplifiers. The strain conditioners and the charge amplifiers
converted the voltage charge input signals from the sensors(accelerometerand strain gages) and
force transducer, into proportional voltages; the voltages were amplified and output. The gain
of the strain conditioners and charge amplifiers were chosen so that the outputdid not overload
(go beyond the measurement range of) the syste-n. Outputsignals fromaccelerometerand strain
gages were input into a multiplexer, so that only one channelof the sensors was read at time.
Then, the signal output from the multiplexer passed through a low pass filter. The signals from
the force transducer, after being amplified andconverted by the charge amplifier, were input to
a low pass filter. The filter wasemployed to filter out the higher modes of vibrationand any
noise embedded in the electrical system (filtering in band pass, high pass and without filler
modes were tried; it was founc'.hat low pass gave almost same results as the band passbut was
found to be better than the other two). The signals from the filter were output into the B&K
ana lyzer (two channels) which was calibrated to the charge amplifier/strain conditioner output.
In the analyzer, frequency response function and coherence function were computed and
displayed. These data were then exported to a PC with the STAR computer packageprogram
in it. By using the package program the modal parameters were determined. When the
experiment in water was carried our, the strain gages were sealed so tha t water did not affect
the strain gages. The compounds used in the sealing process were polyurethane, acrylic and
silicone rubber.
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5.2 Experimental Procedure
The 2x1lJ2" cracked plate was first tested in air alont: with the uncrackedand 2x3/3r
cracked plates; thenthey were testedunderpartiallysubmerged(where the water level waskept
approximatelyat the middle of the plate tbfcknes - about 21,4 em above the bottomof the tank)
and fully submerged (where the water level was about 50 cm above the bottom of the tank)
conditions in water. The experimentsin air and in waterwere carried out using the same setup
as that given in section 5.1 so that the changes in modal parameters, Le., damping, natural
frequency and peakresponsemagnitudecould be compared.
The data in the experimentwere acquired usingtwo typesof frequency band, called "the
broad" and "zoom" frequency bands. In "U;e broad frequency bands", five frequencybands
werechosen so that in every band, one resonantpeakof the frequency response function could
be obtained. Duringthe measurementin air, for instance, the chosen frequencybands were 10
to 60 Hz, 60 to 160 Hz, 160 to 360 Hz, 360 to 760 Hz and 760 to 1160 Hz. In "zoom
frequencybands", smaller frequency bands than the "broad" ones were selected so that the
frequency band produces the highest peak response in the frequency response function. For
example, the frequencybandsused in the measurementin air were : 5 1030 Hz, 95 to 120Hz,
250 to 350 Hz, 585 to 610 and 900 to 1000Hz. Frequency bands lower than 25 Hz were not
used, due to time limitation in this study; at high frequencies, smaller frequencybands do not
alwaysgive higher peak responsemagnitudes.The purposeof zoominginto smaller frequency
bandswas to studythe changeof modal parametersandcoherencefunctiondue to the increased
frequencyresolution.
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Throughout the experiment. linear averaging was used. The number of averages was
selected. depending on th~ condition of the frequency responseand coherence functions. The
number of averages was increased if a poor frequency response function or coherence was
obtained.
S.3 Discussionor the Results
This sectiondiscusses the results given in Appendix C. The lir!>t part of this section deals
with the change of modal parameters due to crack; the experimental resons obtained for the
uncracked and 2x1/32" cracked plate in air are compared. The modal parametersof 2x3/32"
cracked plateare not compared with these two plates. since the results were not consistent with
the others; lhe first three natura! frequenciesof the 2x3/3r cracked platewere found to be
higher than the uncrackedones; the fourth and fifth natural frequencies were lower than the
uncraeked plate naturaJ frequencies. This may probably have been due to the fact that the plate
was too stiff with respectto the crack size. The second pan of this section discussesthe modal
parameter changes due to change of fluid densities between air and water. In this part the
relative frequency reductions of uncracked and 2x313r cracked plate in air and water arc
compared. The 2x1l3r cracked plate wasnot tested in water due 10lime constraint. Thelast
part of this sectiondiscusses the coherence.
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3.3.1 Ctlange or Modal Parameters Cau sed by the Presence of a C rack
The natural frequency and damping o f uncracked and 2x l13r cracked pl atesare givtn
in Table 5.2. The parameters given in ue table are the average valuesta i . '. from Appendix C.
l1le table shows that due the existence of crack, the frequencies reduce. It can be seenthai the
natural frequency shiftsare larger in !he higher modes . In the first mode thenatural frequencies
are basically the same; the difference between these corresponding frequencies is less than
0.25% (the uncracked plate natural frequency is lower than tile cracked one). Fig ure 5.4 shews
the change of natural frequencies in a graphical form; the natural frequencies ploued in this
figure are the average values of those measured using strain gag!,;s and the accele rometer (since
these values areonly slightly differenl). Table 5.2 also gives the modal parameters for the same
platesusing zoom frequency lands. Only slight difference in natural frequencies are observed
between thosemeasured in "thebroad frequency bands" andin "the zoom frequency bands " (the
highest difference is about O.J ~). Unlike in "the broad frequency bands", in "the zoom
frequency bands" • the natural frequency shifts canbe identifiedevenin the first mode. (see the
tower part of Table 5.2). Figure 5.S shows the natural frequencies of these two plates
graphically.
By comparingdamping values for the correspondingmodes: of these rwo plates (thesecond
and the fourthcolumn of Table S.2) , it C3Jl be concluded that the acceleration da mping values
varydifferently for different modes; in "zoom" frequency bands, the strain damping decreased
due to the crack except in the fourth mode (see also F igures S.6 and S.7). The values obtained
in "lhe zoo m frequency bands" are different from those obtained in the broader bands (the
Table 5.1 Modalparameters of theuncracked and 2x1/32"cracked plate in air
(ace: acceleration; sir : strain gage)
Modalparameters
Mod, Sensor (broad frequency bands)
Uncracked plate 2x1l32" cracked plate
Nat. Ireq Damping Nat. freq Damping
Ace 17.0338 0.2825 17.0633 0 .2522
1 Str 17.0158 0.2599 17.0567 0 .2637
Aoc 106.3433 0.1267 106.2367 0.1460
2 Str 106.3283 0. 1556 106.2292 0 .1712
Ace 305.9870 0.1838 305.190 0 . 1608
3 Str 306.0020 0.1768 305.16.38 0.1712
Ace 602.3 133 0.27465 598.280 0.2897
4 Str 602.3008 0.2820 598.3258 0 .2782
Ace 969 .9733 0,3776 962,550 0 .4164
5 Str 969.5833 0.4223 962.6242 0.4 140
Modal parameters
Mode Sensor (zoomfrequency bands)
Uncracked plate 2x1/32" cracked plate
Nat. Ireq Damping Nat. freq Damping
Ace 17.0400 0,1885 17.0167 0. 1703
1 Sir 17.0308 0,1980 16.9992 0.1867
Ace 106.2733 0.1669 106.0233 0 .1664
2 Str 106.2542 0,1838 106.0242 0 . 1792
Ace 306.0067 0.1726 304.5900 0.2028
3 Sir 306.7508 0.2178 304.4925 0.2 076
Ace 601.7700 0.2886 597,9067 0.2764
4 Str 601.6625 0.2879 597,8625 0. 2892
Ace 969.4500 0.3643 962 ,8900 0.3765
5
S" 969.5133 0.4394 963,5375 0.3705
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Figure.5.4 Natural frequencies of the uncrac1cedand 2x1/32 - cracked plate in air (broad)
+ untracked plate; .6 2x1l3r cracked plate
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Figure .5•.5 Naturalfrequencies of the uncrackedand 2x1/32- cracked plate in air (zoom)
+ uncracked plate; .6 2x1/3r cracked plate
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Flgure 5.li Dam ping ratio of jhe uncracked and 2x 1/32" c racked plate in ai r (broad)
+ accel.damping (uncracked plate); .110 aceel. da mping (2.1/32" cracked plate)
• strain damping(untracked plate); .. strain damping(2xI132- cracked plate)
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Figure 5.7 Dam ping ratio of the uncracked and 2x 1/32- crackedplate in air (zoom)
+ acccl. damping(unc.racked plate): A accel. damping (2x1/32"crackedplate)
• strain damping (uncrackedplate); '9' stnin damping (2z113r cracked plate)
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highestdifference is about SO" in lhe first mode). The change of damping values from the
-broad- to the "zoom" frequency bands, are understandable. Since the valueswere obtained by
usint curve lit based melhod, differenl frequency response function will give different values
of damping (even though measurements are made by using a same sensor al a samepoinn.
Discrepancies are also found between-stnlindamping- and -accelerationdamping- valueseven
Ihough the differences are not much (see Figures 5.6 ....; 5.1). The discrepancies between
accelerance and damping values may be caused by the nature of these sensors; the acceleration
measures -global- behaviour of the vibrating structure; lhe strain gages measure "local"
behaviour of the structure.
As in the caseofdamping, the change of peakmagnitudes at the five measurement points
could notbe justified in consistent manner; for different modes, they either increaseor decrease.
Whenlooming was used, peak response magnitudes of the plates increased. Peak magnitudes
of straingages no. 1, 2 and J wereexamined further. They were divided by the largest value
amongst them; and "the normalized peak strain magnitudes- in zoom and broader band
frequency ranges were comparedforcorresponding fit methods; the normalizedVlllues aregiven
in Tables 0 .1 to 0 .1 of Appendix O. II is found that for uncracked and cracked plates in air,
mehigbestdifference between thosevaluesis 27.96 " and it occurredin thefourth modeof the
uncracked plate; for partialy submerged plate, thea maximum differenceof 36.985' is found
(2lt3/Jr cracked plate in the third mode)and for full submergence, in the uncracked plate, it
is 36.985' maximum(in the fourthmode); in the cracked plate a difference of 206.67~ was
foundin the second mode(in this modethe loom frequency bands gavelowerpeakmagnitudes
than the broader ones).
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5.3.1 Change or Moda l Parameters for Varying flu id Densilies
Table 5.3 gives damping and natural frequencies of the uncracked plate in air and
partially/fully submerged condition in water (partial submergencecondition is shortenedinto part
and fully submergence condition is abbreviated 10full; ace stands for acceleration andsir slands
for strain gage in Table 5.3). Natural frequencyreduces as high as 40% (in the first mode) for
air to fully submerged condition in water. Compared with the value! obtainedby Lindholm tl
aJ. (1965) (who found the frequency reductionto be as high as 35% for plate width to plale
length ratio equal to 3 and plate thickness to plate width ratio equal to 0.0611), the frequency
reduction obtained in this study is a bit higher since the plate size used in this study is not
exactly the same as theirs. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the natural frequencyof the plate in air,
and under partially/fully submerged conditions in water for the -broad- and "zoom" frequency
bands. Figure 5.8 shows the relative frequency reductions of the plate natural frequencies
measured using strain ga2C5 under those three conditions. Figure 5.9 displays the natural
frequencyreductions in · the zoom f~uency bands· for thesame plate. In Figures5.8and 5.9,
the relative natural frequency reductionsare plo tted against the water depth (abo\.: the baseof
the tank) 10plate length ratio. The valuesof relative nalura! frequency reduction (the:ordinate
axis of Figures 5.8 and 5.9) are calculated using formula:
FR
U 2lJ .. (w . - w, ) x 100%~.
FRo.
m
= ( w, -w,) )( Joo!.
-.
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Table 5.3 Modalparameters of theuncracked platein air and in water
Modalparameters
Moo. Sensor (broadfrequencybands)
Natural frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Air Part Full Air Part Full
Are 17.003 12.490 0.2825 0.5731
I
S" 17.0 16 12.4875 10.1875 0,2599 0.5378 0.5522
Are 106.343 79.583 0.1267 0.64055
2
s" 106.328 79.582 67.5733 0.1557 0.6770 0.8824
Are 305.987 238.076 0.1838 0.8344
3 SIr 306.002 237.990 201.152 0.1769 0.8340 1.05505
Are 602.3 13 481. 143 0.2146 0.831 1
4
S" 602.30 1 481.388 409.m 0.2820 0.8550 1.3450
Ace 969.973 808.063 0.Jn6 1.08
5 SIr 969.583 807.332 682.769 0.4223 0.9747 1.5362
Modalparameters
Moo. Sensor (zoom frequency bands)
Naturalfrequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Air Part Full Air Part Full
Ace 17.04 12.47 0.1885 0.519 1
I Sir 17.03 1 12.4 62 10.172 0.1980 0.5270 0.5329
Are 106.273 79,4033 0.1669 0.7216
2
5" 106.254 79.3942 67.3033 0.1839 0.7321 0.8601
Are 306.007 237.543 0.1726 0.8221
3
S" 30S.75I 237. 683 199.442 0.2178 0.7920 1.0327
Are 601.77 481. 173 0.2886 0.9396
4
S" 601.66 480.923 409.2 0.2879 0.9717 1.6512
Ace 969.45 807.367 0.3643 0.931 1
5 SIr 969.51 806.665 670.412 0.4394 0.9846 1.7675
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Figure 5.8 Natural frequenciesof the uncracked plate in air and in water (broad)
+ in air; ,. partially submerged and 0 fully submerged in water
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Figure 5.9 Natural frequenciesof the uncrackedplate in air and in water (zoom)
+ in air;. partiallysubmergedand 0 fully submerged in water
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flgure 3.10 Relativenaturalfrequencyreductions of the uncracked platein twowater
depths (broad): + first mode;. second mode; 0 third mode;
v fourth mode; 0 fif lh mode
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J
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FIgu~ S.lI Relative natural frequency reductions of the uncracked platein two water
depths (zoom) : + firstmode; 6. second mode; 0 third mode;
v forth mode: 0 fifth mode
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where :
FRt f M is the relative frequency reduction in percent for water depth to plate lengthratio
is equal 100.420 (partially submergedcont1ition).
FRo_"" as above eJt:ttpt for !he ratio equals to 0.767 (fully submerged condition).
<01,. W, and loll are the nalural frequencies of the plale in air and under panially
and fully submergedconditions in water.
It can be noted that there are small discrepanciesbetween natura! frequencies measured using
strain galSes and accelerometer in a measurement (by comparingtwo TOWS for a mode in Table
5.3). Unlike theexperimental results in air. under full submergence. zooming causesfrequency
shifts as high as 1.8% (about 12.36 Hz) in (he fifth frequency and less than I% in Ihe other
resonant frequencies.
As expected.thedamping ratio increases due the increaseof the fluiddensily: Figure 5.12
shows the variationof "strain damping-, i.e. , damping measured using strain gages under these
three: conditions.In the "ecom" frequencyband. tbe dampingvariation is shown in Figure S.13.
From Tables in Appendix C, it can beseen thai the dampingvaluesvarynotonly in the -broad-
and "zoom" frequencybands, but also at the different sensor locations.
When the peak response magnitudes are examined. it is found that most of them reduce
due to vibration in water. In the zoom frequency bands, peak magnitudes are highel than the
broader band except in the second and the fifth modes of the plate under full submergence.
(unlike the measurement carried in air where in "the zoom frequency band- all of the peak
magnitUdes were higher than the those measured in the broader frequency bands), The peak
respo..ae magnitudes were, at least, affected by two factors. The first one was frequency
UO f
1.• l
!
:1 ,
_.-
Flgure .5.12 Damping ratio variationortheuncrackedplate in air and in water(broad)
+ in air: to partiallysubmerged in water, 0 fully submerged in water
,
_..-
•
l t.GI li.J:I~
Figure .5.13 Damping ratio variationof the uncracked platein air and in water(zoom)
+ in air; to partiallysubmerged in water, 0 fully submerged in water
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resolution; by zoomingaround the area of the peakthenumberof pointsin a frequencyband
increase, so that higherpeakmagnitudesare obtained. The secondone is the frequency response
functioncondition; since the modesof the plates in waterare closely separated (sec frequency
response function plots in sections C,1.2 and C. I.3 in Appendix C) , by observing arounda
smaller frequency band, the contribution of the adjacent modes may be reduced or made
insignificant. However, it may be quite reasonable to say that in the zoom band for the
experimentin water the peak magnitudes of thetwo modes(secondand fifth) are lower thanthat
obtained usingthe broaderband ,
The results of the 2x3/3 2" cracked plate are presented in Table 5.4 in both frequency
bands, This platewas used\0examinethe:frequency variation inair andill water. It can beseen
fromTable 5.5 thatfor the first threenatural frequencies, the relative frequency reductions from
air to partialy submerged and from partially submergedto fully submerged arealmost similar
to the uncracked one (the resonant frequenciesgiven in Table 5.5 are those measured using
strain gages) for the first three modes. Differences begin to showfor thefourth and fifthmodes,
indicating the possibility of the influence addedwater masses due to crack. This needs to be
examined further in subsequent studies.
For the second mode of the plate partially submerged in water, the peak response
magnitudesdecrease in the zoom frequency band. This behaviourwas also found to be the same
with the uncracked plate. The fifth modeof thisplate behaves differentlysince the experimental
results were not consistent.
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Table 5.4 Modalparametersof the 2x3/32"cracked platein airand inwater
Modal parameters
Mode Sensor (broad frequency bands)
Naturalfrequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Air Part Full Air Part Full
Ace 16.933 12.42 10.1567 0.2725 0.6047 0.6240
I Sir 16.933 12.398 10.154 0.27925 0.5566 0.6022
Ace 109.033 8 1.693 69.093 0.17305 0.8073 0.9048
2
51' 109.690 81. 690 69.081 0. 17675 0.8709 0.9394
Ace 310.740 239 .910 203.233 0.3137 0.8203 1.26
3
51' 311.085 239.957 203.233 0.3137 0.7 849 1.2737
Ace 602.277 449 .253 402.610 0.3024 1.1950 1.4878
4
51' 602. 126 449 .093 402.716 0.2952 1.2 700 1.4681
Ace 966.967 808 . 190 741.447 0.4657 1.115 1.2850
5
51' 967.tt2 807 .726 741.39; 0.5161 1.0 l6S 2.3562
Modal parameters
Mode Sensor (zoomfrequency bands)
Natural frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Air Part Full Air Part Full
Ace 16.983 12.4 267 10.11 0.2134 0.42 20 0.4880
1 Sir 16.920 12.373 10.122 0.2302 0.4584 0.4740
Ace 108.703 82 . 1467 68.86 0.1738 0.5321 0.5634
2
51' 108.71 1 82 .119 68.932 0.18005 0.5196 0.5456
Ace 310.630 240 .950 203.306 0.4405 1.2 110 1.245
3
51' 310.645 240 .816 203.362 0.4225 1.1169 1.2575
Ace 60 l. n O 465 .517 4 17.313 0.2887 1.18 00 I.Sno
4 51, 601.664 464 .600 417.287 0.2878 1.0500 1.5857
Ace 966.153 806.497 742.057 0.3691 i.oooo 1.5600
5 Sir 966.352 804.506 742.332 0.3827 1.(}()()5 1.5450
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Table S.S Comparisonof relative frequency reductionof the uncrackedand 2,.3/3r
crackedplate in air and in water
Natural frequencyreduction ( %)
Mode Uncracked plate 2,.3/3r cracked plate
Air-Part Part-Full Air·Full Air-Part Part-Full Air-Full
1 26.613 18.418 40. 130 26.782 18.102 40.035
2 25.155 15.089 36.448 25.062 15.435 36.629
3 22.225 15.478 34.264 22.864 15.283 34.652
4 20.075 14.981 32.041:: 25.415' 10.327' 33.118'
5 16,734 15.429 29.581 16.481' 8.212' 23.339'
5.3 ,3 Coherence Functlon
Coherence functionsobtained using the accelerometer were very good; the coherence
values were almostone everywhere,except at somepoints. Strain gages generallygave good
coherence in thevicinityof the resonant frequencies. In general,in frequencybands where the
first and secondmodewere located. the coherence was good; in the bands of the thirdand fifth
mode, the valueswere fair. The worst wasaround the frequency bandsof the fourth mode;
the coherence values at several points in the vicinityof the resonant frequency were0.6 or
greater; for other frequencies in the band the coherencewas very poor. From the frequency
response function presented in figures given in Appendix C, it can be seen tbar the poor
coherence function,generally,corresponds to the regionof low peak response amplitudes.
Attempts to improve thecoherence were made;one of themwasby zooming intosmaller
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Figure5.14 Coherence function of the uncracked platepartiallysubmerged in water
(broad) : straingageno. 1
Figure 5.15 Coherencefunction of the uncrackedplate partiallysubmerged in water
(zoom): straingageno. I
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frequency bands, vi~.• increasing the number of points in a frequency band. Figures 5. 14 and
5. 15 show the coherence: functionin a broad frequency band and in zoomfrequencyband; this
is one of the worst coherence functionsobtained in the experiment. By comparing thesetwo, it
canbeseen that the coherence function is muchbetter in thesmaller frequency band(zoom)than
in "the broad one" .
5.4 Summary
Due to the existence of crack, the natural frequencies reduce; the reductions are higher
in the higher modes. Damp ing and peak magnitudes at the five point o f measurement
increase/decrease depending on modes . In the zoom frequency bands, damping values differ
fromthose obtained in the broader bands; the peak:magnitudesin the zoomband are higher than
thepeak magnitudes in the broadband.
When the pla te is partially sub merged in water , the natural frequencies reduce by a
maximum of 26.8% and the maximum damping increase is about5 times, In full submergence
condition, the natural frequencies reduce by as much as 40.311; damping increasesas high as
6 times and most of the peU. magnitudes decrease. The change of damping and natural
frequencies increases as the depth of submergence of the plate increasesuntil a certain d~lh is
reached after whichno change is seen. Unlikein air, by zooming into smaller frequency bands,
the peak response magnitudes of several modesin water were lower thanthe broader bands. It
was foundthat the coherence functioncouldbe Improvedby increasingIhe frequency resolution,
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Chapter 6
Comparison of the Experimental and
Analytical Study
One of the reasons for doing modalanalysis was to comparedthe predicteddynamic
behaviourof a structure with thoseactuallymeasuredin the experiment. Thisphase shouldbe
followed by validation of the modal characteristics of the structure which would lead to the
adjustments of the theoretical model so that the model gives results which match with the
experimental ones.Bythis methodology, combinationof the theoreticalandexperimental models
can be made; and a better analytical model can bedeveloped. In this chapter, the analytical and
experimental results presented in the two previous chapters, viz., natural frequencies and
nonnalized peak strain responsemagnitudes given in Chapters 4 and S, are comparedand
correlated. In addition, the behaviourof peakacceleration and strain response magnitudesof the
uncrackedplate due to non-zerodampingwere examined further. The peak responsemagnitudes
and bode plots (frequency versus responsemagnitudeand frequency versus phase plots) are
givenin AppendixD. The resultsare discussed in the lastpart of this chapter.The adjustment
of analytical modelto correspondto the experimental resultswas not carriedout in this study.
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6.1 Measured and Predicted Natura l Frequencies
The comparison of natural frequencies of the uncracked plate in air obtained through the
present analytical and experimental investigation is t,;iven in a tabular form in Table 6 .1, both
for the "broad- and ' zoom - frequency bands. And a in graphical form the natural frequencies
obtained using the "broad" frequency bands are shown in Figure 6.1. As given in Table 6.1. the
differences between measured and predicted values are found to be within 8.6% for these two
frequency bands. In Figure 6.1, the linear fit of the natural frequencies is dcnc-ed by the dashed
line; the line where the points should lie is denoted by a straight line with slope of one. It can
be seen that the points lie in a line which is slightly differen t from expected one. According 10
Ewins (1984). this type of discrepancy may be due to "an erroneous material property used in
the prediction" . This might be true since it was found that the platethickness along the plate
edge, parallel to the plate length, were thicker (more than 25 %) than the thickness paralle l 10
the width of the plate (the cross section was not really of uniform thickness). In the analysis, the
average value was used; this might nOI be correct (but this is the only one that could be done) .
Further analytical study to get results closer to the experimental ones could not be carried out
in this thesis.
The comparison of measured and predicted natural frequencies for the 2x1/32" cracked
plate in air is displayed in Figure 6.2. It appears that Figures 6. 1 and 6.2 are almost similar;
the linear fit of the natural frequencies marked by dashed line is slightly different from the
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Table6.1 Comparison of measured andpredicted natural frequencies of theuncracked
platein air, in the-broad- and-zoom- frequency bands
Natural frequency (Hz)
Mode Predicted Measured % Difference
Broad Zoom Broad Zoom Broad Zoom
1 18.45 18.48 11.025 11.035 8.31 8.48
2 1IS.4O 115.40 106.336 106.264 8.52.. 8.60
3 321.30 321.40 305.995 306.319 5.00 4.81
4 631.80 631.80 602.301 601.716 5.89 6.00
5 1052 1052 969.118 969.482 8.48 8.51
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f1&ure 6.1 Comparison of measured andpredicted natural frequencies of theuncracked
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Fl&Urt 6.2 Comparison of measured and predicted naturalfrequencies of the2x3132-
cracked plateinair
Table 6.2 Predicted and measured natural frequency reductions dueto the211/32*crack
Natural frequellCy reduction (%)
Mode ProJic'ed Measured
l.Smrn 2.0mm 2.5 mm Broad Zoom
[ 0 0.163 0.[63 -0.2 0.[59
2 0.087 0 0 0.097 0.226
3 0.469 0.469 0.469 0.267 0.603
4 0.078 0.078 0.110 0.669 O.M[
5 0.095 0.095 0.19[ 0.747 0.6S[
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expectedline. The same reason as described in the uncracked plate would apply also in the
cracked one. Table6.2 presentsthe natura! frequency reductions obtained(between uncracked
and cracked plates) experime.uatty and numerically due to the presence of cracks; values
obtainednumerically are given for threedifferentcrackwidths. It appearsthat the results of the
plate with an assumed 2.5 mm crack width is a good model for the 2x1f32" cracked plate
comparedwiththe other two, although the % differencewas not close to the experimental ones
(this model is thebest amongthese threemodels. usingbeam elements). The differencebetween
the measured natural frequenciesand those computedusing the model with assumed2.5 mm
crack width is 8.65% (maximum)occurs at the secondmode in the "zoom" frequencybands.
Crack widths larger than 2.5 mm (up to 4 mm), were studied for the second mode; but the
naturalfrequencywas not reducedasexpected. In higher modes, the largerfrequencyreductions
mightbe obtainedif larger crack widthsare introduced. Unfortunately. in this study, thr. crack
widthsfor thosemodeswerenot examinedfurther. Alsoaccording to experimental results larger
frequencyreductions were observed for higher modes than for lower modes. This was not
indicated by the numerical model; since the influenceof rotatory inertia was not considered in
the analyticalmodel, the difference maybedue to this.
6.2 Normalized Peak Strain Response Magnitudes
Measured and predictedpeak strain response magnitudes of the crackedand uncracked
plates were examined further. Three nodescorresponding to the strain gage no. 1. 2 and3 were
normalized by the largest value amongthem; and the results are given in Appendix D. InTables
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Table6.3 Analytical andexperimental values of thenormalized peakstrain response
magnilUdes of theuncracked platein air
Normalized peak strain response magnitudes atnodes
Mode Condi- Predicted MeasuredDon
2143 2145 2155 S~1 S~ S~3
Vacuum 1.0 0.8628 0.3142
1 Broad 1.0 0.8616 0.3120 1.0 0.815 0.270
Zoom 1.0 0.8623 0.3130 1.0 0.812 0.238
Vacuum 0.8520 0.2820 1.0
2 Broad 0.8486 0.2741 1.0 0.779 0.127 1.0
Zoom 0.8486 0.2741 1.0 0.636 0 .122 1.0
Vacuum 1.0 0.6454 0.8081
3·
Broad 1.0 0.6934 0.8639 0.395 0.924 1.0
Zoom 1.0 0.6932 0.8640 0.414 0.920 1.0
Vacuum 0.3295 0.9044 1.0
4 Broad 0.2116 0.9062 1.0 0.186 1.0 0.958
Zoom 0.2117 0.9062 1.0 0.238 1.0 0.948
Vacuum 0.1252 1.0 0.6511
S·
Broad 0.1230 1.0 0.6517 0.639 1.0 0.99 1
Zoom 0.1230 1.0 0.6517 0.~82 1.0 0.967
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Table 6.4 Analytic:al andexperimenbJ valuesof thenormaliud peakstrain response
mapitudesof the2d /3r crackedplait inair (cw : crack width)
Nonnaliud peale: stninresponse magnitudes at nodes
Mode PmIkled M...,,,,,
cw 2143 214' 21SS
-
Sttl Str2 SIr3
I.S 1.0 0.8625 0.3135 Broad 1.0 0.832 0.344
1 2.0 1.0 0.8620 0.3125
2.S 1.0 0.8623 0.3131 Zoom 1.0 0.838 0.381
I.S 0.8468 0.2729 1.0 Broad 0.742 0.108 1.0
2 2.0 0.8460 0.2726 1.0
2.S O.84S' 0.2723 1.0 Zoom 0.630 0.103 1.0
I.S 1.0 0.704S 0.8805 Broad 0.413 0.791 1.0
3" 2.0 1.0 0.7024 0.8793
2.S 1.0 0.7003 0.8782 Zoom 0.361 0.776 1.0
I.S 0.21S7 0.9040 1.0 Broad 0.2OS 1.0 1.0
4 2.0 0.2165 0.90ts 1.0
2.S 0.2186 0.9026 1.0 Zoom 0.240 1.0 0.958
I.S 0.1185 1.0 0.6579 Broad 0.S32 0.7S9 1.0
S·
2.0 0.1174 1.0 0.6604
2.S 0.1165 1.0 0.6625 Zoom 0.620 0.731 1.0
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Table 6.5 Analytical andexperimental valuesof thenormalized eeek strain response
magnitudes of the 2x3/3r cracked platein air(cw : crackwidth)
Normalized peak strain response magnitudes at nodes
Mod. Pn:di.cted Measured
cw 2143 2 145 2155 Band Slrl Str2 Slr3
1.5 1.0 0.8620 0.3134 Broad 1.0 0.826 0.340
I 2.0 1.0 0.8625 0.3132
2.5 1.0 0.8621 0 .3124 Zoom 1.0 0.861 0.331
1.5 0.8330 0.2636 1.0 Broad 0.704 0.115 1.0
2 2.0 0.8280 0.2604 1.0
2.5 0.8232 0.2574 1.0 Zoom 0.753 0.124 1.0
1.5 1.0 0.6587 0.8530 Broad 0.696 1.0 0.993
3·
2.0 1.0 0.6443 0.8428
2.5 1.0 0 .6261 0. 8347 Zoom 0.738 1.0 0.994
1.5 0.2492 0.8916 1.0 Broad
4··
2.0 0.2623 0.8884 1.0
2.5 0.2740 0.8821 1.0 Zoom
1.5 0.0985 1.0 0.7267 Broad
5··
2.0 0.0872 1.0 0.7674
2.5 0.0721 1.0 0.8359 Zoom
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6.3 to 6.5 , the normalized peaJc strain response magnitudes o f me plates in air, obtained through
the analytical study are compared with those measured in the experiment. In these: tables the
experimelltal values given are obtained using peak fit method since it appears that these values
are, in general, good enough to represent the values obtained using polynomial and global fit
methods (as could be seen by comparing values given in Tables 0 . 1.1, 0 .1.4 and 0 . 1.5 in
Appendix D). Compared 10 the predicted values, the values in the first, secondand fourth modes
are closer to the analytical ones (except the values given by strain gage no. 2 in mode 2 where
large discrepancies are observed); the normalized peak response magnitudes in the fourth mode
are still acceptable although the highest peak arc not the same betwee n the experimental and
numerical values (this result is a little surpris ing since the coherence function for this mode was
poorer than the others). The reason is that the peakstrain response magnitudes at points 2145
and 2155 (or at strain gages no . 2 and no. 3) are almost the same so that in the measurement
the values are not distinguishable. The results for third and fifth modes are not good (marked
by superscript * ) . In the third mode the highest numerical peale is not the same as the one
obtained experimentally; and when the peak magnitudes are normal ized. the values are reversed,
vie., the peakof the numerical FRF occurs at node 2 143 while that of the experimental FRF
occurs at 2155. In the fifth mode, the discrepancies between values at nodes 2143 and 2155 and
strain gage no. I and no. 3 are large (a maximum of 4.3 times was observed) . Also the
maximum values o f the uncracked and 2111J3rcracked plate (rabies 6.3 and 6.4) art not in the
same location. The normalized experimental peak strain response magnitudes, in modes 4 and
5 for the 2x3/32" cracked plate are not given in Table 6.5 since these measured amplitudes in
the modes are not consistent with the analytical ones (marked by superscript U) . Comparing the
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values measured in the ~broad~ and in the "eoom" frequency bands. it appears that
measurements made with the "bread" band give better results for the normalizedpeak response
magnitudes (i.e., the values are close 10predicted value).
6.3 Response of the Uncracked Plate in Air with Damping
Dampingvalues measured in the experimentfor the uncracked platein air were averaged;
and the averaged values were converted into Rayleigh damping by using the formula given by
Bathe (1982) and included in the analysis of the plate using ABAQUS computer package
program. Since the formula requires two subsequentdamping values, the damping at the sixth
mode was found by fitling linearly the dampingvalues at the first five modes and assuming that
the higher modes give the higher damping. Mass and stiffness proportional damping factors, Q .
and P•• used in the analysis are given in Table 0 ,2.1. The results are given in AppendixD;
natural frequencies are tabulated and the response versus frequency plotsarc presented.The peak
response magnitudesdecrease, but it is found that for the fourth and fifth modes, the resonant
frequencies are different at all five nodes (see Table 0 .2.2 in Appendix D). The normalized
peak acceleration and strain magnitudes of the first two modes are the same as those computed
with zero damping. In the third mode, the values changeslightly; in the fourth and fifth modes.
they change significantly(compareTables 4.3 and 0.2.4 for acceleration response and Tables
0. 1.1 and 0 .2.5 for strain response). As comparisonto the response in air with zero damping,
the acceleration and strain responses at node 2167 of the uncracked beam in air with damping
are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.4.
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6.4 Summary
Measuredand predicted natural frequencies of the uncrackedand2x l /32~ cracked plate
are correlated; it is found that a maximum of 8.60% discrepancy is observedfor both "bread"
and"zoom" frequencybands.Thediscrepanciesmightbe becauseof erroneous materialproperty
employed in the analysis. Comparedto 1.5 and 2.0 mm crackwidth, it seemsthat the 2.5 mm
crack width is better 10 model the 2,,1I32 ~ crackedplate in air. Correlation betweenmeasured
and predicted values of the normalized peak strain response magnitudes are good in modes 1,
2 and 4 for the uncracked and 2xl/3r cracked plates and in mode I and 2 for the 2x3/32~
crackedplate.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Recommendation
This thesisinvestigates the behaviourofvibralingcracked, and uncracked,steel cantilever
plates in two media. viz. , air and water for two different water levels, throughanalytical and
experimental procedures. The parameters that were considered in this study were the natural
frequencies, associated damping and the peak response magnitudes. Three types of plates were
studied; an uncracked plate, 2x1132- and 2x2/32 ~ cracks. The plate dimensionwas 652 mm
long, 204 mm wide and 9.5 rom thick. Symmetrical "v· shape' cracks (located at 110 rom from
the fixed end) were introduced on the both sideof the plates. The simple structure was chosen
to study the phenomena of a structure, with cracks vibrating in air and watert so that the
phenomenacan beunderstoodclearly withoutbeing affectedby the complexity of the structure.
The primaryinterest in carrying out this studywas to investigate the variation of damping and
peak responsemagnitudes as well as natural frequenciesof a structure due to the size of crack
and depth of water submergence; very few studies have considered the effect of cracking on
damping and response amplitudes. In this study, the plates investigated were excitedfrom 1.00
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to 1000.0Hz, usinga chirp or fait sine swtq); theresponseat five nodalpoints forUle fint five
rewnat\l frequencies were determined usingmodalanalysis/testing approach.
Analytically, the responses of the cracmt and uncnc:ked plates were computed by
employing a computer package program, ABAQUS version 4.9-1. Five different type of
discretizations were considered using plate/shelland beamelements; and natural frequencies
obtained by using these discretizations were compared. Beam. diJcretizations were used to
investigate the changes of modalparametersdue to theexistence of crac ks and air elements.
Since: the actual crack width inuoduced in this study wasvery small, the crackedbeamwas
analyzed using three assumed crackwidths, vla., 1.5 mm, 2,0 mm and 2.5 mm. Conclusions
that canbe drawnfrom the analytical study arc: :
The naturalfrequencies computedusing4:d3 shell elementmodelweredifferent from
thosecomputedusing b 26 shell element modelby a maximumof 0.4%; they were
2.3" higher (maximum) than the resonantfrt.,quencies obtainedusing thebeam-in
vacuum- discretization.
Thebeam'fn air- discretizationgave natunJ frt.,quencles 1.Ui lowerthanthe beam
Dueto 2lt1f3r crack, thenaturalfrequencies reducedby as high as O.S" ; 2l3f32-
crackcaused thenaturalfrequency to shift by a maximum valueof3~.
The modal vectors change from in air to in vacuumcondition; the changeof modal
vectors were also observed when cracks were introduced. The changes due to the
presenceof crack, were found mainlyaround the crack region.
Experimental invest:p.ations, in air and in water, were carried out in a l3OxS5xSO em
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deeptank. The2x1132- crackedplatewasinvestigated inair; theuncracked and2x3132- cracked
platewastestedin air and in two levelsof watersubmergence. On the plate, fourstraingages
(threemounted alongthe centre-line andone neartheedgeof theplate)andoneaccelerometer
(located at the centerof the free end of theplate)wereused to monitorthe response of the
vibrating structure. In addition,one forcetransducer waslocetedto monitor the forceapplied
to the structure. Measurements wert carriedout in two type of frequency bands; the -zoom-
frequency bandsand the "broad- frequency bands. In this two types of frequency bands. only
onepeakof thefrequency response function couldbeobtained. ByusingtheB&KAnalyzer the
frequency response function was acquired; the modalparameters (i.e., naturalfrequencies,
dampingand peak response magnitudes) were extracted using the STAR computerpackage
program. The 2x3132-crackedplate in air and in water, gave resultswhichdid not go along
with the other ones: the first three aatural frequencies were higherand the fourth and fifth
naturalfrequencies were lower than the uncracked plate. The resultsof the 2x3/3r cracked
platein waterwerecomparedwith theuncracked one.The experimental lnvestigeuons Jedto the
following conclusion:
Due to thepresenceof thecrack,a naturalfrequency reduction of0.7'''' (maximum)
was observed. In this case zoom frequency bands gave natural frequencies which
consistently decreasedcompared withthe uncracked platenaturalfrequencies (broad
frequency bandsgavenaturalfrequencies higherthan theuncracked plateforthe first
mode). Peakresponsemagnitudes andaccelerationdamping ratioeitherincreased or
decreased depending on the modes andlocation of the measurement point.In "zoom"
frequency bands. straindamping ratiodecreased with theexception of mode4.
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When the plates were partially submerged in water ( the water level was just at the
middle of the plate thickness). the natural frequencies shifted by 26.8% and dampi ng
increased by 5 times; most of the peak response magn itudes dec reased.
Under full submergence cond itions where the water level was 50 em above the tank
base, a natural frequency red uction of 40% (maximum) was found; damping increased
by 6 times and peak response magnitudes decreased.
The results of the experimenta l and analytical studies were correlated. It was observ ed
that
Th ere was a maxim um of 8.6% between the measured and computed natural
frequencies (see Table 6. 1). T his discrepancies may be due to thickness variation of
the plates used in the analysis as well as due to inherent modelling limitation.
The best d iscretizatio n among the ass umed crack used , in this thesis, for modelling
the 2!1.1I32- cracked plate was the bea m with a 2.5 rom crack width.
The measured and pred icted peak response magnitudes at three nodal points along the
middle of the plate were normalized by the highest val ue among them; and then the
va lues were correlated. There was a good correlation between the measured Ipredicted
values in modes I , 2 and 4.
7.1 Recommendations for Future Work
Further investigation in this area of study should be in the following areas since there are
many unanswered questions. Crack local ization is one of them. Although methodologies have
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been proposed recently, none of them can localize cracks accurately. Essentially cracks are
generatedin structures, around ibe hoi spot areas, as mulliple small cracks. They grow and
coalesce together to formdeeper and wider cracks and then towards the end of their crack
propagation stage becomeslit (planestrain) cracks. A properexperimental andanalytical study
shouldconsiderthis aspect.Furthermore, different crack shapesandcrack widths maygenerate
differentresponse.Consequently, moresophisticatedmethodologiesandexperimentaltechniques
shouldbe used to detect/localizethem.
In an experimental study, depending on structuresboundary (e.g. , fixed, freeetc) and
crack characteristics (shape, widthand direction), the use of multiple excitersmightbecome a
prerequisite to detect andlocalize the crackon a structure.
The complexity of the problemwould increasewhenIhe plateis immersed in water in
whichcase theaddedmasscontributions tothe vibrating structurebecomesignificant. At a point
of measurement where the response is very low, peak:value of frequency responses will be
comparablewith the noiseand theamplitudes of torsional mode; this creates little problem in
extractingthe desired modal parameters.Also modelling of a vibratingstructure in water would
lead 10 heavy coupling between water and plate; this would require teuer finite element
formulationsfor coupledsystem vibration in water taking into accountdiscontinuousnature of
the plate - fluid interfaceand heavydampingin water.Till now, noneof the generallyavailable
generalpurposefinite element programhavebeenable to handle ihe problem.
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Appendix A
This appendix consists of three sections: the first sectiondeals with the derivation of
equation of motions used in theanalysis of strueture·atollstic medium. To solve the equation
ABAQUS provides two procedures, viz., eigenvalue based solution procedure and direct
inleiration procedure. Bothof these procedurearegiven in thexctions A.2 and A.3.
A. I Coupled Structural Acoustic Medium Analysis
The governing equation of . compressible and invbQd fluid. undergoing smaIlpressure
variation through a solidstn.IctURmodoois giveuby.
(A-I)
where:
p = ihe excess pressure in the fluid overany static pressure,
ll. = thespatialposition of the fluid particle,
u == the fluidparticlevelocity,
u· :z the velocity of the structure through which the fluid is flowing,
= the fluidparticle acceleration,
p, z: the fluiddensity, and
r =- the volumetric drag (force per unit volume per velocity),
The excessof pressure p is defIned as,
(A-2)
where K, is the bulk modulusof the fluid.
Dividing Equation (A-I) by PIand taking its gradient with respect to x gives,
(A-3)
Neglecting the third term of the Equation(A-3) and substitutingtheequationinto Equation(A-2)
yields,
1.1+....!-p·l. _(1.2£)_0X, P,xl a. P,a. (A-4)
Taking the variational fieldsop of Equation (A-4) and integratingover the fluid region gives,
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(A-5)
Using Green's theorem, Equati<Al (A-S) can be rewritten as,
(A~)
wheren is directionof outwardnormal to thefluid.
Thereare twopossibilities of fluidboundary; the first one is prescribe fluidpressure(s,.,) and
second is part of fluid which against a solid (S,J. The solid surface, S.... is assumed to be a thin
layerwhichbehove as a "reactive surface". Withthisassumption, thenormalcomponent of fluid
motionand the motionof thesolid surface may not the same; this results in two pressure effects
in the fluid, t.e., pressure generated by the stiffness of the layer which is proportional to 1't (
theproportionality factor betweenpressureanddisplacement)and pressureproducedbydamping
of the layer whichis proportional to C1 (proportionality factor between pressureand velocityof
the surface).
(A-7)
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The total acoustic pressure at the reactive surface in thenuid can be defined as,
(A-8)
The fluid-stroeturecoupling equationcan be obtained by orthonormalizing Equation(A-I ) to the
norrnalto the structure, II , and sUbsLituting Equation (A-S),
1 ... ('1 (' I I) 1)-II . "::£:' · - - P" - _ ..- 1'''-1 - 1I.i.
P, ar P/Ct P/tl C't la
(A-9)
By substituting Equation (A~9) into thesecond integration term in Equation (A-6), one can get
(A-IO)
The behaviour of the structure can be rewrittenin the virtual work as,
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(A-Ill
where:
a is the stress in the structure,
p is the pressureon the fluidstructure interface,
D is theoutwardnormal to the structure,
u· is the velocityof a point in the structure,
p is material density ,
a. is the mass proportional damping factor (Rayleigh damping) ,
u· is a poin' acceleration in the structure,
t is surfacetraction in the structure,
6u· is variationaldisplacement field,
lIE is thestrain variationwhich is compatible with ill/".
For the me of simplicity. only the fluid pressure and surfacetraction terms are taken into
conside ration and included in the analysis.
Equations (A-lO) and (A· l l). the coupled equation for structure and acoustic media. are
3OIvOO approximately by Galerkinmethod. Introducing the shape/interpolation functions,
in the fluid :
P ·l,2....
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inthestrueture::
N -I .2...
In the remainderof this 5eCtion, superscripts P and Q refer 10pressuredc&rees of freedom in
the fluid, superscripts N and M rder to displacement dqf'l:a of (rmdom in thestructure.
Taking the variationof theaboveequations. Op - W 6p' and tSu·"'"N"'.lhl', Equations
(A-10) and (A-ll) can be discrctized as,
where:
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In directintegrationanalysisof Equation (A-12) is integrated usingan implicit integration
method. TheNewton cquatiooof theequation is,
(A-Il)
III
where:
D. -~; D.-~ ; 6fl' --D.6p'
f =f(t) is one of the solutionvariables,i.e, pressure, displacementor rotauon,
D. andD. aredetermined by theintegration method,
aris the correction to the solutionobtainedfrom the Newton iterationsolution,
In steady state harmonic response, the structure is assumed to experiencesmallvisco-
elastic vibrationabout a defonned, stressed slate 0'0.
(A·I4)
in which[yJ is the materialelasticity matrix andP.is the stiffnessproportionaldampingfactor
of the structure (Rayleighdamping).
From discretizationassumption,
(A-IS )
(A-16)
Defining,
C,':'( . f,[P,P':D" :P"jdY
(A·17)
(A-IS)
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(A-19)
(A-20)
AndEquation (A·12)canbe rewritten as,
-6p' {-(M/,Q +M::), Q-(C,1Q+C,,'O)p O_(Xt''O+x,,"'pQ) +st/llr}l}
If theresponse is harmonic, onecanwrite,
where:
pH . {lIt(pN).jS(pN»),rh.,
(A-22)
(A-23)
(A-24)
pl andul' arctheconstant valuesof pfland.J'I.
!lllJPI. IIlJPI and!ll (0"). II (0") are the=1 andimaginary parU of theamplitude of
theresponse,
!l ~ and 9'(p"') arethereal and imaginary partsof theforcing function applied to the
structure,
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where:
be,
Colis complexcircularfrequency.
Assuming p,'J andII. M areinequilibrium withthesteady boundary condition,.
//lIA,") alA,") Sf. n\. \•lilA,"] - //lIAr] -s~ lI(P O) 0 (A·1S)[S:Y 0 lJt(A:a'J ~HA:-'J M(u.w) • lJt (P")
0 -(SrJ T S[A.""] _8t[A.h'W] S(u"" -S( P")
Foraone degree of freedomsystem with excitationP ""' Pexp (iDOl). Theresponse will
- 1It,+ 0~3 Ie, -~CI ...!.-SQ' • !:~ll;1-"ii:CI "',- 01. 3 Jc, ...!.S -I (A·26)Q ' •I Ie-O '21l1 ~ a; lI(u) 0
- I -0; _(.1:: _0 . 3", )
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Symmetricapproximation term li: St = 0,
-'",-+ 01•21, -~C, ! :~l l : 1-~C, "',- 01•2.1:, - 1 (A-27)l- O·21l1 - 0 ; lllu) 0
-1 -0; _(.I:_Qo2",)
where:
1 I 1
'", "' --+-K,2 11
Pris fluid density,
to; is bulkmodulus of fluid,
I is structural length,
t is volumetricdragcoefficient,
c. is theproportionality factorbetweenpressureandvelocityof thesurfacein thenormal
- - --_._ .•..__. • .-
direction,
kl is proportionality factor between pressure and displacement of the surface in the
normal direction .
A.2 Steady Slale Dynamic
Theequationof motions of a vibratingstructurecan bewritten as,
where:
q, = the amplitudeof modei ,
Cl =the dampingof mode i,
01 - the undamped frequencyof modeI,
ffij "" the generalized massof mode i,
{4~}1 =the eigenvector for mode i,
{F.} exp (jfft) =theharmonicforcing function.
(A-2S)
O· = the forcingfrequency.
Dampingin a structuremaybe madeupof structural dampingcAJ and modaldamping
e,f, - lsi 0:M,f,
c, .2t,O,m,
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where:
5 = structuraldamping coefficient,
i : '/(-1) ,
~l = thedampi~g ratio.
By substituting thedampingdefined above, Equation (A-28) canbeexpressed as,
q,+2~,04, + iSjO~q,+Q~q, - fot' (IQ'O
I. " .!.1+1;{F.1
m,
The solution of Equation (A·29) is
q,-{ 8l(Q,). /ll(Q,)}.····
where:
(A-29)
(A-30)
9UQ) and I)(Q) are the real andimaginary partof theresponse amplitudein modei
whichcanbewritten as,
( 0 2 _ 0 . 2)
II(Q) -+ { 2 02 2' 2 / 02}'t.
"', (0,-0, ) +01 (SIOI+2~IO,)
O,(",D/ +2~,Ot)
lbe amplitude of the response canbe written as,
•_..-(S(Q,»)
, 8l(Q)
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A.3 DirectIntegrationMethod
The body force r at a point, can be expressedin terms of an externalbody forceF and
a d'A lembert force as,
f=F-pu (A-3!)
where p and u are the materialdensityand the displacement at a point.
Usingthevirtual worktermprinciple, the virtualworkdoneby thebody forcecan berewritten,
f.. t 611 dr - !"F.6vdV - f"p/l.h dY (A-32)
Thed'Alemben tenn in theaboveequation canbe written in termof reference volume Vlland
reference density p••
(A·33)
where1iis theacceleration field.In theimplicitintegrationprocedure, theequation of motions
are solvedat the end of each time step viz., t +Al : a is computed by the time integration
techniques. Further, the displacement at a pointis approximated as,
where "are nodalvariablCll and NfII is the shapcJinterpolation funWonswhichare assumedto
be independentto displacement; with this assumption, the d'Alembcrtterm can be writtenas,
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the methodproposed by Hilbertr aI. the equation of motion is described as,
MNlI jilll,•., +(1 +0) (IN 1,•..,-p NI,•.,)-II(IHI,-P""I,) +L NI,•., · 0 (A-3S)
whereLMI'+aI is thesumofall Langrange multiplier forcesin corresponding degreesof freedom
N. Then using the Newmarkfonnulae, the displacement and velocity integration can be
expressed as,
where:
~=O.2S(1-1I)2; y=0.5O-1i ; -isClSO
Andthe rotationis also integrated usingthe Newmark's formulawhich givesvelocityat a time
t + Alas,
(A-38)
where:
~..and~. are angularvelocity and acceleration of the node,
...t is time increment.
In a globalsystem, the velocity is written as,
.,... - u yil,•• •[.·I•••• ·I.].{.I•••t(l-y)il,} (A-39)
wheree-= e-(;) are oit1:lononna! base vectorswherevariations canbe writtenas,
loW
The equationof motionis thencan be writtenas,
(A-34)
where:
~ is the consistentma.umatrix,
IN is the internalforcevector,
pIl is theexternal forcevector,
t is the load vector.
It was notedthat in the caseof firstorder element, themassmatrix, r.f"'M is lumped so that the
matrix is diagonal.
In ABAQUS the timeintegrationschemeproposedbyHilber,HughesandTaylor(1978)'
is usedwith theautomatic time steppingmethoddeveloped by Hibbitt andKarlsson(1979~. In
, Hilber, H.M., Hllp. TJ.R., T.ylor , R.L. (1978). ·Collocatioa. Dillipltion aad ·Ovuaboot ' for Timo
IAl8JnlillQScbemea inStructunl.D)'IIIIDica." Earthqlll1:eEDrUwriai:ADdStJucturalDyaamiCl,Vol.fi . pp.99-111.
J Hibbitl. H.D. ud KarI_. 8.1. (1979).•AMIy.itor Pip&Whip' . EPRI. ReportNP·I208.
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(A-.o)
Byeliminating u, ~ fromEqualioo (A-36)andEquation CA·)7), . f" thechangeof • • canbe
defined as,
Equation (A·39) and(A-4I) canbeusedto obtain.1 1+.... and . II+MO.
+1.. • fu •• +(l-t)+I.+6I (l -fp)+I. (A-42)
The vuiation of Equation (A~2) is,
(A-44)
AndusingEquation (A-40), the'nriation of Equation(A.43) is.
~I..• •"f.; a+I..• ' 3+I...X[' ·I ••.I·I.].{--f.;+I.•(1 -~)+ 1. } (A-4S1
Using Equation (A-39) atldEquation (A-44), and Equation (A-4S) can berewritten as,
14 1
ai l... • p~a+ I... ..J+I••• • {.I••• -"*.I•••l (A-'6)
Theautomatictime stepping based on thehaIf SU'presidual (Hibbitc" KarlJ.Ion , 19791
isusedin theABAQUSfor solving thedynamic problem. The haIfstep residualmethod ensures
the equilibrium of Equatioo (A-34) at a intennediate time point (r + AI) by computingand
assessing theequilibrium residual error , Le, the left hand side of Equation (A-J4 ) at the time
step.
On thebasis of Newnwk formulae, the half ucp residual lCChniqueassumes the linear
variation of acc:elentions over the timeof interval; for any nodalvariable _, viz., displacement
or rotation,
Gl. · (l - t) iil.... t ii l,.... O:u d (A"'7)
For solving at time I + IJ. the Newmark formulae require displacement. velocity and
acceleration wnttell as,
u j, . u L+'fJ~u 1,...+ (1 -~) .t v l,+ ,.1(l - 1:)~ iii,
01. ' :}.I..•.( I-~) O I.."[I-#).I.
•1.' f.;,. ,.. -f.;ul••(1-2i)G I.
JRibbit.H.D.1lId 1tWul. B.L (1979). ' AA&!yeiaof PipeWhip' , £PIU, itlIpOft NP·1201.
(A"'8)
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where:
.v I....• u I,...- u I,
is the displacement incrementfor thestep .t at the end.
If the residualis relativeJy small, Equation(A-41)and Equation(A-48)are employedto
evaluateEquation (A-34),
The residual at the endof the time step is written as,
The residualat the start of the time is,
where:
r is t for the first incrementafter an initialacceleration or t for the timeat thestart of
the previoustime in theregular stepping.
Further, the residualat t +~12 is,
R"I,•.,,1 . jI* OItI,•.,n +(1 +11)(/"1,•.,,1- p"I,•.,,2)
--ia: (/"1,-P"I,+INI,_-P"I,·) ... LNI,•.,,,
where:
(A-51)
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In eachtime step the residualis assessed,so that the value is smallerthanthe tolerance
set by users. The algorithmof the techniqueis.
1. Setting the maximumhalf step residual, by giving a tolerance(HAFI'OL) value
whichcould be0.1 to 10 timesthe excitationforceP.
2. In sometime step, find out a convergence: solutionat t +AI.
3. Calculating IRNI..o&It\ .
4. IfHAFl'OL < IRNI.....,I . changingAI to AI/2and start again from t.
S. BAFTOL Oi!:: IRI'll..o&ItI > HAFTOUZ. updatingthe: state to t +AI; the time step
is used in the next to analysis.
6. IfHAFTOUZ > IRNI.+..nI, the timeincrement,iJ, is increasedto 1.25 AI for the
next analysis.
7. In the two consecutiveincrementthe time set must not beincreased.
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Appendix B
Analytical Results
Using the finite clement discretization given in Chapter 4, the analyses basedon zero
dampingassumption are carried out over the frequency bandsof interest. In this Appendix, the
natural frequenciesand peakresponse magnitudes, of the beams for five nodes corresponding
to the pointsof measurement and excitationin theexperimental study (seeFigures4.6 and4.7),
are tabulated; theanalytical frequency responsefunction plots, viz., the responsemagnitude
versus frequency, are also presented. The appendix is broken into five sections. In the first
section,thenaturalfrequencies, peakresponse magnitudes and frequency responsefunction plots
obtained byusinguncrackedbeam in vacuumdiscretization are given. Theanalytical resultsand
the plotllfor uncracked beam in air arepresented in thesecondsection. The resultsof 2x1/3r
crackal beamin air for threecrack widths, Le., l.S mm, 2 mm and 2.5 mm, are tabulatedin
the third xction; the response for 1.S mm crack.width are displayed. Section B.4 gives the
2x3/3r crackedbeamin air with thesame crack widthas section B.3. Section 8 ,S gives the
displacedshapeof theuncracked platewhen the plateis analyzed using 4xl3 shellelements.
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B.l Uncracked Plate in Vacuum
Theunaacked plate -in vacuum- model was analyzed in small frequency bands of 1.0
Hz around theresonant frequencies. to shorten thecomputer time andto examine the influence
of fluid(air) on the peak response magnitudes andnatural frequencies or the plates. The
responses of thefive nodes shown in Figure 4.6 aregiveninTable!8.1. 1 and 8 .1.2.
Table B.I.I Beam invacuum : acceleration response
NanuaI Peakmagnitudes at nodes
No. Frequency (ms"/N)
('h'
"" ""
?" ".. "..
1 18.68 5.76 24.66 109.8 214.40 533.70
2 117.0 3113 1.1643.10' 3.3177.10' 3.3834.10' 5.0593. 10'
3 327.1 2307 7334 9057 3838 1.4715.10'
4 640.1 1.4535.10' 3.6928.10' 7291 3.1450.10' 5.2650.10'
5 1057 1.8816.10' 3.5106.10' 3.2293.10' 2.2240.10' 4.6441.10'
Table B.l.1 Beam. invacuum : strain response
Natur.:l Peakmagnitudes at nodes
No. Frequency (mlmIN),IO'
1Ih\ 1>" " .. "" " .. ".,
1 18.68 1.3543.10' 1.1685.10' 7.4789.10' 4.2557.10' 2.3393
2 117 1.4251.10' 4.7167.10' 1.2472.10' 1.6726.10' 1.9219.10'
3 327.10 9.0287.10' 5.8267.10' 1.3698.10' 7.2956.10' 4.8182.Hl'
4 640.10 9.3020.10' 2.5533.10' 6.4367.10' 2.8231.10' 1.4429. 10'
5 1057 2.\812.10' 1.7426.10' 1.7315.10' 1.1346.10' 1.0289.10'
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B.2 Unc:r""ked Plale in Air
It is known that airintroduces damping in thevibrating structures. In this thesis. the
effect of airon the response peak magnitudes andthenatural frequencies arc ewnined. Forthis
purpose, theuncracked plate in airdiscretization is used in twofrequency bands, Le, insmall
frequency bands whichresolution is the same as thebeam in vacuumone (witha maximum
frequency resolution of O.02S Hz) and in broad frequency bands for examining theinfluence of
frequency resolutionon thepeak magnitudes. The results of theanalyses axegiven in Tables
B.2. 1 and8.2 .2 forsmall frequencybandsandTables8 .2.3 to 8 .2 .5 for the widerftequency
bands. IIcould beobsel'\led that the introduction of air into the analysis shifts the natural
frequencies to lowervaluesand reduces themagnitudes of theresponse. Also itcouldbeseen
from Tables 8 .2.1 to 8.2 .5 that thehigher frequency resolution gives largerresponses and
slightlydifferent natural frequencies.The frtquency response functionplotsfor thephase, strain,
acceleration anddisplacement response at theabovenodesareshcwcinFiguresB.2.1 to8.2.15.
Table B.2.1 Beam in air: acceleration response (higher frequency resolution)
Natwal Peakmagnitudes at nodes
No . Frequency (rns·21N)
nb\ ?I4>
""
01<1 ?I« ?\'"
1 18.48 s.iss 22.20 98.16 192.90 419.8
2 115.4 181.80 678.30 1921 1939 3032
3 321.4 1212 3821 4611 2042 8240
4 637.8 1104 2801 534.9 2311 3980
5 1052 1.0822.10' 2.0211.10' 1.8104.10' 1.2114.10' 2.6192.10'
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TableB.1.1 Beam in air : strain respcese(higher frequency resolution)
NatunI Peakmapitudcs atnodd
No. F",!"",,!, (m1m1N) • 10'
1Hz' 214' "« 21<1 .,,,
""
I 18.48 1.2458.10' 1.0742.10' 6.8658.10' 3.8999.10' 2.1346
2 IIS .4 8.5125.10' 2.7496.10' 7.5416.10' U1031.10' 1.1449.10'
3 321.3 4.7692.10' 3.3058.10' 7.22S1.1OZ 4.1207.10' 2.5810.10'
4 637.3 4.5518.10' 1.9490.10' 4.8707.10' 2.1500.10' 1.0964.10'
5 IOS2 1.2473.10' 1.0142.10' 1.0098.10' 6.6098.10' 5.9961.10'
TableB.2.3 Beamin air: accelerationre.sponse
Natunol Peak magnitudes at nodes
No. Frequency (ms·z/N)
(I'"
""
7 14. 71<1 71«
""
1 IU5 0.3314 1.418 6.307 12.31 30.61
2 IIS.4 278.6 1040 2945 2972 4648
3 321.3 244.7 771.6 931 412.1 1664
4 637.8 5073 1.2898.10' 2459 1.0923.10' 1.8293.10'
5 IOS2.0 578S 1.0804.10' 9999 6828 1.4322.10'
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Table 8.1.4 Beaminair: strain responx
N.runJ Peak magnitud~ at nodes
No Frequency (m1m1N) x 10'
tH, 11..
""
21<1 me "' ''
1 18.45 7.9821.10' 6.8771.10' 4.3809.10' 2.4884.10' 1.36 19.10"1
2 IIS.4 1.3048.10' 4.214S.IQ1 1.1558.10' 1.S376.10' 1.7550.10'
3 321.3 9.6293.10' 6.6m .10' 1.4583.10' 8.3190.10' 5.2108
4 637.8 2.0916.10' 8.9565.10' 2.2375.10' 9.8840.10' 5.0392.10'
5 IOS2 6.6679.10' 5.4216.10' 5.3m.10' 3.5332.10' 3.2053.10'
Table B.Z.5 Beam in air : displacement response
Natural Peakmagnitudes atnodes
No . Frequency (mx Ill")
tHx 11.. ,,,.
""
m. ".,
1 18.45 2.465UO' 1.0m.10' 4.6915.10' 9.1581.10' 2.2770.10'
2 115.4 5.3031.10' 1.9792.10' 5.6049.10' 5.6568.10' 8.8471.10'
3 321.3 1.7564.10' 6.~7.10' 6.6867.10' 2.9702.10' 1.1946.10'
4 637.8 3.1589.10' 1.5312.10' 1.5312.10' 6.8014.10' 1.1390.10'
5 10:52.0 1.3251.10' 2.2903.10' 2.2903.10' 1.5640.10' 3.2806.10'
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8.3 2.1132"Cracked Plate in Air
Since theactual crack widthsintroduced in the specimenare very smaIl, analytically the
cracks are modeled by threedifferentwidths, viz., 1.5mm, 2 mmand 2.5 mm. The choice of
1.S mm for the smallest crack widthin this studyis to acccmmedate the crack to -breath- (to
open and close) freely and to maintain the aspect ratioof the finiteelement meshas smallas
possible. Further studyon the crackwidth is not done due to time constraint. Tables 8.3.1 to
8.3.6 give the resulu for the corresponding nodes. The phase. strain andacceleration plots
around the peak responseat the five nodes shown in Figure 4.7 are presented in Figlll'CS 8 .3.1
to 8.3. to. The results indicate that the responses are very sensitive to the finite element
discretization used in thisstudy.
Table B.3.1 Beamwith 2Jl1l32inch (2xO.794 mm) crack depth modeledwing I.S mm
crackwidth : acceleration response
-
Natural Peak magnitudes at nodes
No. Frequency (ms'2/N)
(H ,) 215. 2161 ,,~
"" " "
1 18.45 0.6839 2.927 13.09 25.56 63.55
2 115.3 117.6 438.90 1245.0 1256.0 1967
3 319.8 77.53 244.00 291.20 131.3 537.3
4 637.3 m .90 907.20 173.0 761.60 1279.0
5 1051 3508 6601.0 6009.0 4181.0 8695.0
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Table B.3..2 Beam with21:1132 inch (2xO.794 mm)crackdepth modeled using 1.Smm
crack width : stmnresponse
N.tun! PeakrJ1a&nitudes at nodes
No. F_ (m1m1N!' 10'
~., , -,;';-
""
~,~ ..,. ?I"
1 18.45 1.6478.10' 1.4212.111 9.09S4.10' 5.1662.10' 2.8276.10"1
2 1lS.3 5.S099.10' 1.7759.10' 4.8936.10' 6.~.10' 7.42"6
3 319.3 l.O539. 10' 2. lS07. 10' 4.5994.10' 2.6890. 10' 1.6562
4 631.3 1.4892. 10' 6.2410.10' 1.5924.10' 6.9034. 10' 3.5no
5 IOS1 3.8616.10' 3.2596. 10' 3.2656.10' 2. 1446. 10' 1.9394.10'
Table B.3.3 Beam with2d132 inch(2xO.794 mm)mek depth modeled using2 mm
crackwidth : ac:eclef1ltion response
No.1F:.::.1 Peakma£nitudes at node3(ms-ZIN)
I 'ff,\ " .n " ..
"'"
,m "n.
1 18.42 1.029 4.405 19.71 38.48 95.64
2 us.• 24.72 92.25 26 1.8 264.20 413.60
3 319.8 56.98 179.30 213.9 96.34 394.60
4 637.3 150.90 385.0 73.97 323.20 S42.80
5 IOSI 766.S0 1445.0 1ll2.0 91S.0 1900.0
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TableB.3.' Beam with2dJ32inch (2xO.794 mm)crack depth modeled using2.5 mm
crack width : strain response
Natural Peakmagnitudes at nodes
No. Frequency (m1m1N) x 10'
IH, ,,,. ,.., ,..- ,m
""
I 18.42 ' .8670.10' 4.1969.\0' 2.6831.10' 1.5239.10' 8.3404II)"'
2 115.40 l.0742.l(f 3.4592.10' 9.5490.10' 1.2706.10' 1.4504
3 319.40 2.156<.10' 1.5102.10' 3.2352.10' 1.8937.10' 1.\663
4 637.10 6.5701 2.1727.10' 7.0212 3.0053.10' 1.5324
5 1050 1.9303.10' 1.6S71.l0' 1.6677.10' 1.0978.10' 9.90\8
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Table 8 .3." Beam with2x1132inch (2xO.794 mm)aac k depth modeled using2 mm
crack width: strain response
Nanu>1 Peak magnitudes atnodes
No F<eqoency (mimllf) x 10'
"h, ?..o "., " .. UTI ?" .
I 18.42 2.4878.1<1 2.1445.101 1.3689.10' 7.7752.10' 4.2552.10"1
2 1l5.4 usn.10' 3.7183.10' 1.0219.10' 1.3619.10' 1.5614
3 319.8 2.24S4.10' 1 .~m.IO' 3.3740.10' 1.9744.10' 1.216()
4 637.3 6.3428 2.6408.10' 6.7S71 2.9294.10' 1.49S3
S lOS1.0 8.3402 7.1063.10' 7.1313.10' 4.6927.10' 4.2366
Table B.3.5 Beamwith21.1132 inch (2xO.794 mm) crackdepth modeledusing2.5 mm
crackwidth: acceleration response
N.n1l1l1 Peak magi.. ~..tdc:s al DOdes
No. F<eqoency (mr/Nl
"h' ?..o " .. " .. ?AT> 24RS
I 18.42 2.013 8.617 38.63 75.42 187.SO
2 lIS" 22.9S SS.64 243.20 24S.40 384.20
3 319.8 S4.68 1n.20 20$.20 92.39 378.40
4 637.3 ISS.40 396.80 7S.68 331.40 IS6.90
I IOSI 1792.0 3384.0 3066.0 2141.0 4440.0
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8.4 2x3/32" Cracked Plate in Air
The discretization for 2x3/3r cracked plate is the same as the one used for the 2x1l32"
case, The only difference is the crack depth used in this analysis; the results are given in Tables
8.4 . 1 \0 B.4 .6. Figures SA. t to 8.4 .10 show the phase. strain and acceleration response plots
at the five nodes displayed in Figure 4.7. As could beseen (rom Tables B.2.1 to B.2.S. 8 .3.1
10 8. 3. 110 8 .3.6 and 804.1 to 8.4.6, the presence of cracks influences both the frequencies and
the amplitudes of response.
Table 8 .4.. Beam with 2x3/32 inch (2x2.381 mm) crack depth modeled using 1.5 mm
crack width : acceleration response
Natural Peak magnitudes at nodes
No. Frequency (ms" /N)
H' 4'0 '4" "'0
"" ""
1 18. 15 0.6 120 2.620 12.17 23.72 58.72
2 115.20 24,18 90. 13 259.10 261.50 410.10
3 319.70 178.50 564.80 660.40 297.40 1209 .0
4 632.8 150.90 391.80 80.00 310.50 527.70
5 1041 4377.0 8536.0 7641.0 5428.0 1.0965.10'
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TableB.4.2 Beam with2x3/32 inch(2x2.381mm)crack depth modeled using1.5 mm
crackwidlh: strain response
Natural Peak magnitudes at nodes
No. Frequency (m/m/N)x to"
m, '4<0 ' 4" ,.'" 2m 24"
I 18.15 1.5247.10' 1.3151.10' 8.4146.10' 4.7776.10' 2.6130.1<)"'
2 115.20 1.l327.1Q2 1.0271 .10' 1.0271.1(j 1.3598.1(j 1.5489
3 319.70 7.1453.10' 4.7068.10' 1.0353.10' 6.0946.10' 3.7404
4 623.80 7.0640 2.5278.10' 7.5168 2.8350.10' 1.4568
5 1041 3.8522.10' 3.9094.10' 4.1817.1Q2 2.8411.1(j 2.4567.10'
Table B.4.3 Beamwith2x3/32 inch(2X2.381 mm) crack depth modeled using 2 mm
crackwidth : acceleration response
Natural Peakmagnitudes at nodes
No. Frequency (ms·1/N)
{H , 4<. 2461 2460 2471 2415
I 18.04 0.6908 2.957 13.93 27.13 67.04
2 115.2 1025 3820 1.1035.10' 1.1141.I<f 1.7476.10'
3 319.70 28.67 90.85 105.40 47.25 192.60
4 631.20 291.20 760.70 157.10 589.10 1006.0
5 1039 3.9993.10' 7.9021.10' 7.0979.10' 5.2094.10' 1.0522.10'
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Table: 8.4.4 Beamwith 2x3/32 inch (2x2.382 mm) crack depthmodeled using 2 mm
crack width: strain response
Natural Peakmagnitudes at nodes
No. Frequency (m/m/N) x 1~
rn, ,m 'w ' ''0
""
"R<
I 18.04 1.7422.1<f 1.5026.10' 9.6115.10' 5.4563. 10' 2.98341(11
2 115.20 4.7987.10' 1.5090.10' 4.3795.10' 5.7952.10' 6.6003 101
3 319.7 1.1526.10' 7.4264 1.6426.10' 9.7142 5.95951 (11
4 631.2 1.4152.IQI 4.7940.11)1 1.5086.10' 5.3961.10' 2.7791
5 1039 3.0764.10' 3.5281.10' 3.8961.10' 2.7074.10' 2.3309 10'
Table 8.4 .5 Beam with 2x3/32 inch (2x2.382 mm)crack depthmodeled using 2.5 mm
crack width: acceleration response
Natural Peak magnitudes at nodes
No. Frequency (ms·1/N)
H, '"'0 ' 4 '"'' "" "R<
I 17.92 3.679 15.75 75.14 146.30 360.80
2 115.20 27.04 100.70 292.20 295.10 463.10
3 319.60 63.56 20 1.9 232.80 105.0 423.60
4 629.60 294.60 774.30 163.20 589.0 10 10.0
5 1039 2095.0 4189.0 3867.0 30 13.0 6190.0
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Table 8 .4.6 Beamwith213/32 inch(212.:".82 mm) mek depth modeled using 2.Smm
crackwidth: stnin response
Natural Peakmagnitudes at nodes
No. F""oency (mirnIN) 1 104
fH" '4<0 ' 4" ,,,,, ,." ,.R<
I 11.92 9.4018.10' 8.1054.10' 5. m 3. 10' 2.9375.10' 1.6157
2 1lS.20 1.2644.10' 3.9S26.IIJ 1.1613.10' 1.5359. 10' 1.1490
3 319.6 2.S141. 10' 1.6121.1Q1 3.6334.10' 2.1492.1Q1 UIS4
4 629.6 1.4819.1l1 4.m 3. 10' l.S736 . 10' 5.4090. 10' 2.7924
5 1039 1.3234.10' 1.8365.10' 2. 1294.10' 1.5351.10' 1.3327. 10'
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D.S Displaced Shapeof the Vibrating Plate
Using a 4xl3 shell element discretization, thedisplacc:d/deformcd shape onthefirst ten
modes presented inthissection wereobtained. By knowing thedisplaced shape, thein-plane,
torsion and bendingmodes can berecognized, sothatthe resonant frequencies determinedusing
this discretizationcan becorrelatedtothose obtainedusing thebeam element discretization given
inChapter 4.
flpre B.5.1 DeformedWpe orthe4<13shelldiscmizatiOIl : firstmode
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fJlurt 8.$.2 Deformed shapeof the4xl3 sheUdiscretization : secondmode
f'1&urt B.5.3 Deformed w.pe of the4xl3 shelldi:icretization : third mode
l84
FllUre 8.5.4 Deformed shapeof the4x13 shell discretization : founll mode
I
,.-1-..,
Flpre B.s.5 Deformed shapeof the4x13shelldiscretization : fifth mode
III
f1&urt B.! .6 Deformed shape of the4x13shelldiscmization : sixthmode
FlturtB.s.7 Deformed shape of the4113 shelldiscretization : seventh mode
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F'lI\lrt B.5.8 Deformedshape of the4x13shelldiscretiz.ation : eighth mode
f1&un B.5.' Deformedshape of the4x13 shelldiscrttiDtion : I tt,'~ mode
187
~
Flp.rr B.!.IO Deformedshape of the 4xl3 shell discretization : tenthmode
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Appendix C
Experimental Results
The experiment in air and in water were conducted in a 130x5SdO em deep tank. To
measure the responses of vibrating plate in air and in water under partially/fully submerged
conditions, (our straingagesand oneaccelerometer were mountedon the plate; the response in
thefirst five modes wereacquired. 'Themeasurementwascarriedout in two type of frequency
bands, i.e.• Mthe broad frequency bands· and -ue zoom frequency bands· . "tbe broad
frequency bands- were thebands chosenso that in evU'j band, one peakof frequency response
function , viz., natural frtquencyof a mode, could be found. Thesebandsranged from SOHz
(m the flrst mode) 10 400 Hz (ut the fifth mode). The -Z(IOm frequency bands- were much
smaller thanthe broadones. Thesebands, depending on themode. varied from 25 Hz (in the
first mode)to 100 Hz (in thefifth mode). Thepurposeof zooming intosmaller frequency bands
was to study the peak response characteristics. natural frequency and damping of thestruclure
when the higher frequency resolution (i.e., greater numberin a frequency band) was used
Modal parameters were extracted using three fit methods, i.e., peak, polynomial andglobal fit
methods; the results were compared. In the tables given in this Appendix, thesefit methodsarc
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shortenedtopcak, polyand global. Sensorand transducertermsare alsoabbreviated; theserefer
to accelerometer(which is abbreviated to acc) and strain gages (whichare shortened to str) . The
transducer locationsaredepictedin fig ure5.1 of Chapter5. The averageand standard deviation
of natural frequency anddampingobtainedusing accelerometerand strain gages are given for
every mode, both in the -broad" and "zoom" frequency bands; the values obtained using
accelerometerare givenin bracket. Severalvaluesin the tables, presentedin this Appendixarc
not used, since they areextracted from poor frequency response functions so that the values
deviale too much compared to those obtained using sensors in other locations or other fit
methods. These values are marked by superscript: • in the tables. The frequency response
functionsare a100 givenin this Appendix. Since thefrequencyresponsefunctions were takenin
five bands for the five modes, there are several."disccntinuities" in the plots. Because the
frequency responsefunctionsweremeasured with different frequency resolutionsfor eachmode
(and the frequencies weredividedinto discrete frequencybands), the response magnitude in the
highest frequency in a frequency band is little bit different from the lowest frequency in the
subsequentfrequencyband. Theexperimental results of theuncrackedplate inair , and those of
the partially/fully submergedplate3in waterare presented in the first section of this Appendix.
The results of the 2x1/32" cracked plate in air are given in the secondsection. And in the third
section, the results of the 2x3/32" cracked plate in air and water are given.
C.I Uncracked Plate
The frequencyresponSe! function and modal parametersof theuncrackedplate vibrating
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in three conditionsmentionedabove, are given in this section. The results of the plate in air can
be found in subsection C.l.l, jhe partially submerged plate in subsection C.1. 2 and fully
submerged plate in C.I .3.
C.I •• Uocta cked Plate in Air
In Tables C.1.l .1 to C.1.1.S, natural frequency and damping values arc given. Peak
response magnitudesare tabulatedin Tables C.I .l .6 to C.I. I.IO; the acceleration magnitudes
are in mS"/N and strain responseones are given in m1m1N It lot (microstrain). The coherence
functionand frequency response function plots are shown in FiguresC.1.1.l to C.l.I. IO. In
general, strain frequency responsefunctionsare more "noisy· than the acceleration frequency
response function; the coherence function obtained using strain sensors are poorer than the
accelerometer ones.
Table C.I .I .. Modalparametersof the uncracked plate in air: 1- mode(broad band)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency(Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Poak Poly Global
Aco 17.00 17.00 17.01 0.28379 0 .28117
Str l 17.00 17.01 17.02 0.21645 0.24242
Str2 17.00 17.01 17.02 0.24376 0.27724
Slr3 17.00 17.00 17.01 0.27499 0.29771
Slr4 17.06 17.04 17.02 0.25125 0.27.534
Average 17.0158 (17.0033) 0.259895(0.2825)
Stand. Dev. 0.017S4(0.0047) 0.0243 (0.0013) 191
Table C.I.t.I .1 Modalpanmeten of the uncrackcd plate in air : I- mode(lOOm)
ModalParametm
Tran~ucer N.lrun.! Frequency (Hz) eamp; '1 (")
Peak Pely Global Peak Poly Global
Aa: 17 .03 17.OS 17.04 0.11664 0.19031
5.1 17.00 17.03 17.03 0.19129 0.21743
5tt2 17.03 17.04 17.OS 0.18678 0.211.4
so3 17.03 17.03 17.04 O.Inn 0.20834
5•• 17.03 17.03 17.03 0.18235 0.20116
Average 17.03C8 (17.04) 0. 1979 (0.1885)
Stand. Dev . D.OUll (0.0082) 0.01.1 (0.00 19)
Table C.l. l .2 Modal parameters oftheuncnckod plate in air :~ mode (broad band)
Modal Pmmeten
Tra",ducer N.lIUBl Frequency(HI) Damping (")
Peak Pely Global Peak Poly Global
Aa: 106 .38 106.35 106.30 0.12290 0.13046
5.1 106.38 106.37 106.35 0.13336 0.13866
5tt2 106 .25 106.35 106.34 0.15363 0.15248
5.3 106 .25 106.37 106.32 0.17706 0.18404
5'. 106.25 106.37 106.34 0.15204 0.15412
Avel28e 106.3213 (106.3433) 0.1557 (0.1267)
Stand.Dev. 0.0480 (0.0330) 0.0 161 (0.0038)
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T. b" C. l . l .2.1 Modalparameters of the: uncrackcd plate in air : 2"" mode (zoom)
ModaIl'anmc1m
TRIIsduccr NaJun1Fltq uctlCJ(liz) Dampina:( ~)
Peak Pdy m_ Peak Pdy m_
A", 106.28 106.27 lOU.21 0.16481 0.16896
Slrl 106.28 106.2.5 106 .26 0. 18107 0. 1831l
Str2 106.28 106.26 106 .21 0.18233 0. 18 196
5.3 106.22 106.24 106.2.5 0.18194 0. 18813
5•• 106.22 106.23 106 .21 0.\1191 0. \81'2
Average 106.23'2 (106.2133) 0. 1838 (0. 1669)
Stand. Dev . 0.01933 (0.0041) 0.0036 (0.0020)
Table C.l.1 .3 Modalparameters of theuncrackedplatt in air : 3"mode(broad band)
Modai Puan1dm
Transducer Natural frequency(Hz) DamP;n8 (" )
Peak Puly 01_ Peak Poly m_
A", 306.0 303.99 303.97 0.16613 0.20 1' 3
Slrl 306 .0 303.97 303.84 0.11611 0.20900
Str2 306 .0 306.02 306.09 0.16328 0.18613
Str3 306 .0 306.10 303.9 8 0.16141 0.172 23
5• • 306.0 306.02 306.0 0.16368 0.182'1
Average 306.0011 (303.9861) 0.1169 (0. 1838)
Stand. De v. 0.0618 (0.0123) 0.0 149(0.0111)
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TaMe C.I.I .l.l Modal parametersof the uncracked plate inair: 3'"mode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (9Ii)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 306.00 306.02 306.00 0.\6316 0.18206
Strl 306.00 305.66 3OS.98 0.21878 0.21371
Str2 :Wl.81 305.66 305.67 0.22091 0.22024
Str3 J()l.81 305.67 305.64 0.21781 0.21697
Str4 J()l.8\ 305.66 305.64 0.21862 0.21152
Average 305.7508(306.0067) 0.2178 (0.1726)
Stand.Dev. 0.1250(0.0094) 0.0022(0.00945)
TableC.l .1.4 Modal parameters of the uncracked plate in air: 4* mode (broadband)
Modal Parameter!
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (9Ii)
p"", Poly Global p"", Poly Global
Ace 60250 602.48 601.96 0.26022 0.28909
Strl 60250 602.04 602.16 0.34668 0.31693
Str2 60250 602.31 601.91 0.26794 0.26983
Str3 602.50 602.33 602.23 0.26869 0.27414
Str4 60250 602.40 602.23 0.25560 0.2564\
Average 602.3008(602.3B3) 0.2820 (0.27465)
Stand. Dev. 0.1871 (0.2500) 0.0:W3 (0.0144)
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TaMeC.l .l .4.1 Modalparameters of theuncrackcd plateinair : 4110mode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natutal Frequency (Hz) Damping (t.)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A'" 601.84 601.70 601.77 0.29467 0.28247
Sttl 601.63 601.53 601.62 0.27891 0.27309
SttZ 601.66 601.60 601.74 0.29088 0.28721
Stt3 601.66 601.6> 601.76 0.29070 O.28Q40
Stt' 601.66 601.64 601.80 0.29430 0.29881
A"er.\ge 601.6625 (601.77) 0.2879(0.2886)
Stand. Dev , 0.0704(0.0571' ) 0.0077(0.0061)
TableC.l. l.S Modalparameters of'theuncraekedplateinair: S"" mode(broad band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (9Ci)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A", 970.00 969.47 970.4' 0.36806 0.38712
Sttl 969.'0 969.16 969.36 0.43553 0.43345
SttZ 969.50 969.49 969.76 0.42750 0.42885
Stt3 96950 969.47 969.43 0.40839 0.43260
Stt' 970.00 969.70 970.13 0.39731 0.41463
Avernge 969.5833 (969.9733) 0.4223 (0.3776)
Srand.Dev. 0.2602(0.400') 0.0130(0.0095)
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Table C.l. l .!.l Modal parameters of theuncracked plate inair: 5'" mode(ZOl.:.,l)
Modal Parameters
Transducer NaturalFrequency (Hz) Damping (lI)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A<x; %9.38 %9.39 969.58 0.36619 0.36237
Strl %9.63 969.29 969.29 0.40816 0.42115
Str2 969.38 %9.65 969.88 0.41336 0.44901
Str3 969.13 969.50 %9.69 0.42708 0.47115
Str4 969.88 969.39 %9.45 0.44093 0.48406
Average 969.5133(969.4500) 0.4394(0.3643)
Stand. Dev. 0.2266(0.0920) 0.0256 (0.0019)
TableC.l .l .tS Peak response magnitudes of theuncracked plate in air: III mode
r---~-
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms·2JN) forace; (mlrnlN x lQ'1l) forstr
Broadband Zoom
Peak Poiy Global Peak Poly Global
A<x; 1.6 0.93597 0.88887 2.72 0.91896 0.93755
set 45.52 22.20 22.05 46.55 24.33 22.48
I Str2 37.10 20.01 20.15 37.78 21.42 21.91
Str3 12.27 7.29 7.32 11.07 8,01 8,07
Str4 52.78 29.82 28.13 55.41 30.22 30.37
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TableC.l .l .7 Peak magnitudes of the uncracked plate inair: :l"'! mode
Peak Magnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms·2/N) for ace; (mlmlN x 104)forstr
" ,
Broad band Zoom
Peale Poly Global Peale Poly Global
Ace 12,78 22.76 22.92 65.03 145.51 146.83
Strl 25.32 51.09 51.48 124.71 313.57 314.46
2 Str2 4.13 9.41 9.28 23.91 57.57 57.32
Str3 32.52 84.54 84.74 196.03 496.66 496.37
Str4 32.48 75.18 73.60 186.03 449.03 459.63
Table C.l.1.8 Peakmagnitudes of theuncracked plate in air: 3nl mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms·11N)forace; (m1m1N x 1Q"6) forstr
Broad band Zoom
Peale Poly Global Peale Poly Global
Ace 6.41 40.22 43.83 7.35 42.03 43.80
Strl 1.61 10.84 11.06 2.13 17.21 16.87
3 Str2 s.n 23.49 24.80 4.73 38.91 38.46
Str3 4.08 25.22 25.72 5.14 41.96 42.08
Str4 2.73 17.04 17.94 3.30 27.34 27.08
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Table C.l.l.9 Peak magnitudes of theuncracked plate inair: 4111 mode
Peak Magnitudes
Moce Sensor (ms·2/N) for ace;(m/mlNx 1~) forstr
Broad band ZOOm
Peak Poly Glob~ Peak Poly G1~
A<£ 2.06 40.06 42.43 2.46 53.17 50.73
set 0.20806 4.48 4.43 0.33093 6.78 6.63
4 Str2 1.12 22.79 22.54 1.34 29.96 29.34
ses 0.98574 21.80 21.58 1.27 28.42 27.87
Slr4 0.17839 3.46 3.42 0.22010 4.95 5.01
TableC.l.l. lO Peakmagnitudes of theuncracked plateinair: S" mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (mso2/N) forace; [m1m1N x 104]for str
Broadband ZOOm
Peak Poly Glob~ Peak Poly Glob~
A<£ 28.76 1290 1300 12058 5280 5130
Slrl 6.15 326.01 316.87 24.61 1170 1200
5 Str2 9.62 495.28 484.84 42.31 2100 2240
Slr3 9.53 480.34 48354 40.90 2070 2230
Slr4 8.62 412.53 419.52 33.54 1730 1830
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F"1&Urt C.1.I.1 Acceleration coherence function of theuncracked plate inair
Figure C.l .1.2 Acceleration frequency response function of theuncracked plate inair
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Flgurt: C.l .1.3 Strain coherence functionof theuncracked plate inair : strain gage no. 1
Ftaurt: C.l .I.4 Strain frequency response functionof the uncracked plateinair :
strain gage no. 1
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flaure C.I.I.5 Strain coherence function of the uncracked plateinpj r : strain gage no.2
FlIureC.l.1 .t:i Strain frequeecy response function of the uncrackedplatein air :
strain gage no. 2
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FJlUre C.t .t., Straln coherence function of the uncrackcd plate in air : strain gage no. 3
F"l&Ure C.t.I.B Strain frtquency response function of the uncracked plate in air :
strain lage no. 3
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Flgure C.I .I .9 Strain c:ohercncc: function of the uncrxbd plate in air : strain gage no. 4
f1&ureC.1.l.10 Strainfrequency response function of the Ilncraclmd plate in air :
straingage no. 4
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C.1.2 UDttaekedPlate Partially Submer'led 10W. ter
Tables and figures in this subsection ace organized in the sameway as the prr...ious
section . Natural frequency and damping are given in Tables C. 1.2.1 to C.1.2.S; the peak
response magnitudesfor thebroad and zoom frequency bandsinTablesC.1.2.6 to C. 1.2.10and
thecoherence function andfrequency response function in FiguresC.1.2.1 to C. 1.2.10.
Table C.I .l.1 Modalparameters of theuncrackedplate partially submerged in water
: 1- mode(broad band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (1I)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Aoc 12.50 12.49 12.48 0.5n54 0.56866
Strl 12.50 12.49 12.49 0.52310 0.54501
Str2 12.50 12.48 12.48 0.51374 0.54173
Str3 12.50 12.48 12.48 0.56612 0.54515
Str4 12.50 12.47 12.48 0.51823 0.54944
Average 12.4875(12.49) 0.5378(0.5731)
Stand. Dev. 0.0101(0.0082) 0.0167(0.0044)
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TableC.l.2.1.1 Modal parameters of theuncracked platepartially submerged in water
: 1- mode(zoom)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) DampmS (~)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 12.47 12.47 12.47 0.52443 0.:1379
Sttl 12.47 12.46 12.46 0.SI850 0.S2044
Stt2 12.47 12.45 12.46 0.S1322 0.'1745
ses 12.47 12.45 12.46 0.53909 0.53511
Stt4 12.47 12.46 12.41 0.53604 0.'3654
Average 12.4625 (12.4700) 0 .52105 (0.SI91)
Stand. Dev. 0.0072 (0.0000) 0.0099 (0.0053)
TableC.1.2.2 Modal parametersof theuncracked platepartially submerged in water
: 2"'mode(broad band)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency(Hz) Damping (lI)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 79.63 79.S3 79.S9 0.61319 0.66791
sei 79.63 79.53 79.57 0.61292 0.69014
Stt2 79.63 79.S3 19.57 0.6S69S 0 .6908S
Stt3 79.63 79.53 79.60 0.67241 0,70031
Stt4 79.63 79.S2 79.61 O.668TI 0.72343
Average 79.5 817 (79.S833) 0.6TIO (O.640SS)
Stand.Dev. 0.0434 (0.0411) 0.03095 (0.0274)
Table C.1.1.2 .1 Modalparameters of the uncracked platepartially submerged in water
; 2- mode (zoom)
ModalParameten
't ransducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (~)
Peak Poly Globol Peak Poly Global
Ace 79.31 79.39 79.51 0.69247 0.75074
5.,1 79.3 1 79.38 79.55 0.69468 0.71786
Str2 79.31 79.35 79.54 0.767lS 0.80322
S.,3 79.3 1 79.32 79.50 0.68944 0.72986
S.,. 79.31 79.34 79.51 0.71810 0.73615
Average 79.3942 (79.4033) 0.7321 (0.72 16)
Stand. Dev. 0.09535 (0.0822) 0.0352 (0.0291)
Table C.l.l.3 Modalparameters of the uncracked platepartially submerged in water
: 3" mode(broadband)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (~)
Peak Poly Globol Peak Poly Globol
Ace 238.25 238.07 237.91 0.78683 0.88202
se t 238.00 238.03 237.90 0.79556 0.83309
Str2 238.00 237 .93 237.97 0.81248 0.87201
S.,3 238.00 238 .00 238.05 0.86515 0.89093
S.,. 238.00 238 .03 237.97 0.79368 0.80933
Average 237.9900 (238.0767) 0.8340 (0.8344)
Stand. Dev. 0.0406 (0.1389) 0.0351 (0.0476)
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TableC.l.1.3.1 Modalparameters of theuncracklld platepartially submerged in water
: 3'"mode(zoom)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Darnping(%)
P<a!< Poly Global P<aI< Poly Global
Ace 237.34 237.59 237.77 0.82202 0.82220
S,, 1 237.75 237.67 237.77 0.78710 0.78095
Sl<2 237.56 237.63 231.79 0.78951 0.78099
S"3 237,56 237.48 237.80 0.80160 0.80795
S,,4 237.56 237.67 231.96 0.TI924 0.79306
Average 237.6833 (237.5433) 0.m05 (0.8221)
Stand. Dev. 0.1303(0.1506) 0.0108(0.0001)
Table C.l.2 .4 Modalparameters of theuncracked platepartially submerged in water
: 4" mode(broad band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
P<a!< Poly Global P<aI< :>Oly Global
Ace 48LSO 481.11 480.82 0.82449 0.83780
S"1 482.00 481.10 481.10 0.84268 0.80387
Sl<2 481.00 481.02 480.94 0.84034 0.80855
S"3 481.50 481.14 481.45 0.86906 0.87463
S"4 482.00 481.65 481.76 0.92699 0.87399
Average 481.3883(481.1433) 0.8550 (0.83115)
Stand. Dev. 0.3749 (0.2786) 0.0375(0.0067)
TableC.1.2.5.1 Modal parameters of theuncracked platepartially submerged in water
: 510 mode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(~)
Pe;ok Poly Global Pe;ok Poly OIobal
Are 807.50 807.36 807.30 0.92306 0.93918
se i 807.0) 806.92 807.18 0.96006 0.96740
Str2 8OO.S0 806.66 806.71 0.987S2 0.96395
ses 806.00 806.S0 806.70 0.99548 0.98698
Slr4 807.00 806.32 806.49 0.99S12 1.02
Average 806.66S0(807.3867) 0.9846 (0.9311)
Stand. Dev. 0.3168 (0.0838) 0.0188 (0.0081)
Table C.l.l.t) Peakresponse magnitude of uncracked plate partially submergedin
water: 1"mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms-l/N) for ace; (m/mlN x 1(t6) foratr
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 0.434 0.38884 0.38130 0.S4S 0.42872 0.4163S
set 22.88 18.25 18.09 23.8S 18.74 18.42
1 Str2 20.34 IS.77 15.94 21.10 16.37 16.07
Slr3 6.75 5.7S 5.52 7.07 5".83 5.71
Slr4 28.29 23,66 23.08 29.71 24.39 I 23.96
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TableC.I.1.4.1 Modalparameters of thetlllCnCUd plate partially submerged in water
: 411mode(zoom)
Modal Puameten
Tnnsducer NatunlI F"'Ioal<l' (Hz ) Damping (lI)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ae<: 481.41 '80.90 ' 81.15 0.93975 0.939<9
Slr l '79.66 480.85 480.99 0.933<1 0.93 1601
Str2 480.2S '80 .87 '80.96 0.95556 0.9<639
Slr3 482.28 481.38 '81.35 0.98877 0.98756
Sir' ' 80.03 481.27 481.J9 1.0 1.03
Average '80 .9233(' 81.1733) 0.9717 (0.9396)
Stand. Dev. 0.6636 (0 .2333) 0.0330 (0.0001)
Table C.I.Z.S Modalparameters of the uncnc ked platepartially submerged in water
: 511 mode: (broadband)
Modal Puameten
Transdu= Natum Frequency(Hz) Damping(lI)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Globol
Ae<: 808.00 807.79 808.<0 LOS 1.11
Slrl 808.SO 807.81 807.9l 0.978S2 0.94271
Str2 808.00 807.5 1 807.5 1 0.98<21 0.99$81
Slr3 806.50 807.' 5 807.33 0.97690 0.94 189
Sir' 808.SO 806.97 806.97 0.99' 79 0.98312
Average 807.3317 (808.0633) 0.97' 7 (1.08)
Stand. Dev. 0.7519 (0.2530) 0.0198 (0.03)
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TableC.l .2.7 Peak response magnitudes of theuncracked plates partially submerged
inwater :~ mode
Peak Magnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms·21N) forace; (n:t /m/N x 1(t6) for str
Broadband Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Aa; 1.21 7.32 7.55 17.40 120.84 121.81
Strl 4.30 25.98 27.29 62.74 436.11 422.76
2 Str2 0.62328 4.05 4.06 8.93 67.21 64.58
StrJ 6.22 41.28 41.43 98.60 689.44 663.46
Str4 5.66 37.37 38.30 89.16 629.59 604.90
TableC.1.2.8 Peak response magnitudes of theuncracked platepartially submerged
inwater : 3" mode
Peal: Magnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms·2/N) for ace; (mlmlN x 1~ forstr
8road band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Glo'lal
Aa; 0.71084 16.58 17.50 1.36 33.62 33.511
Strl 0.24707 5.95 6.07 0.46014 lQ.92 10.69
3 Str2 0.62163 14.87 15.36 1.24 28.03 27.98
Str3 0.6lO12 15.99 15.79 1.26 28.92 28.21
Str4 0.43868 10.49 10.54 0.91275 21.53 22.07
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TableC.I.l.9 Peak response magnitudes of theuncrackcd plates partially submerged
in water : 4* mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode sensor (rnr2/N) forace; (mlmlN:t 10"') for str
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly G1ob~ Peak Poly Global
A'" 0.43229 21.38 21.4~ 1.89 114.16 113.10
sei 0.07101 3.64 3.49 0.32548 19.20 19.06
4 Stt2 0.353 18.05 11.59 1.42 85.94 83.84
Stt3 0.32385 15.60 16.21 1.35 BO.lO 1Ul
Stt4 0.05314 3.00 2.82 0.28398 1l.13 16.44
Table C.l .2.10 Peak: response magnitudes of theuncracked platepartially submerged
in water ; sa' mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms-2/N) forace; (mlmlN:t 1(t6) for str
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A'" 3.22 344.10 351.46 15.23 1410 1430
set 0.93913 89.91 86.15 4.66 447.84 445.04
5 Stt2 1.37 131.53 132.94 6.18 598.94 577.04
Str3 1.35 130.25 132.11 6.08 590.57 568.55
Stt4 1.31 129.55 126.86 4.91 488.21 491.27
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Fiiure C.l .2.1 Acceleration coherence function of theuncracked platepartiallysubmerged
in water
A&Ure C.l.2.1 Acceleration frequency response function of theuncracked platepartially
submerged in water
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Fl&ure C.l.%.3 Straincoherence function of theuncracked platepartially submerged in
water: strain gage no. 1
Flgure C.l .2.4 Strainfrequency response function of the uncracked platepartially
submerged in water: strain gageno. 1
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f1KUreC.l.:Z.S Strain co herence function of the uncracked plate partialy submerged in
water : strain gage no. 2
Fiaure C.l.2.6 Strainfrequency response function of the uncracked platepartially
submerged in water: straingageno. 2
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YlIUft C.1.2.7 Straincoherence function of theuncracked platepartiallysubmerged in
water: straingage no. 3
Flguft C.l .2.8 Strainfrequency response function of the uncracked platepartially
submerged in water : straingageno. 3
21l
Fl&ureC.I.2.9 Straincoherence functionof the uncracked plate partiallysubmerged in
water : straingageno. 4
F1&urt C.l .2.10 Strainfrequency responsefunction of the uncracked platepartially
submerged in water : strain gage no. 4
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C.I.3 UocrackedPlateFully Submeraed in Water
The accelerometer was not working properly whenthis experiment was carried out.
Therefore only thedataacquired usingstrain gages arepresented here. Unlike themeasurement
carried out in air, for fully submergence, thenatural frequency shiftsby nearly 2" from
-broad- to "zoom" frequency band. Severalvalues marked by superscript·in Table C,I.3.S
were not averaged sincethedifference with theothervalues in that table were high. These
values areextracted frompoor strain frequency response function.
TableC.t. 3.t Modal parameters of the uncrac:kedplatefully submerged inwater : 1-
mode (broadband)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace
Strl 10.19 10.19 10.19 0.55904 0.54138
Str2 10.19 10.19 10.19 0.56101 0.55835
StrJ 10.19 10.18 10.19 0.5600 0.55069
Str4 10.19 10.19 10.17 0.54396 0.54326
Average 10.1875 0.5522
Stand. Dev. 0.0595 0.0078
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Tab'"C.l.3.U Modal parameters of theuncBCked plait: fuDy submerged in water: l-
mode (zoom)
ModalPar.une1erS
Transducer Natur.ll Frequency(Hz) Dampin. (lI)
Pcok Poly Global Pcok Poly Global
Aex:
Sttl 10.17 10.17 lO.17 0.54570 0.54685
SIr2 10.17 10.17 10.17 0.S1712 0.52853
Stt3 10.19 10.17 10.17 0.S2790 0.53224
Stt4 10.17 10.17 10.17 0.52071 0.54401
Average 10.1717 0.5329
Stand. Dev. 0.0055 0.0I07S
TableC.l.3.1 Modal parameters ortheuncracked plateruDy submerged in water :
2- mode(broad band)
Modal Panmelm
Tnnsducer Na!uralF"'l """'Y (Ht) Damping(lI)
I'<ak Poly Global I'<ak Poly Global
Aex:
Sttl 67.69 67.57 67.45 0.&7235 0.88927
SIr2 67.69 67.56 67.39 0.85493 0.90218
Stt3 67.75 67.54 67.45 0.86302 0.89238
Stt4 67.75 67.59 67.4 5 0.88380 0.90101
A=agc 67.5733 0.8824
Stand. Dev . 0.1192 0.0163
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TaMeC.l .3.1.1 Modalparametersof theuncnckedplatefully sublTlCl'Jed inwater: 200l
mode (worn)
MOOal Panmeters
Transducer NaNni Frtq1lCtlCy (Hz) Damping ( " )
PW Pol, Global PW Poly Global
'"'"
Sttl 67.38 67.36 67. 10 0.768IS 0.99 390
Str2 67.44 67.37 67. 18 0.75637 0.88948
Stt3 67.47 67.38 67. 13 0.74800 0.9S9S7
Stt4 67 .38 67.36 67.09 0.7101l 0.99 '93
Average 67.3033 0 .8001
Stand. Dev. 0. 1314 0. 1041
Table C.l.3.3 Modalparametersof the UllCracked platefully submerged inwater: 3'"
mode (brood .....)
Modal Pan.melers
Tnnsdu= N, tun! F"'IuellCy(Hz) Dampin8 (" )
PW Poly Global P<aI: Poly Global
Aeo
Stt l 20 1.00 2oo.9S 200 .98 0 .97792 1. 12000
Str2 201.25 201.1)' 201.34 0 .97416 0.933 10
Stt3 20 1.25 20 l. OS 201.33 0. 97870 0 .98026
Stt' 201.25 20l.W 20 1.19 1.18930 1.29000
Avenge 201. 1828 1.05505
Stand. Dev. 0.1342 0. 12078
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Table C.1.3.3 .1 Modalparameters of the uncracked platefullysubmerged in water: 3'"
mode (zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping('-')
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace
Strl 199.00 199.33 199.11 1.14000 1.14000
Sttl 198.88 198.87 199.02 0.93m 0.93574
Stt3 198.72 199.20 199.26 0.93961 0.95638
Str4 199.69 201.2 200.42 1.11000 1.10000
Average 199.4417 1.03267
Stand. Dev. 0.6966 0.09089
Table C.I .3.4 Modal parameters of the uncracked platefullysubmerged in water : 4110
mode(broad band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace
Sttl 410.00 409.41 409.63 1.46000 1.50000
Sttl 409.25 408.90 408.86 1.25000 1.23000
Stt3 410.00 410.09 410.12 1.41000 1.48000
Stt4 409.75 407.73 407.52 1.30000 1.13000
Average 409.2117 1.345
Stand. Dev. 0.8456 0.1276
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TableC.I.3 .4.1 Modal parameters of theuncrackcd platefuUy submerged in water : 4-
mode(zoom)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A",
Sid 409.68 409.92 408.94 1.8200) 1.7.000
SlJ2 409.38 409.17 408.9' 1.36000 1.30000
Str3 409.[9 409.52 409.34 1.76000 1.80000
Stt' 409.56 408.92 408.84 1.73000 1.70000
Average 409.20 1.65125
Stand. Oev. 0.4180 0.18944
TableC.I .3.5 Modal parametersof the uncrackcd platefully submerged in water : S'
mode (broad band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natura! Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A",
Sttl 682.75 683.27 683.25 1..7000 1.47000
SlJ2 682.75 684.32" 683.88" 1.6[000 1.59000
Stt3 682.25 684.45" 679.71" 1.57000 1.57000
Stt' 682.50 681.22 682.88 1.52000 1.51000
Average 682.7692 1.53625
Stand. Dev. [.2603 0.0517
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TableC.1.3.$.l Modalparameters of theuntrackedplate fully submergedin water : ~
mode(worn)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Pol, Global Peak Poly Global
A~
ser 670.63 670.75 670.60 1.75000 1.77000
Str2 670.50 670.37 670.70 1.71000 1.75000
Slr3 669.88 670.00 670.71 1.72000 1.74000
Str4 670.00 670.23 670.58 1.78000 1.92000
Average 670.4125 1.7675
Stand. Dev. 0.2975 0.0616
Table C.I.3.6 Peakresponse magnitudes of the uncracked plate fully submerged in
water : I-mode
Peak Magnitudes
Mode Sensor (m/miNx Ill')
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace
set 18.19 14.27 13.06 '7 .82 15.25 15.59
I Str2 16.50 12.63 11.43 24.59 13.45 13.59
Str3 5.94 4.38 4.28 8.12 4.63 4.63
Str4 26.18 18.63 17.39 34.95 19.58 20.03
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TableC.I.3.? Peak response magnitude of the uncracked platefullysubmerged in
water: 2"" mode
Peak Magnitudes
Mode Sensor (m.rVN)and (m/mlN x 1~
Broadband Zoom
Peale Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace
Sttl 26 .44 187.19 184.18 2.93 18.57 20.74
2 Str2 3.53 24.85 25.01 0.38759 2.42 2.59
Stt3 41.87 295.32 294.66 4.82 29.72 33.11
Stt4 37.21 268.24 263.39 4.20 26.76 29.82
Table C.1.3.8 Peak response magnitudes of the uncracked plate fully submerged in
water: 3rd mode
P~Magnitudes
Mod. Sensor (m1m1N x 10')
Broad band Zoom
Peale Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace
Sttl 0.19423 3.8 4.41 0.21621 3.82 4.17
3 Str2 0.62043 11.27 11.69 0.65123 12.26 12.65
Stt3 0.66832 12.40 13.60 0.72071 13.54 13.89
Stt4 0.30925 6.51 7.62 0.34122 11.54 4.57
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TableC.1.3. 9 Peak response magnitudes of the uncracked plate fullysubmergedin
water : 4- mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (m/miNx Ill')
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
At<
Sui 0.11219 9.72 10.28 0.07975 8.78 8.02
4 Sll'l 0.39129 25.24 24.77 0.27248 29.62 26.40
Su3 0.35216 22.72 22.24 0.24211 26.68 23.74
Su4 0.08524 5.81 5.16 0.06234 9.9}_~
Table C.1.3.10 Peakresponse magnindesof theuncracked platefullysubmerged in
water : 5* mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (m/miNx Ill')
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
At<
Sui 0.26033 32.92 32.24 0.16041 22.00 22.46
5 Sll'l 0.33880 43.27 41.31 0.18566 23.81 24.35
Su3 0.32047 40.88 39.43 0.17157 17.67 18.50
Su4 0.26309 29.12 28.34 0.13630 17.35 20.12
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F"tglIl'e C.l .3.t Straincoherence functionof theuncrackedplate f\t!!y submerged in water:
strain gage no. 1
FLgure C.l.3.2 Strainfrequency response function of the uncracked plate fuly submerged
in water: straingage no. 1
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F1&Urt C.I .3 .3 Strain coherence function of the ' crackedplate fuUy submerged in water :
strain gageno. 2
Fiprt C.l.3.4 Strainfrequencyresponsefunction of the uncracked plate fully submerged
in water : strain gage no. 2
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Figure C.I .3.!: Strain coherencefunctionof the uncracsed plate fully submerged in water :
straingage no. 3
Figure C.I .3.6 Strain frequency response function or (heuncracsed plate fully submerged
in water : strain gage no. 3
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FJlUre C.t.3.7 Straincoherencefunctionof the uncracked plate fuUysubmerged in water :
straingageno. 4
f1&ureC.t .J.8 Strainfrequency responsefunctionof the uncracbd plate fuUysubmerged
in water : straingage no, 4
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C.2 2x1/32' Cracked PlatA!
The response of the plateis measured only inair, due10timelimitationj themu lts
are given in tables of subsection C.2.!. The average and standard deviation of the natural
frequenctes and damping aregiveninthelasttwo rowsof thetables; values in thebrackets are
thoseobtained using accelerometer.
C.2.l 2x1l31.'11 Crlu.kedPlatein Air
Natural frequencyand dampingaregiveninTables C.2.I.t toe.l .I .S;peakreepcese
magnitudes are tabulated in Tables C.2.1.6 to C.2.1.10. Frequency response function and
coherence function areshownin FiguresC.2.!.t to C.2.1.l 0.
Table C.2.1.! Modalparameters of the2xl13r cracked platein air: 1- mode(broad
band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (II)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 17.06 17.06 17.07 0.25217 0.25227
Strl 17.06 17.06 17.06 0.27491 0.27496
Str2 17.06 17.05 17.05 0.26443 0.26474
Str3 17.06 17.05 17,07 0.26088 0.26027
Str4 17.06 17.05 17.05 0.25451 0.25458
Average 17.0567(17.0633) 0.2637(0.2522)
Stand. Dev. 0.0062(0.0047) 0.0074(0.00005)
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Table C.2.I.t .t Modal parameters of the2x~/32· cracked plateinair: 1- mode(zoom)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (!II)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Aa: 17.00 17.01 17.02 0.17061 0.1704S
Sttl 17.00 17.01 17.02 0.193S1 0.19808
Sb1 17.00 17.01 17.00 0.17757 0.18834
Stt3 16.97 17.00 17.01 0.17S27 0.1860S
Stt4 16.97 17.00 17.00 0.18427 0.19098
Average 16.9992 (17.0167) 0.1868(0.1703)
Stand. Dev. 0.0144 (0.0047) 0.0072(O.oooIS)
Table C.2. t.2 Modal parameters of the2xl/3r cracked plateinair: 20Jlmode(broad
band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (!II)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Aa: 106.2S 106.24 106.22 0.14449 0.14754
Sttl 106.2S 106.23 106.23 0.15701 0.15776
Sb1 106.38 106.24 106.22 0.16317 0.16269
Su3 106.13 106.24 106.23 0.19871 0.19623
Stt4 106.13 106.24 106.23 0.16716 0.16713
Average 106.2292(106.2367) 0.1712(0.1460)
Stand. Dev, 0.0601(0.0125) o.oms (0.0015)
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TableC.2.1.2.1 ModaJpanmetersoflhe2x1l32·cracked plaleinair: 2" modc (zoom)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (")
Peak Poly Globol Peak Poly Global
Ace 106.03 106.02 106.02 0.16622 0.16660
Sttl 106.06 106.02 106.03 0.17635 0.17662
Stt2 106.00 106.02 106.02 0.17609 0.17608
Stt3 106.00 106.02 106.02 0.18765 0.18916
Stt4 106.06 106.02 106.02 0.17536 0.17628
Average 106.0242(106.0233) 0.1792(0.1664)
Stand. Dev. 0.0180(0.0047) 0.OOS3 (0.0002)
TableCo2.I.3 Modal parameters of the2d/3r cracked plateinair: 3" mode(broad
band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency(Hz) Damping (lJ')
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 305.25 305.16 305.16 0.15793 0.16370
ser 305.25 305.12 305.11 0.15972 0.15963
Stt2 305.25 305.16 305.17 0.16569 0.16635
Stt3 305.25 305.14 305.15 0.17326 0.17418
Stt4 305.25 305.11 305.03 0.18285 0.18776
Average 305.16S8(305.1900) 0.1712 (0.160815)
Stand. Div. 0.0684(0.0424) 0.0096(0.0029)
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Table C.2.1.J.I Modal parameters of the2x1l3r cr:aclaxl plateinair: 3'" mode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
'transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
"co :l<l4.63 304.54 304.60 0.205l17 0.20052
Sttl 304.S3 304.49 304.52 0.20603 0.21721
SttZ 304.53 304.48 304.50 0.20448 0.20404
Stt3 304.44 304.48 304.51 0.20195 0.20854
Stt4 304.47 304.47 304.49 0.20300 0.21563
Ayerage 304.4925(304.5900) 0.2076(0.2030)
Stand. Div. 0.0259(0.0374) 0.0054 (0.0023)
Table C.2.1.4 Modal parameters of the2x1l3r cracked plate inair: 4- mode(broad
band)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(%)
Peak Poly Glob,] Peak Poly Global
"e:<: 598.50 598.21 598.13 0.28914 0.29037
Sttl 598.50 598.33 598.10 0.27852 0.27857
SttZ 598.50 598.30 598.29 0.27903 0.2ml
Stt3 598.50 598.20 598.22 0.26740 0.26737
Stt4 598.50 598.27 598.20 0.28685 0.28845
Ayerage 598.3258(598.2800) 0.2782(0.28975)
Stand. Dev. 0.1355(0.15895) 0.0072(0.0006)
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TableC.2.1.4.1 Modal pararneteu of the 2x1l32" cracked pliteinair: 4· mode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natur:l1 Frequency (Hz) Damping (lJIi)
Peak P()ly Global Peak Poly Global
A", 598.03 S!I7.82 597.87 0.28066 0.27221
se i 597.94 597.81 598.01 0.28.180 0.27337
Stt2 597.63 597.11 597.91 0.28792 0.27046
Stt3 598.03 597.76 597.97 0.30281 0.29438
Stt4 597.84 597.17 597.97 0.29426 0.30439
A\lerage 597.8625(597.9067) 0.2892(0.2764)
Stand. !lev. 0.12275 (0.0896) 0.0116(0.0042)
Table C.2. l oS Modal parameten of the2x1l32"cracked plate in air: S· mode(broad
band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(")
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A", 963.00 962.41 962.24 0.41610 0.41681
Sttl 963.00 962.55 962.14 0.41215 0.41205
Stt2 963.00 962.61 962.32 0.41428 0.41434
Stt3 963.00 962.58 962.23 0.41240 0.41217
Stt4 963.00 962.68 962.38 0.41628 0.41798
Average 962.6242(962.5500) 0.4140 (0.41645)
Stand. Dev. 0.3052(0.3257) 0.0020(0.00035)
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TaMeC.Z.I.!.1 Modalparameters of the2x1l3r cracktd plateinair : S· mode(zoom)
ModalParameters
Tran9ducer Nalur>l Prequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Gluba1 Peak Poly GIuba1
A~ 962.88 962.96 962.83 0.37631 0.37677
S,,1 963.38 963.51 963.39 0.36753 0.36709
Su2 963.50 963.55 963.57 0.37163 0.37738
S,,3 963.50 963.61 963.48 0.37028 O.3771S
S,,4 963.63 963.61 963.72 0.36639 0.36611
Average 9635375(962.8900) 0.37045(0.3765)
Stand. Dev. 0.0944(0.OS35) 0.0043(0.0002)
Table C.2.t .6 Peakresponse magnitudes of the2d /32- cracked plate inair: 1- mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mude Sensor (ms·2/N) forace; (mlmINx 10-') for str
Brood band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ae< 1.64 0.119461 0.86371 2.67 0.98186 0.91017
S"I 36.18 22.60 22.32 52.SO 24.52 22.32
I Su2 30.10 18.62 18.28 43.98 20.17 17.60
S,,3 12.46 7.94 7.75 20.00 8.74 7.75
S"4 45.09 28.01 27.45 67.82 30.38 26.96
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TableCo2.I.7 Peakresponse magnitudes of the2x1132-cracked plate in air: 2-' mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sen"" (ms·2JN) for ace; (m1m1N x l~ for str
Broadband Zoom
Peak Poly Global ?caIt Poly Global
A", 12.24 22.73 22.32 6S.21 137.69 136.62
se i 25.33 51.77 50:79 135.67 311,86 309.BS
2 Str2 3.68 9.00 8.68 22.16 51.82 51.42
Str3 34.12 95.61 93.92 215.43 552.56 552.30
Slr4 2852 70.55 69.30 169.57 412.69 409.78
TableC.2.1.8 Peakresponse magnitudes of the2x1l3r cracked platein air : 3" mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms-2/N) for ace; (m1m1N x 1~ forstr
Broadband Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 6.40 39.11 38.64 10.41 69.83 66.49
sei 0.13550 0.85126 0.83498 0.lm8 1.32 1.35
3 Str2 0.25962 1.69 1.6S 0.38643 2.81 2.79
Slr3 0.32829 2.20 2.16 o.4m8 3.63 3.68
Slr4 0.17810 1.27 1.26 0.21358 2.01 2.07
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FIpI"e Co2.l.t Acceleration coherence function of the2xtl3Z-cracked plate inair
i
I
f1&ure C.2.1.1 Acceleration frequency response function of the2x1/3r cracked plate in air
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TableCo2.I.' Peak response magnitudes of the2x1l32-cracked plateinair ; 4* mode
Peak. M:lgnitude3
Mode Sen"" (ms·2/N) forace; (mimIN x 1(}6) for str
Broadband ZOOm
Peale Poly Global PeaJc Poly Global
A"" 1.84 39.14 38.37 2.38 48.59 46.88
S~I 0.20704 4.24 4.16 0.29793 6.26 5.93
4 S~ 1.01 20.89 20.52 1.21 2.5.05 23.14
S~ 1.00 19.BS 19.46 1.15 23.92 22.10
S~4 0.1.54$6 3.13 3.06 0.22496 4.76 4.88
TableC.2.l .10 Peak response magnitudes of the2x1l32-cracked platein air: j6 mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mod, Sensor (mr/N) forace; (m1m1N x 10")for str
Broad band ZOOm
Peale Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Aoc 27.15 1350 1350 132.81 5910 5930
S~I 6.68 323.34 320.24 38.52 1640 1590
5 S~ 9.52 464.89 459.34 45.42 1970 1960
S~ 12.55 608.30 602.36 62.13 2660 2650
S~4 6.51 31S.s9 310.66 36.33 15SO 1500
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f1&u'" C.2.1.3 Straincoherence functiOll of the 2x1132' crackedpWc in air:
strain gage no.1
f1&u'" C.z.l.4 Strain fnoquency response function of the 2.1132" cracked platein air :
strain gage00 . 1
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ncure C.1.1.5 Strain coherence function of the211/3r cracked plate in air :
strain gage no. 2
fl&urt C.Z.1.6 StrainfrtqutnC)' response function of lhe2.1132' cracked p10lc iJIair :
strain gage no. 2
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f1&ure C.2.1.7 Strain coherence function of the2x1l32· cracked plate inair:
strain gage no. 3
Aaure C.2.1.8 Stnin fTcquen<y response funetiOll of the2x1132"crackedplatein air :
strain Pie no. 3
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FigureC.2.1.9 Straincoherence function of the2x113r cracked platein air :
strain gageno. 4
Flgure Co2.l .l O Strainfrequency response function of the 2.1132- crackedplatein air :
straingageno. 4
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C.2 2x3/32" Cracked Plate
The2x3/3r cracked platewastested in airandin twowater levels.Theresults aregiven
in three subsections; these subsections give theexperimental result in air andin partiaUfuU
submergence in water, respectively.
C.3.1 2x3131-CnekedPlateLD Air
In thisexperiment, it was found that the strain frequency response functionfor strain
number 4 wasvery poorin thefourth mode(see TableC.3.1.4 in st:r4 row). Although the
natural frequencywasclose totheother sensorlocations inthethree fils methods, thedamping
values werea littlehigher than thoseobtained from theother senMlr locations.Thesedamping
values areexcluded intheaveraging process.
Table C.3.I.t Modal parameters of the2x313r cracked plalein air: 1- mode(broad
band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer NaturalFrequency (Hz) Damping(%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 16.94 16.93 16.93 0.27211 0.27292
Sttl 16.94 16.93 16.93 0.21423 0.21161
Stt2 16.94 16.93 16.93 0.28313 0.28916
Stt3 16.94 16.93 16.93 0.28205 0.28394
Stt4 16.94 16.93 16.94 0.26413 0.27191
Avenge 16.9333(16.9333) 0.27925(0.2125)
Stand. Dey. 0.0041(0.0041) 0.0011 (0.0004) 242
Table C.3.1.1.1 Modal parameters of the2x3/32- crackedplate in air : I- mode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(~)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 11.00 16.97 16.98 0.21430 0.21259
set 16.91 16.90 16.90 0.22520 0.23548
Str2 16.91 16.91 16.91 0.21978 0.22845
ses 16.94 16.96 16.97 0.22111 0.22703
Slr4 16.91 16.91 16.19 0.23362 0.24522
Average 16.9200(16.9833) 0.2302 (0.2134)
Stand . Dev. 0.0224(0.0125) 0.0073 (0.00085)
Table C.3. 1.1 Modal parameters of the2x3/32- cracked plate inair: 2- mode (broad
band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(lI)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 109.00 109.10 109.00 0.16973 0.17638
set 109.00 109.02 109.00 0.16639 0.11441
Str2 109.00 108.99 108.99 0.18117 0.17936
Slr3 109.00 109.02 109.00 0.18146 0.18772
Slr4 109.00 109.10 109.00 0.16885 0. 17464
Average 109.0100 (109.0333) 0.17675 (0.17305)
Stand. Dev. 0.0286(0.0471) 0.0066(0.0033)
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Table C.J.U.l Modal parameters of the 213/32- cracked plate in air : 2- mode
(zoom)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
p"" Poly Global P<ak Poly Global
A<:<: 108.69 108.71 108.71 0.17401 0.17352
sei 108.75 108.72 108.72 0.17120 0.17113
Stt2 108.78 108.71 108.71 0. IS017 O. I80IS
Stt3 108.66 108.70 108.70 0.19036 0.19006
Stt4 108.66 108.71 108.71 0.17872 0.17838
Average 108.7108(108.7033) 0.18005(0.1738)
Stand. Dev. 0.0315(0.0094) 0.0068(0.0003)
TableC.J ..1.3 Modal parameters ofthe2x3/32M cracked plate inair : 3nl mode (broad
baod)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency(Hz) Damping(")
p"" Poly Global p"" Poly Global
Ae<; 310.75 310.76 310.71 0.30618 0.32125
Sttl 311.00 311.08 311.04 0.49374 0.49391
Sttl 311.00 311.17 311.18 0.47036 O.4!56l8
Stt3 311.00 311.13 311.20 0.46226 0.44586
Stt4 311.00 311.11 311.11 0.49664 0.51880
Average 311.0830(310.74) 0.48 101 (0.3137)
~,Dcv. 0.0729 (0.0216) 0.0221(0.0075)
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TableC.3.1.3.1 Modal parameters of the2113/3r cracked plate inair: 3td mode (zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer NatwaI Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 310.59 310.66 310.64 0.44087 0.44012
S;f1 310.66 310.69 310.66 0.43n2 0.43708
Str2 310.72 310.66 310.66 0.42528 0.40406
Str3 310.53 310.60 310.53 0.41104 0.41153
Str4 310.t9 310.65 310.69 0.43159 0,42192
Average 310.6450(310.6300) 0.4225(0.4405)
Stand. Dev. 0.1JS1lS (0.0294) 0.0119 (0.0004)
TableC.3.1.4 Modal parameters of the2x3/3r cracked platein air: 4" mode(broad
band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(9li)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 602.50 602.16 602.17 0.98898 0.30578
Str1 602.00 601.93 602.00 0.32704 0.31446
Str2 602.00 602.13 602.18 0.29656 0.29480
Str3 60250 601.12 602.01 0.30238 0.31206
Str4 602.50' 602.11' 602.03' 0.26023' 0.25395'
Average 602.1258(602.2767) 0.2952(0.3024)
Stand. Dev. 0.1807 (0.1580) 0.0241(0.0034)
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TableC.3.1.4. 1 Modal parameters or the 2x3/3r cracked plate in air : 4110 mode
(zoo m)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (~)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A<x 601.84 601.70 601.77 0.29476 0.28262
Strl 601.63 601.53 601.63 0.27882 0.271'7
Str2 601.66 601.60 601.7. 0.29088 0.2m1
Str3 601.66 601.65 601.70 0.29070 0.28940
Str4 601.66 601.64 601.84 0.29448 0.29920
Average 601.6642(601.7700) 0.2878 (0.2887)
Stand. Dev. 0.0716(0.05715) 0.0082 (0.0061)
Table C.3.I ,! Modalparametersof the 213/32 - cracked plate in air : 5· mode(broad
band)
Modal Parameters
Transdu'Xl' Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A<x 967.00 966.93 966.97 0.46259 0.46884
Strl 967.00 967.08 967.78 0.46284 0.48441
S1>2 966.50 967.15 967.30 0.50226 0.50687
Str3 967.00 967.16 967.25 0.44178 0.44137
Str4 967.00 967.09 967.03 0.62521 0.66409
Average 967.1117(966.9667) 0.51610 (0.465715)
Stand. Ilev. O.m60 (0.02867) 0.07829 (0.003125)
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TableC.3.1.S.1 Modal parameters of the2x3f3r eracktd plattinair : sa mode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural. Frequency (Hz) Damping (")
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A", 966.00 96S.~ 966.21 o.nssc 0.36263
Slrl 966.S0 966.24 966.2S 0.36132 0.36239
Str2 966.13 966.12 966.18 0.40277 0.40370
Slr3 966.38 966.36 966.37 0 .39478 0.38S06
Slr4 967.00 966.3S 966.3S 0.38144 0.37001
Avenge 966.3m (966.IS33) 0.38272(0.36910)
Stand. Dev. 0.2233S (0.1096S) 0.01S9 (0.006S)
TableC.3.1.6 Peakresponse magnitudes of the 2x3f3r cracktd platein air: 1"mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms·2lN) for ace; (m1mfN x I~ for str
Broadband Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A", 1.44 0.88497 0.81S27 1.89 0.91928 0.84887
Slrl 31.~ 20.3S 19.94 S2.60 24.29 24.31
I Str2 ~.80 17.S8 17.27 46.4S 20.91 20.S9
Slr3 10.61 7.00 6.73 16.49 8.04 7.47
Slr4 41.13 ~.91 ~.89 64.38 31.17 3D.63
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Table C.3.1.7 Peakresponse magnitudes of the 2x3/32" cracked platein air : 2I11III
mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms-I/N) forace; (m/mlN 1l1()-6) for str
Broadband Zoom
-
Poly Global P<ak Poly Global
Ace 10.52 25.17 25.71 66.87 1S5.67 155.14
Strl 24.89 55.70 56.42 150.75 342.43 341.85
2 Str2 4.OS 10.34 10.25 24.88 62.13 61.90
Str3 35.34 84.71 85.06 200.32 520.03 518.65
Str4 34.95 78.23 78.19 200.82 485.98 484.65
Table C.3.UI Peak responsemagnitudes of the2x3/32- crackedplateinair: 3'" mode
Peak Magnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms·l/N) for ace; (m/mINx l~ forstr
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global P<ak Poly Global
Ace 3.98 47.15 48.02 4.16 73.01 73.75
Strl O.m87 18.% 18.58 1.58 27.38 26.34
3 Str2 1.40 26.09 25.76 2.14 35.61 34.31
Str3 1.39 25.33 24.60 2.12 35.4 1 33.68
Str4 1.53 29.70 30.18 2.35 40.00 39.47
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TableC.3.1.9 Peakresponse magnitudes of the 213/32- cracked plaleinair:"," mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mod. Sensor (ms-21N) ferace; (mimINx 1Q"6) for Sir
Broadband Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 1.79 41.03 41.41 2.46 53.19 50.76
Sttl 0.06308 1.S7 1.46 0.3:3093 6.78 6.59
4 Stt2 0.9870 21.74 21.51 l.39 29.96 29.34
Stt3 0.59595 13.70 13.83 1.02 21.47 21.25
Stt4 0.14956 1.31' l.32· 0 .22010 4.96 5.02
TableC.J.l.10 Peakresponse magnitudes of the W/32- cracked plateinair: S"mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mod. Sen." (ms·2fN) forace; (mlmlN x I~ (orstr
Broadband Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Aa: 24.12 1320 1280 120.58 4710 4470
Stt1 4.96 272.39 271.26 21.94 886.07 889.46
5 Stt2 7.79 458.13 438.93 32.24 14.50 14.50
SttJ 7.47 386.30 372.76 42.31 1780 1720
Stt4 4.50 330.14 331.27 33.54 959.54 913.22
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Ftture C.3.1.1 Acceleration coherence function or the2x313r cracked plate in air
f1&ure C.3.1.1 Acceleration frequency response function of the 2x3/32- crackedplatein air
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f'i&ul'l! C.3.l.3 Strain coherence function of the 3x3/32" crackedplatein air :
strain gageno. 1
Figu~ C.3.t, 3 Strainfrequencyresponse function of the 2x3 /32- cracked platein air :
straingage no. 1
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f1&ureC.3.1.5 Strain coherencefunction of the 213132" crackedplate in air :
straingageno. 2
Fipre C.3.1.6 Strain frequency response function of the 213/32· crackedplate in air :
straingage no. 2
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FIgUre C.3.1.7 Straincoherence function of the 2x3/3r cracked platein air :
straingageno. 3
F"lIUre C.3.1.8 Strainfrequency response: function of the2x3/3r crackedplatein air :
straingageno.3
f1&ure C.3.1.9 Straincoherence function of the2x3J32-crackedplate in air :
straingageno. 4
Allin C.3.1.10 Strain frequency response functionof the 2x3J32- crackedplate in air :
strain gage no. 4
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C.3.2: 2:x3/32:"Cratked PlatePartially SubmerJed in Wattr
Values that wereobtained from strain gagesnumber oneandfour inthe fourth mode.
usingzoomfrequency band (seeTable C.3.2.4.l) , arenotused sincethese values are100low
compared withtheothers.
TableC.3.Z.1 Modal parameters of the2x3/3r cracked platepartially submerged in
water : 1- mode (broadband)
MlXb.1 Parameters
Transducer N",,,,,1Frequency (Hz) Damping(%)
Peak Poly Global Peal; Poly Global
Ace 12.44 12.41 12.41 0.6023l 0.60714
Stt1 12.38 12.41 12.41 0.l413O 0.l72l7
Stt2 12.38 12.40 12.41 0.l3888 0.l 74l l
Stt3 12.38 12.41 12.41 O.lll80 0.l6829
Stt4 12.38 12.40 12.41 0.l3616 0.l693l
Average 12.3933 (12.4200) O.ll66 (0.6047l)
Stand. Dev. 0.0134(0.0141) 0.01l3 (0.0024)
T.ble C.3.2.. .. Modal parameters of the2x3/3Z-crackedplatepartially submerged in
water : I"mode (zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural. Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 12.44 12.42 12.42 0.42162 0.42244
Stt1 12.41 12.41 12.41 0.43258 0.46895
Stt2 12.41 12.40 12.41 0.43260 0.46650
Stt3 12.41 12.40 12.41 0.45578 0.48491
Stt4 12.00 12.40 12.41 0.45162 0.47445
Average 12.3733 (12.4267) 0.4584 (0.4220)
Stand. Dev. 0.1126(0.0094) 0.0178(0.0004)
T.ble C.3.1.2 Modal parameters of the2x3/32- cracked platepartially submerged in
water : :z- mode(broad band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 81.63 81.71 81.74 0.80784 O.806TI
Stt1 81.63 81.71 81.76 0.80718 0.81792
Stt2 81.63 81.75 81.78 0.82038 0.81943
Stt3 81.50 81.74 81.76 0.82584 0.82291
Stt4 81.50 81.75 81.77 0.82961 0.82963
Average 81.6900(81.6933) 0.8216 (0.8073)
Stand. Dev. 0.0974 (0.0464) 0.0069 (0.0005)
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TableC.3.1.1.1 Modal parameters of the2x3/32" cracked plate: partially submerged in
water: 2eoI mode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Oarnping(%)
Pm Poly Globol Pm Poly Globol
Ace 82.19 82.14 82.11 0.50456 0.55966
Strl 82.19 82.14 82.11 0.49492 0.'5225
Stt2 82.06 82.13 82.10 0.481)2 0.52833
Str3 82.19 82.11 82.09 0.51259 0.56675
Str4 82.06 82.13 82.12 0.48600 0.5J455
Average 82.1192 (82.1467) 0.5196(0.5321)
Stand. Oev. 0.0400(0.0330) 0.0293(0.02755)
Table C.3.2.3 Modal parameters of the2x3/32" cracked plate: partially submerged in
water. 3"'mode (broadband)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping ('JL)
Peak Poly Globol Peak Poly Global
Ace 240.75 239.33 239.65 . O.R'iTW . J. /8150
Strl 240.75 239.71 239.73 0.75857 0.79330
Stt2 241.00 239.26 239.28 0.76129 O.TI131
Slr3 240.75 239.30 239.29 0.76124 0.76326
Str4 241.00 239.66 239.66 0.84310 0.82734
Average 239.9575(239.9100) 0.7849(0.8203)
Stand. Oev. 0.6719 (0.6082) 0.0311(0.0328)
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Table C.3.2.3.1 Modal parameters of the2x3/3r cracked plate partially submerged in
water: 3'" mode (zoom}
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ae< 240.81 241.00 241.04 1.11665 1.12543
'''1 240.75 240.84 240.68 1.11580 1.11567
Srr2 240.88 240.98 240.83 1.11578 1.11624
Stt3 240.63 240.89 240 .85 1.11561 1.11964
Stt4 240.66 240.90 240 .90 1.11606 1.12025
Average 240.8158 (240.9500) 1.1169 (1.1210)
Stand. Dev. 0.1058 (0.1003) 0.00 18 (0.0044)
Table C.3.1.4 Modal parametersof the2x3J3r cracked platepartially submerged in
water : 411 mode(broad band)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency(Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ae< 449.50 448.99 449. 27 1.19 1.20
Sttl 449.50 449.73 449.01 1.20 1.25
Srr2 448.50 447.8 1 448 .42 1.37 1.36
S"3 449.00 448.76 448 .37 1.20 1.16
S"4 450.00 450.06 449. 90 1.32 1.30
Average 449.0933 (449.2533) 1.2700(1.1950)
Stand. Dev. 0.71145 (0.2085) 0.0740 (0.0050)
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TableC.3.:!.4.1 Modal parameters of the2x3/3r cnckt.dplatepartially submerged in
water: 4t1omode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (")
>,u Poly Global Peak Poly Glo!>aI
A« 465.38 465.53 465.59 1.16 1.20
sei 46S.00' 464.49' 464.71 ~ 0.13120' O.7292T
Stt2 464.13 464.61 464.67 1.06 1.04
Stt3 464.19 41)4.14 464. 08 1.03 1.01
Stt4 465.00' 465.20' 464.98 ' 0.72919' 0 .887IS'
Average 464.60 (465.SI61) LOS (1.18)
Stand. Dev. 0.3791 (0.0961) 0.01S81 (0.02)
Table C.3.:!.5 Modal parameters of the2x3/3r crackedl'iatepartially submerged in
water : sa mode(broadband)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(%)
Poak Poly Global Pea\ Poly Global
A« 807.S0 808.52 808.55 1.15 1.08
Sttl 808.00 808.98 808.87 0.80356 0.80162
Stt2 809.00 807.43 807.45 1.10 I.I~-
Stt3 806.S0 807.00 807.18 1.09 1.09
Stt4 808.S0 806.51 807.23 1.05 1.05
Average !101.72S8 (808.1900) 1.01065 (I . I1S0)
Stand. Dev. 0.8181 (0.4880) 0.1216 (0.0350)
2S9
T.b~ 3.2.5.1 Modalparametersof the2x3/3r cracked platepaniaIlysubmerged in
water : S- mode (lOOm)
Modal Pamncl<n
T........... NatunJFI'CQuc:ney (Hz) Damping (~)
Peal< Poly G100.J Peal< Poly G~
Ae< 806.50 806.50 806.49 1.00 1.00
S"I 806.00 805.50 806.20 0.96092 0.96031
Su2 805.00 804.62 805.16 0.99168 0.99190
S,,3 803.50 803.67 803.57 1.07 1.08
S,,4 804.50 804.93 803.42 0.97195 O.m44
Average 804.5058 (806.4967) 1.000l (1.000)
Stand. Dev. 1.0418(0.0047) 0.('445 (0.0000)
Tablt C.3.1.6 Peak response magnitudes of the 2x3132'" cracked plate panialIy
submerged inwater : 1- mode
Peal< Magni tudes
Mode Sensor (ms-2/N) forace; (mImIN I. 10")for str
Broadband Zoom
Peal< Poly G1abal Peal< Pely Global
Ae< 0.47143 0.46154 0.46189 0.51796 0.34784 0.33979
S"I 17.04 16.72 17.08 24.68 17.12 17.38
I Su2 14.91 14.26 14.62 21.85 14.80 15.02
SuJ 5.22 5.26 5.52 7.85 5.50 5.50
S,,4 22.21 21.40 21.89 32.56 22.48 22.46
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TableC.3.2.7 Peak response magnitudes of the 2x3/3r cracked plate partially
submerged in water: ~ mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms·1/N) forace; (m/mlNx 10"') forstr
Broad band ZOOm
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 1.07 8.78 8.76 24.87 126.33 132.22
Sttl 3.92 32.2' 32.10 92.19 462.6' 486.49
2 Stt2 0 .55754 5.10 ' . 10 14.17 69.56 72.43
5tt3 5.42 50.5' 51.03 134.76 700.73 73'.09
Stt4 5.05 46.93 47 .28 129.30 63' .82 664.32
TableC.3.2.8 Peak response magnitudes of the 2x3l3r cracked plate partially
submerged inwater: 3" mode
PeakMagnitude5
Mode Sensor (ms.J/N) forace; (m/mlNx 10; for str
Broad band ZOOm
Peak Poly Gklbal Peak Poly Global
Ace 0.48109 17.98 17.39 0.96322 13.22 13.09
Sttl 0.26002 9.25 9.23 0.58678 7.6' 7.39
3 Stt2 0.42008 15.34 14.55 0.72989 9.26 9.64
Stt3 0.41020 14.80 14.38 0.70 157 8.90 9.22
Stt4 0.44902 16.63 16.11 0.90890 12.45 12.38
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Table C.3.%.' Peak response magnitudes of the 2x3/3r cracked plate panial.Iy
submerged in water : 4· mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mod. Sensor (ms'2/N) forace; (mlmlN x 1(t6) forstr
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Glob.I
Ae<; 0.25203 23.19 21.38 1.04 63.61 67.29
Slrl 0 .04030 2.52 2.58 0.11035 2.18' 2.01'
4 Stt2 0 .18614 12.28 11.75 0.73889 46.28 41.59
Slr3 0.11705 12.24 11.64 0.51032 28.24 27.51
Slr4 0.03719 3.14 2.98 0.09871 1.81' 1.62'
Table C.3.2.10 Peak response magnitudes of the 2x3/3r cracked plate partially
submerged in water : sa mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mod. Sensor (ms-2/N) forace; (m1m1N x 10-0) for str
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ae<; 2.00 216.33 194.04 9.26 842.60 842.18
se i 0.58628 39.06 36.97 2.63 227.99 225.39
5 Stt2 0.70249 70.41 70.32 3.37 303.85 300.22
Slr3 0.93665 92./0 93.08 3.48 344.22 335.65
Slr4 0.51419 47.26 48.31 2.33 199.68 197.78
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Filure C.3.1.1 Accelentioncoherence function of the2x313r cracked platepartially
submerged in water
n&ureC.3.2.1 Acceleration frequency response function of the2x313r cracked plate
partially submerged in water
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F"lJUre C.3.:Z.s Strain coherence function of the 2x3/3r cracked platepartially submerged
in water: strain fsgc no. 2
FlIUreC.3.1.6 Strain frequency response function of the 2x3132- crackedplatepartially
submerged in water : strain gage no. 2
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flcure C.3.2.3 Strain coherencefunctionof the 213/32- crackedplate partiallysubmerged
in water : strain gage no. 1
F1lUreC.3.2.4 Strain ftt.quency responsefunctionof the2x3/3r cr.u:ked plate partially
submerged in water : straingage no. 1
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Figure C.3.1.7 Strain coherencefunctionof the2x3/32- crackedplate partialy submerged
inwater :straingageno.3
rlgUre C.3.2.8 Strainfrequency response function of the 2x3/3r crackedplate partially
submergedin water : strain gageno. 3
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Figure C.3.2.9 Strain coherence function of the 2x3/32" cracked plate partially submerged
in water : strain gage no. 4
Fl&ure C.3.2 .10 Strain frequency response function of the 2x3/32" cracked plate partially
submerged in water : strain gage no. 4
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C.3.3 2x3/32" Crack Plate FUlly Submerged in Water
Thevalues marked by superscnpt e inTable C.J.JA arenotaveraged dueto the same
reason givenearlier.
Table C.3.3.1 Modalparameters of the 2x3/32" cracked plate fully submerged in
water: 1- mode(broad bllnd)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Pool< Poly Global Pool< Poly Global
A« 10.19 10.14 10.14 0.62957 0.61849
Strl 10.19 10.13 10.13 0.59259 0.59514
Str2 10.19 10.14 10.14 0.58548 0.58946
Str3 10.19 10.14 10.14 0.62756 0.64128
Str4 10.19 10.13 10.14 0.59671 0.58961
Average 10.1542(10.1567) 0.6022 (0.6240)
Stand. Dev. 0.0256(0.0236) 0.0192 (0.0055)
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TableC.3.3.l.l Modal parameters of the 2x3/3r cracked plate fully submerged in
water : 1'" mode (zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly GJob.I
Ace 10.11 10.11 10.11 0.48639 0.48911
Sui 10.11 10.12 10.12 0.46495 0.46653
Str2 10.13 10.12 10.12 0.49816 0.47996
Su3 10.13 10.12 10.12 0.47993 0.46144
Su4 10.13 10.12 10.12 0.47534 0.46853
Average 10.1217(10.1100) 0.4740 (0.4880)
Stand. Dev. 0.0055 (0.0000) 0.0109 (0.0017)
Table C.3.3.2 Modal parameters of til.. 2x3/3r cracked plate fully submerged in
water : 2w mode(broad.;and)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 69.13 69.08 69.07 0.89572 Q.91385
SuI 69.13 69.07 69.08 0.94172 0.94341
Str2 69.13 69.07 69.06 0.94089 0.92124
Su3 69.06 69.05 69.06 0.92163 0.95178
Su4 69.13 69.06 69.07 0.95225 0.94259
Average 69.0808 (69.0933) 0.9394 (0.9048)
Stand. Dev. 0.0293 (0.02625) 0.0112 (0.0091)
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Table C.3.3.2 .1 Modalparameters of the 2x3/32- cracked plate fully submerged in
water : 2- mode(zoom)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A'" 68.84 68.86 68.88 o.~6317 O.S6373
S~I 68.91 68.94 68.96 O.~4289 O.~427~
sta 68.91 68.94 68.95 O .~40~9 O.S410~
S~3 68 .91 68.92 68.95 O.5650~ O.S~O~l
S~4 68.91 68.92 68.96 0.~4107 O.~414~
Average 68.9317 (68.8600) 0.4 126 (0.~6345)
Stand. Dev. 0.0195 (0.0163) 0.0079 (0.0003)
Table C.3.J.3 Modalparameters of the 2x3/32- cracked plate fully submerged in
water: 3f'd mode(broadband)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A'" 203 .00 203.32 203.38 1.2S 1.27
sei 203 .00 203.33 203.4 3 1.29 1.26
sta 203 .00 203.42 203.47 1.29 1.26
S~3 203 .00 203.42 203.43 1.27 1.27
S~4 203.00 203.44 203.48 1.25 1.30
Average 203.2850 (203.2333) 1.2737 (1.2600)
Stand. Dev . 0.2045 (0.1668) 0.0165 (O.OlllO)
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Table C.3.3 .3.1 Modal parameters of the 2x3/3r cracked plate fully submerged in
water: 3td mode (zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
P"",, Poly Global P<ak Poly Global
A", 203.06 203.30 203.56 1.25 1.24
Strl 203.00 203.47 203.45 1.27 1.25
Str2 203.31 203.66 203.14 1.25 1.27
Str3 202 .84 203.40 203.50 1.24 1.26
Str4 203.50 203.41 203.66 1.26 1.26
Average 203.3617 (203.3067) 1.2575 (1.2450)
Stand. oev. 0.24055 (0.2042) 0.0097 (0.0050)
Table C.3.3.4 Modal parameters of the 2x3/32" cracked plate fully submerged in
water: 4lb mode(broad band)
ModalParameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
P<ak Poly Global P<ak Poly Global
A'" 402 .75 402.63 402.45 1.48611 1.48963
Strl 402.50 402.85 402.45 1.46808 1.45024
Str2 402 .50 402.7 1 402.65 1.47688 1.47621
Str3 403 .25 402.95 402.83 1.45758 1.47958
Str4 404.00 ' 404.47- 402.47 0.51379' 0.54329'
Average 402.7160 (402.6 100) 1.4681 (1.4879)
Stand. Dev. 0 .2449 (0. 1233) 0.0108 (0.0018)
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Table C.3.J.4.1 Modal parameters of the 2",3/3r cracked plate fully submerged in
water: 4" mode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 417.75 417.16 417.03 1.58594 \.56821
set 417.56 417.52 417.35 \.60078 l.S9379
Str2 417.50 417.22 417.21 1.58325 1.58251
Slr3 417.38 417.26 417.21 1.58512 1.58275
Slr4 417.06 417.07 417.08 1.57818 \.58015
Average 417.2875 (417.3133) l.S857 (\.5770)
Stand . Dev. 0. 1708 (0.3133) 0.0072 (0.0089)
Table C.3.3.S Modalparameters of the 2",3/32" cracked plate fully submerged in
water: 5* mode(broad band)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Ace 741.00 74\.86 74\.48 \.59 \.58
Slrl 74\.00 741.61 741.55 1.57 \.58
Str2 741.00 741.11 741.79 1.58 \.56
Slr3 741.00 741.14 741.83 l.S8 1.54
Slr4 741.50 741.54 741.70 1.57 1.55
Average 74\.3975 (74\.4467) l.S662 (l.S850)
Stand. Dev. 0.3 102 (0.3519) 0.0141 (0.0050)
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Table C.3.3.! .! Modal parameters of the 2x3f32- cracked plate fully submerged in
water : ~ mode(zoom)
Modal Parameters
Transducer Natural Frequency (Hz) Damping(%)
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Act; 742.00 742.15 742.02 1.58 1.54
Slrl 743.13 742.36 742.50 1.53 1.54
Str2 741.63 742.06 742.19 1.57 1.54
Slr3 742.38 742.62 742.51 1.52 1.54
Slr4 743.25 741.68 74 1.56 1.53 1.59
Average 742.3225 (742.0567) 1.5450 (1.5600)
Stand. Dev. 0.1190 (0.0665 ) 0 ,0218 (0.0200)
Table C.3.J.6 peakresponse magnitudes of the 2x3/32- cracked platefully submerged
in water: 1- mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mod' Sensor (ms-l /N) for ace; (mlmlNx l~ for str
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Act; 0.21461 0. 18218 0.17512 0.39338 0.20242 0.20270
se t 17.07 14.31 11.71 28.42 14.80 14.64
I SIt2 11.21 11.89 10.16 24.23 12.71 12.58
Slr3 1.39 4.3 1 3.77 8.59 4.48 4.44
Slr4 21.09 17.88 15.36 34.S8 18.84 18.62
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Table C.3.3.7 Peakresponse magnitudesof the 21.3/32"cracked platefullysubmerged
in water: 2001mode
peakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms"/N) for ace: (m/mlN lI: 10" forsir
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global P<>!< Poly Global
Ae< 13.14 38.47 38.41 1.01 3.83 3.82
Sttl 64.59 196.90 196.58 5.15 19. 17 19.12
2 Stt2 9.45 27.96 27.88 0.3785 0.9421 0.8760
Stt3 98.61 300.39 301.64 8,23 29.27 29.18
Stt4 92.25 276.34 274.59 8.02 51.10 50.29
Table C.3.3.8 Peakresponse magnitudesof the2l1:3/32"cracked platefullysubmerged
in water: 3'" mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms·2/ N) forace; (m/mlN x t(t6) for str
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global P<>!< Poly Global
Ae< 0.37560 9.71 9.87 0.78546 33.82 33.27
Sttl 0.25616 6.79 6.62 0.52131 21.27 22.05
3 Stt2 0.44029 12.09 11.77 0.87584 38.64 36.21
Stt3 0.47298 12.41 12.49 0.99364 38.19 38.75
Stt4 0.28210 12.57 13.40 0,88674 44.12 47.8 1
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Tallie C.3.3.9 Peak response magnitudes of the21.3/32"crackedplatefullysubmerged
in water : 4· mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms·JIN) for ace; (m/mlNx llr> for str
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A«: 0.26084 10.01 9.75 0.41250 18.65 18.71
Strl 0.03013 1.03 1.04 0.03656 0.98419 0.89633
4 Str2 0.24840 9.05 9.09 0.35426 16.46 15.52
ses 0.16403 6.02 6.05 0.26443 11.59 11.61
Str4 0.0236' 0.2659" 0.2695" 0.03005 0.97021 1.02
TableC.3.3.10 Peak response magnitudes of the21.3/32"cracked platefullysubmerged
in water: ~ mode
PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor (ms'l/N) for ace; (m/mlNx l~ for str
Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
A«: 0.32586 37.76 38.60 0.85233 77.51 77.81
Strl 0.1070· 17.77' 37.58' 0.34534 31.38 31.69
5 Str2 0.16834 73.08 38.76 0.44905 41.23 40.27
Str3 0.18950 81.37 52.18 0.39698 30.70 44.27
Str4 0. 10657 24.65 22.87 0.27423 24.01 24.18
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Flgure C.l.3.. Accelerationcoherence function of the lx3 f32" cracked plate fully
submerged in water
Figure C.3.3.2 Accelerationfrequency responsefunction of the2x3/32" cracked plate
fully submerged in water
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NFi&UreC.3 .3.3 Strain coherence function of the 2x3/3r cracked plate fully submerged in
water: strain gage no. I
Fi&ureC.J .3.4 Slrainfrequency responsefunction of the2x313r crackedplate fully
submerged in water: straingageno. I
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FlgureC.3.3.5 Strain coherence function of the 2.13132"crackedplate fullysubmergedin
water : strain eageno. 2
Flgul"t C.3.3.6 Strain frequencyresponse function of the 2x3/3r crackedplate fully
submerged in water : strain gage nco2
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Fi"ure C.3 .3.7 Straincoherence functionof the 2x3/3r cracked plate fuUy submergedin
water : strain gage no, 3
fiaure C.3 .3.8 Strain frequency response function of the 2)[3/32"cracked plate fully
submerged in water : strain gage no, 3
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Flgure C.3.3.!) Strain coherencefunction of the 2xJ/32" cracked plate fully submerged in
wake : strain gage no. 4
Flgure C.3.3.tO Strain frequency response function of the2x3/Jr crackedplatefully
submerged in water : strain gage no. 4
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Appendix D
In the first part of this Appendix, the peakstrain responsemagnitudes measuredby using
three strain gages, utilized in the experimental snd y, are normalized by the largest valueof
them; and the valuesare tabulated, In the second pert, the peak responsemagnitudes of the
uncracked plate in air computed by taking damping into consideration are given; and the bode
plots of theacceleration as well as strain responses are presented.
D.I Normalized Peak Strain Response Magnitudes
Tables0 .1.1 to 0 .1.7 give the normalized peakstrain response magnitudes of cracked
and uncrackedplates in air, partiallysubmerged and fullysubmergedin water. The valuesgiven
weremeasured fromstraingages mounted along the middle ~r theplatessothat thevaluescac
be compared with those obtained analytically .
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TableD.I.I Nonnali.zed peak. strain response magnitudes of the uncracked plate: in air
Nonnalized PeakMagnitudes
Modo Sensor Broad band ZOOm
Peak Poly 01_ Poak Poly 0 1_
Sttl 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
I Str2 0.8 15 0.90 1 0.914 0.812 0.880 0.975
Stt3 0.2695 0.328 0.332 0.238 0.329 0.359
Sttl o.m 0.604 0.6075 0.636 0.631 0.633
2 Str2 0.127 0.111 0.1095 0.122 0.116 0.116
Stt3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Sttl 0.395 0.430 0.430 0.414 0.442 0.401
3 Str2 0.924 0.931 0.964 0.920 0.927 0.9 14
Str3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
set 0.186 0.197 0.1965 0.238 0.226 0.226
4 Str2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Stt3 0.958 0.956 0.957 0.948 0.949 0.950
Sttl 0.639 0.658 0.653 0.582 0.557 0.536
5 Str2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Stt3 0.991 0.970 0.997 0.967 0.986 0.995
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Table D.l.1 Normalized peak strain response magnicudcs or lheuncrackedplate partially
submerged in water
Normalized' hat Magnitudes
Mode Sensor Broad band Zoom
..... Poly GI_ ..... Poly GI_
S" I 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
I SUZ 0.889 0.864 0.881 0.885 0.8735 0.812
S,,3 0.295 0.315 0.305 0.296 0 .:'11 0.316
S", 0.691 0.629 0.659 0.636 0 .632 0.631
2 SUZ 0. 100 0.098 0.098 0.09 0.0915 0.091
ses 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
S,,1 0.392 0.372 0.384 0.365 0.371 0.319
3 SUZ 0.986 0.930 0.931 0.984 0 .969 0.992
S"3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
S"I 0.20 1 0.202 0.198 0.229 0 .223 0.221
4 SUZ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
S,, 3 0.911 0.864 0.9215 0.951 0 .932 0.940
S,, 1 0.685 0 .683 0.652 0.184 0 .148 0.711
5 SUZ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
S,,3 0.985 0.990 0.998 0.984 0 .986 0.985
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Table D.l .3 Nonnalized peakstrain magnitudesof theuncracked platefullysubmerged in
water
Normalized Peak. Magnitudes.
Mode Sensor Broad band ZOOm
Poak P<>ly Global Poak Poly Global
sei 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
I StJ2 0.907 0.911 0.875 0.884 0.882 0.872
Stt3 0.326 0 .307 0.328 0.292 0 .304 0.297
se t 0.631 0 .634 0.625 0.608 0.625 0.626
2 StJ2 0.084 0.084 0.085 0.080 0.08 1 0.078
Stt3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
sei 0.291 0.306 0.324 0.300 0.282 0.300
3 StJ2 0.928 0.909 0.859 0.904 0 .905 0.911
Stt3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
set 0.287 0 .385 0.415 0.293 0.2% 0.303
4 StJ2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Stt3 0.900 0 .894 0.898 0.882 0.900 0.899
sei 0.768 0 .761 0.780 0.864 0.924 0.923
5 StJ2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Stt3 0.946 0.945 r-,..54 0 .924 0 .742 0.760
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Table D.I .4 Nonr.alized peak strain response magnitudes of the 211/32- cracked platein
air
Normalized PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Gloo.J Peak Poly Gloo.J
Sttl 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1 Stt2 0.832 0.823 0 .820 0.838 0.823 0.788
Stt3 0.344 0.35 1 0.347 0.381 0.356 0.347
Sttl 0.142 0.542 0 .541 0.630 0.564 0.561
2 Stt2 0.108 0.094 0.092 0.103 0.094 0.093
Stt3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Sttl 0.413 0.390 0.387 0.361 0.364 0.367
3 Stt2 0.791 0.764 0 .764 0.776 0.774 0 .758
Stt3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
sei 0.205 0.203 0.203 0.240 0.250 0 .256
4 Stt2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Stt3 1.0 0.950 0.948 0.958 0.955 0.955
Sttl 0.532 0.531 0.532 0.620 0.6 16 0.600
5 Stt2 0.759 0.764 0.762 0.731 0.741 0 .740
Stt3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
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TableD.l .! Normalized peak strain response magnitudes of the2x3/3r cracked plate in
all
NormalizedPeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor Broad band ZOOm
PeU Poly Global PeU Poly Global
set 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
I Str1 0.826 0.864 0.866 0.883 0.861 0.847
Slr3 0.3395 0.348 0.3375 0.3135 0.331 0.307
Slrl 0.704 0.6575 0.663 0.7525 0.6585 0.659
2 Str1 0.115 0.122 0. 1205 0.124 0.1195 0.119
SttJ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
ser 0.696 0.727 0.721 0.738 0.769 0.768
3 Str1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Slr3 0.993 0.971 0.955 0.991 0.994 0.982
Slrl
4 Str1
Slr3
set
5 Str1
SttJ
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Table 0.1.6 Normalizedpeak strain response magnitudes of the 2x3/3r cracked plate
partially submerged in water
Normalized PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor Broad band Zoom
Peak Poly Globol Peak Poly Global
Sttl 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
I SIt2 0.875 0.853 0.856 0.885 0 .864 0.864
Stt3 0.306 0.315 0.323 0.318 0.321 0.316
Sttl 0.723 0.638 0.629 0.684 0.660 0.662
2 SIt2 0.103 0.101 0.100 O.IOS 0.099 0.098
Stt3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 \,0
Sttl 0.6 19 0.603 0.634 0.804 0.826 0.766
3 SIt2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Stt3 0.976 0.965 0.988 0.961 0.961 0.956
Sttl
4 SIt2
Stt3
sei
5 Str2
Stt3
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'fable D.1.7 Normalized peak: strain response magnitude\of the2x3/)2 - cracked plate
fullysubmerged in water
NonnaIized PeakMagnitudes
Mode Sensor Broodband Zoom
Peak Poly Global Peak Poly Global
Strl 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
I So2 0.891 0.831 0.868 0.852 0.859 0.859
Str3 0.3 16 0.301 0.322 0.302 0.303 0.303
Strl 0.665 0.665 0.652 0.626 0.655 0.655
2 So2 0.095 0.093 0.092 0.046 0.032 0.030
Str3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Strl 0.599 0.547 0.530 0.525 0.557 0.569
3 So2 0.931 0.974 0.942 0.881 1.0 0 .934
Str3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Strl
4 So2
Str3
Strl
5 So2
Str3
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D.2 Response of the Uncracked Plate in Air with Damping
The measured damping of the uncracked plate in air are ccnverec 10 Rayleigh damping
and the results are included in the analysis to study the change of response due to damping .
Mass and stiffness propon.ional damping factors. obtained using formula given by Bathe (1982).
arc presented in Table 0 .2. 1. The formula is rew ritten in Equation (0 .1). Solving the equation
for ad and (J. i' the factors for a mode can be obtained. The peak response magnitude s
(acceleration and strai n responses) are given in the Tables 0 .2.2 to D.2.5. The strain and
acceleration response versus frequency piers are shown in Figures 0 .2. 1 to 0 .2.10 .
(ol"+ P./ (ol~ " 2 (,),(,
(ol tJ+ P./ (ol:'1 - 2(,)jo 1 t /' 1
where :
a d is mass propon ional damping factor at mode i,
(1.. is stiffness proportional damping factor at mode i ,
f ; and E;' I are damping ratio at mode j and i+ I and
W, and (0);., are natural freq~ at mode i and H I respectively.
Table 0 .2 . 1 Mass and stiffness propon ional damping (actors
(0 .1)
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T abl e D.2 .2 Peak magnitudes of Ille uncracked plate wilh damping : acceleration res ponse
(natural frequenciesat mode 4 and 5 arc given in brackets)
Natural Peak magniludes
Mod. frequency (mS-J/N)
(He) 2t4) 2145 21St 2155 2167
4 n , ,,,, n """ ,." 7 .,." ,. "
2 115.30 2.106 7.SS8 22.25 22.46 35. 13
3 319.8 2.318 7.313 8.829 3.931 15.71
4 0.5561 1.423 0 .3962 1.163 1.912
(635.8) (635.8) (640.9) (639.5) (638.8)
5 3.366 6.290 5 .839 3.990 8.317
(1052) (1051) (10511 (1051) ( 1052)
Ta ble D.Z.J Peak magnitudes of lhe uncracked pla te willidamp ing in ai r : strain response
(natura! frequencies at mode 4 and S are the same as given in Table 0 .2.2)
Natural Peak magnitudes at node
Mode Frequency (m/m/ N) I lo-t
He' 21" ,,4< 21<1 21<, 2167
I 18.45 5.0395 101 4.3419 101 2.7659 101 1.5710 101 8.5980 IO"J .
2 115.40 9.8603 3.1849 8.7352 l . t620 10' 1.3262 10-1
3 321.30 9.1362 10"1 6.3231 Ht l 1.3872 7.9031 10"1 4.945510-J
4 2.4422 1O-J 9.707810"J 4.318MIO"J 9.765610-1 5.2689 1<t)
5 3.914010"1 3. 1550 io: 3.157510"1 2.06451 0-1 1.8606 10-1
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Table 0.1.4 Normalized peak acceleration response magnitudes of theuncracked plate with
damping in air
Natural Normalized Peak Magnitudes at nodes
Mode Frequency
2143 2145 2151 2155 2167
I 18.45 0.0108 0.0463 0.2060 0.4021 1.0
2 115.4 0.0600 0.2237 0.6334 0.6393 1.0
3 321.3 0.1470 0.4637 0.5599 0.2493 1.0
4 . 0.2909 0.7443 0.2072 0.6083 1.0
5 . 0.4047 0.7563 0.702 1 0.4 797 1.0
Table D.2.S Normalized peak strain response magnitudes of theuncrackedplatewith
damping in air
Natural Normalized Peak Magnitudes at nodes
Mode Frequency 2143 2 145 2155
I 18.45 I 0.8616 0.3120
2 115.4 0.8486 0.274 1 1.0
3 321.3 1.0 0.6921 0.8 650
4 . 0.2480 0.9941 1.0
S . 0. 1241 1.0 0.6544
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Appendix E
Photographs of Experimental Apparatus
and Setup
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<>==-====~-
Figure E.l A force transducer and a connecting rod
BlUre E.2 An exciter hung by eight bungee cords
298
299
8Figure ~.5 Plate vibrating at water level just at
the middle of the plate thickness
Flgure E.6 Crack shape
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